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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred thirty-second annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of fhe pageantry is enacted each year on campuses
all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters the
Coliseum through the four corners of the floor.Is led by the University Marshal whose position
is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the
endorsement of the State and the University. Led byAssistant Marshals, the candidates march
behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 6) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairperson of the Board of
Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the
platform in two columns from the northwest door. The Trustees of the University can be
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner" and "America the Beautiful", men in academic regalia are







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver /Gray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary
degree consists in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Ob, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood, From sea to shining sea!
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University Marshal
Lois M. Chan, Professor, School of Library and Information Science
Music
Members of the University of Kentucky Wind Ensemble
Conductor
Richard Clary, Assistant Professor, School of Music
Soloist
Dr. Noemi Lugo, Associate Professor, School of Music
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presiding
Charles T. Wethington, [r., President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER . (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS . President Wethington
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS . Dr. Louis W. Sullivan
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean C. Oran Little
College of Agriculture
Dean Thomas C. Robinson




College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Richard W. Furst
Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics
Dean J. David Johnson
College of Communications and
Information Studies
Dean Shirley C. Raines
College of Education
Dean Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Dean Robert Shay
College of Fine Arts
Dean Retia Scott Walker
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Acting Dean William C. Lubawy
College of Pharmacy
Dean Kay S. Hoffman
College of Social Work
Dean Michael T. Nietzel
The Graduate School
Acting Dean Robert G. Shwemm
College of Law
Dean Emery A. Wilson
College of Medicine
Dean Leon A. Assael
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS - ALUMNI ASSOCIATION . Robert F. Pickard
President, National Alumni Association
COMMENTS FROM STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
CLASS OF 1999 . . .
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ...
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS




PRESENTATION OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH .
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
.. President Wethington
. President Wethington
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Wethington
Dr. Daniel R. Reedy, University Orator
........... President Wethington
. (Katherine Lee Bates)
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ..










'" Degree awarded August 6, 1998
** Degree awarded December 18, 1998
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 8, 1999
if candidates have met all degree requirement
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The Graduate School
Dean: Michael T. Nietzel
Doctor of Philosophy
David Robert Adams, [r., Independence
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "A Semantic-Object Model for Content-Based
Retrieval"
Idus Wilmer Adams'"', Wilmore
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Central Kentucky Colleges Tnthe Age of the
University,1865-1917"
Wendell Scott Akers'". Knoxville, TN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Enhanced Cardiac Neurotransmission in Rat Left
Ventricle Following Pressure-Overload"
Mohammed Alanazi, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "In Vivo Study of the Repair of Thymine Glycol and
Ncmethylpurines from Specific Sequences and the Genome
Overall of Escherichia Coli"
Jukka V.A. Alava, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Organizational Change in the Union of Professional
Engineers in Finland and the Union of Professional Social
Workers in Finland"
Rodney Jason Andrews, Hadley, MI
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Activated Carbon Fibers and Carbon Fiber
Composites for Environmental Applications"
Michael Trent Ashworth Il'", Ft. Worth, TX
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Impact of Therapist-Initiated Self-Deprecating
Humor on Female Clients' Perceptions of Therapists"
Seth Richard Axelrod, Middletown, CT
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Understanding Sex Differences in Personality
Disorders as Sex Differences in Normal Personality Traits"
John Reece Baker, Elizabethtown
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis and Control of Self-Excited Vibrations in
Boring Bars"
Terry Alan Baker", Toledo, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Financial Reporting Issues of Employee Stock
Options"
Sherri Patrice Ballard'", Lake City, SC
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Science Self-Efficacy, Science Career
Efficacy, Science Career Interest, and Intentions to Enroll in
Nonrequired Science Courses in the Future Selection of
Science-Related Careers for High School Students"
Christopher Douglas Barton, Lexington
Major: Soil Science
Dfssertation: "Colloid Enhanced Transport and Desorption of
Contaminants Through Macropores in Kentucky Soils"
Robert Paul Bauman, Orlando, FL
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Electron Scattering from Cadmiun"
Heather Elizabeth geardsley'". Nunda, NY
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Controlling Heat and Mass Transfer for Droplet-
Based Rapid Prototyping"
Audrey Meryl Bernstein, Framingham, MA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Identification and Characterization of the Human
Cellubrerin Protein"
Dale Lee Bixby, Larned, KS
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Educating a Killer: The Generation and
Characterization of HLA-A2 Restricted Cytotoxic T
Lymphocytes Against Non-small Cell Lung Cancer Cell
Lines"
Deborah Lynn Blackwell'", Roanoke, VA
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Ability 'To Do Much Larger Work:' Gender
and Reform in Appalachia, 1890-1935"
David Wayne Bohncrt'". Waring, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nutritional Evaluation of Poultry Byproduct Meal
as a Supplemental Protein Source for Ruminants"
Patricia Ximena Bolanos'". St. Joseph, MN
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Carmen Y Pavo: Dos Suplementos [oviales"
Marcellus M, Bosman, Durban, South Africa
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Space, Power and Representation of Economic
Change: the Case of 'Team Toyota' and the State of
Kentucky"
Mark Clinton Bottorff, Denver, CO
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Case Study for Hydromagnetic Outflow in
Active Galactic Nuclei"
Derek Cyril Bowe'". Huntsville, AL
Major: English
Dissertation: "Going to Meet the Lord: James Baldwin's Dispute
With the Church in His Novels and Plays"
John Alan Boyd, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Neutrality & Peace: Kentucky and the Secession
Crisis of 1861"
Ashley Elizabeth Bray, Richmond, TX
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Indian Leishmania donovani Lipophosphoglycan:
What a Difference a Glucose Makes"
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Kevin Lee Brennan", Lincoln, NE
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Role of Elite Activism in Changing Security
Policy: The Cases of Ceausescu, Sadat. Nixon, and
Corbachev"
Annette Marie Brenner, Shelby, OH
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Catalytic Cracking of Unlabeled and 14C-Labeled
2-Methylbutane"
Timothy S. Brophy', Muncie, IN
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Melodic Improvisations of Children Ages Six
Through Twelve: A Developmental Perspective"
Russell Wayne Brown'"', Weatherford, OK
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Dcamphetamine Facilitation of Spatial Memory in
the Morris Water Maze Using a Single Trial/Day Procedure:
A Delineation of Mediating Mechanisms"
Robert Graham Buice, [r.", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Bridging the CHASM between Pharmaceutical
Analysis and Noninvasive/Nondestructive Analysis Using
Megnetohydrodynarnic Acoustic-Resonance Near-Infrared
(MAReNIR) Spectrometry"
Carol Denise Bunch, Raleigh, NC
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Long-Term Effects of Witnessing Violence as
Children on African-American Adult Psychological Distress"
Holly Marie Bundrant, Cookeville, TN
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Influence of Gender and Dietary Content on
the Central Histaminergic H1 Receptor
Derek Allen Campbell", Des Moines, IA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Neuropsychological Validation of Adult Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder"
Harmeet Singh Chadha", Bombay, India
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Hydrophobicity and Radiolabeling of Polytyrosine
Hydroxyethyl Starch Microspheres"
Ko-yin Kay Chang**, Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Organization of the R&D Intensive Firm: An
Application to the Biotechnology Industry"
Chuleeporn Changchit", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Expert System for Supporting Managers'
Internal Control Evaluations"
Mary Ann Cheatham", Campbellsville
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Development of a Computer Tutorial on
Nutritional Assessment and Use by Three Different Groups
of Health Professions Students"
Jijun Cheng, Taian, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: 'The Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome
Component, BIMHAPC6, and Type I Phosphatase BIMG,are
Involved in the G2 Checkpoint of nimA Mutants in
Aspergilus Nidulan"
Sharon Barrow Childs, Ashland
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "An Oral History of the First African American
Undergraduates to Attend the University of Kentucky"
Wen Hwei Chou, Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Genetic Screening for Cytochrome P450-2D6
(CYP2D6)Polymorphism: Value in Psychiatry"
Michael Eric Christy, Walton
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "The Reaction ( -+ P IE e+ + e- + n and the Nucleon
Weak Axial Radius"
Susan E. Colon?'. Grand Rapids, MI
Major: Communication
Dissertation: 'Targeting Health Promotion: The Influence of
Sensation Seeking, PSA Recall, and Classroom Involvement
on the Effectiveness of a School-Based HIV Prevention
Program"
Patrice Michelle Connell'"', Tremont, IL
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Human Scavenger Receptor Class BType I (SR-BI):
Recognition and Functional Interaction with Native and
Modified High Density Lipoprotiens"
Dawn Annette Cook, Hickory, NC
Major: Education and Counselingg Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Gestalt Treatment of Adolescent Females with
Depressive Symptoms: A Treatment Outcome Study"
Margaret Ellen Cook-Newell, Winchester
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Dietary Factors and
Drinking Behavior: A Meta-Analysis of Observational
Studies"
Laura Sue Corley, Greenwood, SC
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "The Development and Evolution of
Parthenogenesis in the Cockroach Nauphoeta Cinerea"
Sean Troy Cornett, Richmond
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Multichannel Quantum Defect Theory of Alkali
Halide Photo Absorption"
Ted Eric Cottrell", Bonnieville
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Abundance of, and Predation by,
Coleomegilla Maculata (Degeer) (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae)
in Sweet Corn"
Margery M. Coulson-Clark
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "From Process to Outcome: Performance Funding
Policy in Kentucky Public Higher Education, 1994-1997"
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Robin Jones Crigler, Walton
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Increasing Lawyer Communication Competence:
The Law as Practice"
Michael P. Crotser", Champaign, IL
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Effects of Soybean Cultivar Interference on the
Growth of Eastern Black Nightshade (Solanum prycanthum):
Impact of Light Manipulation"
Mingwu Cui", Henan, China
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "The Source and the Regulation of Nitrogen Oxide
Production for Tobacco-Specific Nitrosamine Formation
During Air-Curing Tobacco"
Kshiti P. Dave", Delhi, India
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Knowledge Management
Characteristics: Synthesis, Delphi Study, Analysis"
J. Charlene Davis"""",Muncie, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Role of Brand Equity in Service Failure and
Recovery: An Information Processing Perspective"
Michael Dee Dawahare'", Lexington
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Multiconfessionalism, Asabiya, and Civil Society in
Lebanon: Toward a Hermeneutic Theory of the Public Sphere
in Comparative Studies"
Margaret Justice Dean'". Richmond
Major: English
Dissertation: "Marriage as Unreliable Narrative in Paradise Lost"
Steven Michael DeAtley", Maysville
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Adriamycin Induced Cardiotoxicity: Evidence for
Oxidative Stress and Protection by Antioxidants"
Sarah Elizabeth Deitsch", Richmond, IN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Structure of Personality: An Evaluation of
Alternative Models"
David Holman Deitz'". Somerset
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "GFRP Reinforced Concrete Bridge Decks"
Jamie Marie Thomas Dessart. Jacksboro, TN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Rolled on Many a Tongue: The Ironic Convergence
of Women, Authority, and Language in Five of Geoffrey
Chaucer's Works"
Venkat Vijayakumar Devarakonda"""",Hyderabad, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Physical and Chemical Processes in Microdroplets"
Sarah Dewees"",Athens, OH
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Role of Social Infrastructure in Rural
Community Economic Development in Kentucky, 1960 to
1990"
Kyle David Dippery, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "Model Identification for Structures with Internal
Resonance"
Yaomin Dong". Suihua, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Numerical, Experimental, and Phenomenological
Investigation of Cross Wedge Rolling"
Charles Eckford Eastin", Lexington
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Choline Deficiency Exacerbates Endotoxin-Induced
Liver Injury by Sensitizing Hepatocytes to Tumor Necrosis
Factor-I and Increasing TNF Serum Concentrations"
Timothy Edwards'". El Dorado, AK
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Lyrics to the Rhythm: The Uses and Gratifications
of Rap Music for African American Teenagers"
Parvaneh Espandiari, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Banvel @(Dicamba) as a
Peroxisome Proliferator"
)0 Ann Gomer Ewalt', North Plainfield, N)
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: 1/An Analysis of the Job Opportunities and Basic




Dissertation: "Detection and Analysis of Cytolethal Distending
Toxin (CDT)Genes in Campylobacter [ejuni and
Camplyobacter Coli Isolates by Polymerase Chain Reaction
and Determination of the Prevalence of COT Genes and CDT
Activity in Campylobacters Isolated from Chicken Carcasses"
Jose Antonio Pabres". Santiago, Chile
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Novela Historica De Salvador De Madariaga"
Mark Richard Fahey, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Numerical Computation of Quadratic Forms
Involving Large Scale Matrix Functions"
Elizabeth Ann perguson''. Roanoke, VA
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Biochemistry and Physiology and of Silver Toxicity
to Rainbow Trout: Effects on Ionoregulation, Smoltification,
and Seawater Survival"
Seth Andrew Fichter", Wilder
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Intra-Gastric Protection of Vitamin A Orally Dosed
in Coconut Oil to Ruminant Animals"
Kenneth A. Fields, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Contributions of V Antigen LcrV to the
Pathogenesis of Yersinia pestis"
Helmer Feitosa Figueiredo
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Developmental Cell Death in the
Trigeminal Sensory Ganglia by Nerve Growth Factor"
Brian Scott Finlin. Lindenwold, NJ
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of REM, A Member of the RAS-
Related Small GRP Binding Protein Family"
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Susan L. Foege, Racine, WI
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Weights on Non-Simple Polytopes"
David Albert Foote, Fairport, NY
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Policy Commitment in Work Organizations"
Carolyn Ann Gallaher**, Lynchburg, VA
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "America's New Patriots: Livelihood and the Politics
of Identity"
Rajive Ganguli, Bankura, India
Major: Mining Engineering
Dissertation: "Algorithms for Physical Segregation of Coal"
Lianyong Gao
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Genetic and Biochemical Analysis of the Virulence
of Legionella Pneumophila to the Hosts"
Xiaosong Ce'"
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Resource Finding by Several Stored-Product Insects
and Its Disruption by Natural Products"
Steven Michael Giles", Naperville, IL
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Role of Teachers' Communication in an
Adolescent Character Education and Problem Behavior
Prevention Program"
Thomas Bradley Cold'", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on the Chemistry of Crosslinking of Gelatin
Capsules"
Janet L. Goodrich**, Wilmore
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Unforeseen Self:Autobiography in the Works
of Wendell Berry"
Kimberly S. Gorman, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Early Stages of Feminist Identity, Avoidant Coping,
and Anorexic Tendencies in Undergraduate Women"
Jayant Keshav Gotpagar**, Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Reductive Dehalogenation of Trichloroethylene by
Zero-Valent Iron and Multiphase Transport Model"
Steven Charles Grambow**, Napa, CA
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Deterministic Methods in Robust Estimation and
Influence Diagnostics"
Pamela Jane Brooks Gray, Owensboro
Major: Studies inHigher Education




Dissertation: "Characterization of the Butyrate-Induced Anti-
Proliferative Response in Anaplastic Thyroid Carcinoma
Cells"
Monica Lynne Greer, Louisville
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Effects of the Deregulation of the Electric
Utility Industry on Rural Electric Cooperatives: An Empirical
Analysis"
Theodore H. Grossardt, Salvisa
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Harvesting Hoboes: The 800Mile Picket Line"
Flavio Hernan Gutierrez-Boem*, Buenos Aires
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Multiple Stresses in Plants: Phosphorus Deficiency
and Water Stress"
Edward David Haigler Ill", Birmingham, AL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Representation of Maladaptive Personality Traits in
the Neo-PI-R"
Christy Lynn Halbert, Nashville, TN
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: 'The Presentation of Self in Computer-Mediated
Communication: Managing and Challenging Gender and
Other Identities"
Jill Watkins Hall', Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation; "Mediation and Women at Risk: The Case for
Transformative Communication"
Dawn Michele Hasemann*
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Practices and Findings of Mental Health




Dissertation: "Regional Settlement History on the Lower Sulaco
River, West Central Honduras: Rural Settlement Theory and
Ancient Settlement Pattern in the Honduran Highlands"
Dollena S. Hawkins, Clinton, TN
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Methods for Determining the Number of
Components in a Mixture of Linear Models"
Robin Louise Heath'"', Toronto, Canada
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Humor Following Cerebrovascular Accident"
Steven Edward Heiner, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Merleau-Ponty and Wittgenstein on Understanding
and Its Grounding"
A. Gwynn Henderson", Seaford, DE
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Middle Fort Ancient Villages and Organizational
Complexity in Central Kentucky"
Kenneth William Henry, Oceanside, CA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Novel Yeast Strategies for the Study of Nuclear
Receptor Function"
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Luna Hilaire", Edison, NJ
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Characterization of Lower Body Negative Pressure
(LBNP)-Induced Fluid Distribution in Tissues Using
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Techniques"
Robert Ernest Holland, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Passive Transfer of Maternal Antibodies




Dissertation: "She Used Her Power Lightly: A Political History of
Margaret Wickliffe Preston of Kentucky"
Kim Ann Hooks, Altamont, IL
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Test
Battery and Spect Among Closed Head Injured Adults"
Kevin Ray Hopper". Lexington
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Cannibalism and Predation in Larval Dragonflies"
Sandra Lynn Hrometz'", East Canton, OH
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Subcellular Expression and Physiological
Function of (I-Adrenergic Receptor Subtypes in the
Peripheral Vasculature"
Marlene Belew Huff, Gray
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Perceived Effects of Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder Upon the LifeCourse of Vietnam Combat Veterans:
A Qualitative Analysis"
Brenda Morris Hughes, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Prediction of Suicidal Behaviors in Adults Who
Were Sexually Abused as Children"
Izumi Ishii, Niigata, Japan
Major: History
Dissertation: "{Ploisoned by the Bad Fruits of the Civilized Tree':
Cherokees and Alcohol, 1700-1907"
jay j. janney, Indianapolis, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Signaling Characteristics of Real Options
Created Between Investors and Bio-Technology Firms: An




Dissertation: "Evaluation of Dual Oximetry Derived Parameters
as Continuous Real Time Indicators of Oxygenation in
Critically IIIAdult Patients"
Donald Keith [onas", Charlotte, NC
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Beliefs of State-Level Leaders: A Case Study of
the North Carolina Information Highway and the Iowa
Communications Network"
Mohammad W. A. Kadi**
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Study of the Nuclear Structure of 207Pb and
116Cd With the (n,n'O Reaction"
Patrick Georges Kaminker", Sarasota, FL
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Regulation of mRNA Expression for Ca2+-Related
Genes by Aging and Hormones"
Jeffrey Neil Keller'". Owensboro
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Mitochondrial Calcium and Reactive Oxygen
Species in Neural Apoptosis"
Gavin Wade Keulks, Milwaukee, WI
Major: English
Dissertation: "Father and Son: Kingsley Amis, Martin Amis, and
the British Novel Since 1950"
Victoria L. King, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences




Dissertation: "Search for Bacillus Thuringiensis Isolates to
Manage Stored Grain Insect Pests"
Tanuja Koppal'", Bombay, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Amyloid (Peptide- and Peroxynitrite-Induced
Oxidative Stress in Rodent Cortical Synaptosomal
Membranes: Insights Into Neurotoxicity in Alzheimer's
Disease Brain"
Larry Seth Kroll", Little Neck, NY
Major: Psycliology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "An Integration of Learning Based Factors and
Personality Risk Factors in the Prediction of Drinking
Problems"
John Allen Kuchenbrod, Fern Creek
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Extremal Problems on Weighted Graphs"
Michael Donald Lackey, Chicago, IL
Major: English
Dissertation: "Killing God, a Labor of Love: Post-Cod Intimacy in
Nietzsche and Woolf"
Barbara L. Lajaunie", Colonial Heights, VA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "A Question of Legitimacy: The Farmville Herald
and the Brown Decision"
Lin Li, Xian, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Neurofuzzy Model Based Predictive Control of
Weld Penetration With Vision Feedback"
Tianxiang Li, Hefei, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Experimental Study of Particle Charge and




Dissertation: "Comparative Seed Biology of Several North
American Rhus Species (Anacardiaceae)"
Fangting Liang'", Sheindong
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Characterization of the 16 and 14 kDa
Immunoreactive Surface Proteins of Merozoites of
Sarcocystis neurona"
Lin Liu, Wuhan, China
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Financial Development and Economic Growth"
Donald Karl Lurnm", Lexington
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Subsurface Geometry and Petrography of Rock
Units Between the Beech Creek C'Barlow") Limestone (Pope
Group) and the Springfield Coal (Caseyville Formation)
Across Parts of the La Salle Anticlinorium, Lawrence County,
Illinois"
Daniel Lee Lykins'", Fairborn, OH
Major: History
Dissertation: "Total War to Total Diplomacy: The Advertising
Council, Domestic Propaganda and Cold War Consensus"
Oleg Petrovich Makarov'", Novocheboksar, Russia
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Ionization of Rydberg Atoms by Slow Ions"
Mary Beth Manolis", Rochester, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Roles of Gender and Negative Affect in Peer
Interactions of Young Adolescents"
Angela Kaye Martin, Elizabethtown
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Transnational Bodies: The Embodiment of Identity
in Late Twentieth Century Ireland"
Maureen Francis Mascha", Palatine, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Effect of Feedback Type and Task Complexity
on the Acquisition of Procedural Knowledge in an Expert
System Setting Using an Audit Task"
Lisa R. McArthur, Floyd, NY
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Lowell Liebermann: His Compositional Stule as
Found in the Instrumental Works"
Eugene Joseph McCann**, Overtown, OH
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Planning Futures: The Restructuring of Space,
Economy, and Institutions in Lexington, Kentucky"
Denis Michael McCarthy, Bethpage, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Towards an Integrative Model of Disinhibition and
Learning Risk for Alcohol Use"
Georgie Medina'", Juncos, PR
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Mulatez En La Dramaturgia Puertorriquefta De
Tapia YRivera, Arrivi YRosario Quiles"
Cathleen Louise Miller**, Mt. Morris, MI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Time Pressure, Accountability and Attitudes:
Effects on Auditor Judgments"
Jennifer Lynn Mooney, Blacksburg, VA
Major: English
Dissertation: "An Active & Sympathetic Life': Elizabeth Gaskell's
Reformist Impulse in Mary Barton, Ruth, and the Life of
Charlotte Bronte"
Stephen Douglas Mooney". Clintwood, VA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Coal Dust inOur Blood': Central Appalachian Coal
Mining Culture in the American Novel"
Kolan Thomas Morelock, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Literary Societies, Dramatic Clubs, and Community
Culture: A Study of Lexington Intellectual Life During the
Gilded Age and Progressive Era"
Xiaojun Mu'"', Shanghai, China
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "The Role of Glutamate in Oxidative Stress
Following Spinal Cord Injury"
Jerry R. Muir, [r., Huneoye Fall, NY
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Linear and Holomorphic Idempotents and Retracts
in the Open Unit Ball of a Commutative C't-algebra with
Identity"
Allen Bruce Mullinax'?", Buford, GA
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Musicological Hermeneutics and the Musical
Humanism of Christoph Bernhard"
G. Kay Myers'"
Major: Education & Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Women Living for God: Faith Development of Six
Feminists from the Christian Tradition"
Aysegul Nalca'"
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "p53-Independent Pathways for Growth Arrest and
Apoptosis"
Robert James Nelson?', Lima, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Abusive Supervision and Subordinates' Coping
Strategies"
Brett James Noel'"', Grinnell, IA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Two Essays on Unemployment Insurance:
Claimant Responses to Policy Changes"
Michelle Renee Obermeier", Centralia, IL
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Enzymatic, Molecular, and Genetic
Characterization of Acetyl Coenzyme A Carboxylase
Inhibitor Resistant and Susceptible Johnsongrass (Sorghum
halepense) Biotypes"
Warren Gregory O'Brien". Charlottesville, VA
Major: History
Dissertation: "Choctaws in a Revolutionary Age: A Study of
Power and Authority, 1750-1801"
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Thomas Michael art, Prestonsburg
Major: Studies inHigher Education
Dissertation: "Community College Gatekeepers and the Status of
Geography: Kentucky in the National Setting"
William E. Paterson", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Garbage Can Simulation Model of High-Risk
Facility Siting"
Christopher Scott Peters", Shrewsbury, MO
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Effects of Legal Mobilization on the U.S.
Supreme Court's Attention to Issues"
Melissa Quinby (Flett) Pittard
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "An Alternative Definition of the Breakdown Point
for Principal Components Analysis"
Susan Louise Pope, Zurich, Switzerland
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Meaning of Life Among Persons With Advanced
Cancer"
Emil Jeffrey Popke, Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Deconstructing Apartheid Space: Negotiating
Alterity and History in Durban's Cato Manor"
Debra M. Powell, Charleston, SC
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Short- and Long-Term Calorie Restriction
and Diet Composition on Thyroid Hormone and the




Dissertation: "Going for Broke: Richard Nixon's Search for 'Peace
With Honor,' October 1972-January 1973"
Priya R. Rangarajan, Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Thermal Degradation/Liquefaction of Polymers
and Tire-Based Materials for Organic Sorption"
Angela Beth Ritzert, Evansville, IN
Major: Economics




Dissertation: "The Private-Placement Debt Decision: An Empirical
Analysis"
Patricia Mary Robinet", Byron, MI
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Dopamine 03 Receptors in Rotational
Behavior Following a 6-Hydroxydopamine Lesion of the
Medial Forebrain Bundle"
Sherry Lee Robinson", Richmond
Major: English
Dissertation: "Lee Smith: The Flesh, The Spirit, and the Word"
Janet Lynne Roccanova, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Feeling One's Way Through Fichte's
Wissenschaftslehre Nova Methode"
Michael Rock'", Kingsport, TN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Calpain-Dependent Signaling Pathways in T-Cells:




Dissertation: "Computational Fluid Dynamics Study of
Automobile Assembly Plant Painting Systems"
Rebecca Polley Sanchez, Cary, NC
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Story Structure Variables in Children's
Understanding of the Causes of Emotions in Text"
Jay Alan Schrier, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Enhancement of Bone Growth by Sustained
Delivery of RhBMP-2"
Yolanda Maria Scott, Johnstown, PA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Systemic Effects of Social
Disorganization On Perceived Crime-Risk and Offense-




Dissertation: "Idiopathic Pneumonia Syndrome Following Bone
Marrow Transplantation in Mice"
Scott Joseph Sirnmons'", Lexington
Major: Mathematics




Dissertation: "Study of the Zero Bias Conductance Peak in a
Metal-Bi2Sr2CaCu208 Junction"
William Emerson Snyder, Allentown, PA
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Intraguild Predation and the Biocontrol
Effectiveness of Generalist Predators"
Marina N. Sorokina"
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: 'The Effects of Soil Management History on Soil
Physical and Chemical Properties of Four Kentucky Soils"
Colin Lee Starr", Albany, OR
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Sums of Squares of Polynomials in R[(1,... ,(n]"
Sarah Dickey Stearns, South Glens Falls, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Social Comparisons in Adolescents with Insulin-
Dependent Diabetes Mellitus"
William Alan Steiden, Louisville
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Economic Attainment: Income
Achievement of College Students from Generic Economics
Models Compared to Achievement of a Sample of Jefferson
Community College Students"
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Michael Taylor Stephenson, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Message Sensation Value and Sensation Seeking as
Determinants of Message Processing."
Katherine Lee Stone, Franklin
Major: Education & Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology •




Dissertation: "Multicasting in Heterogeneous Environments"
Ve11orimo Jutba Suminguit'". Cagayan deOro, Philippines
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Indigenous Knowledge Systems of Agroforestry
and the Restoration of a Despoiled Environment: A Case
Study in Northwestern Mindanao, Philippines"
Suichu Sun'", Lexington
Major: Biosystems & Agricultural Engeering
Dissertation: "Heat Transfer and Soil Thermal Stability as Related




Dissertation: "The Association Between Accounting Information
and Future Cash Flows: An Indonesian Case Study"
Edward Campbell Taylor', Carlisle
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Mentoring in the Workplace: Using Organizational
Citizenship Behavior Theory and Research as a Context for a
Study of the Antecedents to Mentoring"
John Walker Thompson", McAlisterville, PA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "A Study of Harmonic Mappings on Punctured
Domains: An Argument Principle and Some Coefficient
Results"
Tammy L. Thompson, Danville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Joanna Baillie and Romantic Drama"
William Ervin To11**,Upland, IN
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Point Based Approaches in Graphics"
Yansheng Tong'". Beijing, China
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Bayesian Analysis of Mixtures of Normal Linear
Models"
Lynne Hansen Trench'?'. Minneapolis, MN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Neonatal Exposure to Alcohol and/ or




Dissertation: "The Impact of Spiders and Ground Beetles on the
Abundance of Insect Pests and Yields in Soybean and
Vegetable Agroecosystems"
Christiaan Paulus Antonius van de Ligt, Milt Netherlands
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Assessment of Chromium Tripicolinate
Supplementation and Dietary Energy Level, Energy Source,




Dissertation: "Differential Signaling Through Protein Tyrosine
Kinases and CD19 in CD72- and Antigen Receptor-Mediated
BLymphocyte Activation"
Chad Everett Wallace**, Donaldson, IN
Major: Chemistry




Dissertation: "Functionality of BeefHeart Surimi as Affected by
Frozen Storage and Endogenous Proteases"
Cunxi Wang**, Shandong, China
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Soybean Seedling
Lipoxygenases and Manipulation of Oxylipin Formation in
Plant Tissues"
Craig Paul warkentin'", Fresno, CA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Framing a Global Civil Society: NGOs and the
Politics of Transnational Activity"
Andrea Susanne Watkins, Cold Spring
Major: History
Dissertation: "Patriarchal Politics: Robert Wickliffe and His
Family in Antebellum Kentucky"
Walter H. Watson, Beckley,WV
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Tumor Necrosis Factor-Mediated
Liver Injury and Tumor Necrosis Factor Gene Expression by
S-Adenosylmethionine"
Wendy Ann Weber, Coon Rapids, MN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Recovering Regular Triangulations of Convex
Polytopes"
Brad R. Weedon, Chebunse, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Zn/Cu Reduction of C60,C70, and the
Homofullerene, C61H2:A Facile Method for the Synthesis of
Reduced Fullerenes"
Mark A. Whatley', Fullerton, CA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "What I Can Do Versus What We Believe:
Idiocentrism, Allocehtrism. and Reactions to Opinion and
Ability SocialComparisons"
Kustim 'wibowo'", Jakarta, Indonesia
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Subject Utilization of Alternate Information
Sources in a Classification Task Setting: An Exploratory
Study"
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Gregory K. widener". Richmond
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Interethnic Black Preaching Style of Cynthia L.
Hale: An Exploratory Study"
Robert Michael Williams'", Danville
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Application of Superfund Risk Assessment
Techniques to Production Agriculture"
Thomas Daniel Williams'", Ashland
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Solubility Enhancement of Phenols in
PerfJuorooctyl Bromide"
Deborah Lynn McKibben Williamson, Frankfort
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Juvenile Waiver Proceedings in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky"
Dennis Patrick Wilson, Southern Pine, NC
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Economic Structure of Professional Team
Sports Leagues"
Edward W. woolery', Irvine
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "An Integrated High-Resolution P- and SH-Wave
Seismic-Reflection Investigation of Neotectonic Deformation
in the Kentucky Bend Region: Central New Madrid Seismic
Zone"
Kennen Thomas wynn", Raleigh, NC
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "An Examination of Physiological and Emotional
Factors Influenced by Stretch-Based Relaxation Training with
a BlackAmerican Group At-Risk for Hypertension"
Chenghua Xia",Shanghai, China
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Maxiumum Likelihood Estimation for Non-
Standard Mixture Models"
Fuqiang Xu'", Nanyang, China
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Heterotrimeric G-Protein Related Signal
Transduction in American Lobster"
Fajun Yang, Yixing, China
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Anti-inflammatory Mechanism Studies on Green
Tea: The Role of Cytokines and Nuclear Factor -kappa B (NF-
kB) in Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)"
Xin-Yue Yang"
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Petrologic and Chemical Changes in Ductile Shear
Zones as a Function of Depth in the Continental Crust"
Carmella Pasqualini Yates", Lexington
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Alcohol Use and the
Diversity of Behavioral and Cognitive Strategies Used in
Response to Life Challenges"
Servet Makar Yatin, Istanbul, Turkey
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "In-Vitro and In-Viro Free Radical Oxidative Stress
Associated With Alzheimer's Disease Amyloid (-Peptide"
Yung-hsiang Ymg'", Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Three Essays on International Capital Mobility"
Xiaonong Zhan, Nanchang, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Shear Compliance of TaS3"
Yu Zhang'", Zibo, China
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Covering the Hong Kong Transition: A Content
Analysis of the News Stories by China's Xinhua News
Agency and the Associated Press of the United States
Between May I, 1998and August 31, 1998"
Huiping Zhou"
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Structure and Ligand Binding Relationship of the
HIV-l Entry Coreceptor CXCR4/Fusin"
Doctor of Education
John LeScott Adams, Little Rock, AR
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Cooperative and Collaborative
Learning Environments on Student Learning in a Web Based
Instructional Format"
Margaret Elizabeth Bausch, Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Standard Computer Keyboard
Input to Alternate Keyboard Input When Using the Constant
Time Delay Response Prompting Procedure During
Computerized Mathematics Instruction"
Arthetta Jane Browning, Lavalette, WV
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Gender Equity: Kentucky Authentic Assessment
Reading and Mathematics Results Compared by Sex and
Location"
Julie Alsip Bucknam", Richmond
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "You Must Remember I Don't Even Have an Art
Room: How Elementary Visual Art Teachers Construct Their
Art Programs Within the Constraints of Public Schooling"
Margaret Ann Compton-Hall", Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Learning from the Experts: A Qualitative Study of
Two Dual-Age Primary Teachers"
•Patricia Coon-Knochelmann, Taylor Mill
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Micropolitical Behaviors of Principals in Rewarded
and Sanctioned High Schools in the Reform State of
Kentucky"
John Timothy Decker, Barbourville, WV
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "School Districts' Per Pupil Expenditures and
Performance in Mathematics and Reading at Eighth-Grade
Level as Measured by the Kentucky Instructional Results
Assessment Program"
John Dwayne English". Pleasant Ridge
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Improvement in Drafting Instruction: Using
Graphic Organizers and Paired Problem Solving to Enhance
Critical Thinking and Content Knowledge"
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Linda Rue Gerling Esser, Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "In Each Other's Memory: Stories of Teacher-
Librarians and Their Work"
Charles Levi Everett", Lexington
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "The Influence of Sensation Seeking Trait, Sensation
Seeking State, and Anxiety State on the Evaluation of an
Outdoor-Based Low Ropes Challenge Course Training
Program"
Alvan Cordell Hadley, [r., Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Military Schools: The Association of Military
Colleges and Schools of the United States (AMCSUS) and the
Historical Struggle for the Survival of Military Preparatory
Schools in America"
Diana Lynn Haleman", Versailles
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "That's Not Who I Am': Contested Definitions of
Single Motherhood"
Edith Gayle Jones, Chilhowee, MO
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Administrator Self-Efficacy of Kentucky
Elementary School Principals"
Bruce Arthur Larson", Germantown, OH
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Effects of Participation in an
Adventure Camp Program on the Self-Concept of
Adolescents with Behavior Problems"
Deanna Kay Levenhagen". Avon, IN
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "The Biomechanical Effects of Acute Fatigue to the
Lower Extremity in Female Kentucky High School
Cheerleaders"
Olivia Ballou Major
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Voices from the Past: Kentucky Farm Women and
Education, 1920-1940"
Janet Lutz Miller, Harrodsburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Mathematics Preparation of Elementary
Teachers"
Rebecca Jane Oswald, Wilmore
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Potential Use of Preservice Teacher Portfolios in the
Hiring Process by Site-Based Decision Making Councils"
Sherry Wilson Powers, Morehead
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Examination of Teacher Discourse with
Fourth-Grade Appalachian Students During Writing
Conferences"
Joy Stump Renfro'", Lancaster
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "Measuring Indicators of Tobacco Related Problems
at the State Level: A Way to Prioritize in Planning for
Interventions"
Marian Siler Sumner, Ft. Thomas
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An 'Attitude Disability' or a 'Peculiar Bent of
Genius'?: An Exploratory Study of Selected Kentucky Middle
Schools' Discipline Policies and Practices"
Crickette Georgia Todd", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Superintendency Turnover in Kentucky in the
Aftermath of Statewide Systemic Educational Reform"
Lora L. Tyson'". Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: 'Teaching Style as Evidenced in Early Elementary
Student Teachers' Behavior and Reflection"
Nancy Moore Waldrop, Paducah
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Office of Education Accountability: The
Crucible of Kentucky Education Reform"
Teresa Taylor Wallace, Somerset
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Motivation Levels and Factors Influencing the
Motivation of Teachers in Differing Circumstances of
Teaching"
Zelia Faye Wells, Prestonsburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky Intern Principals and Assistant
Principals: Job Responsibilities and Work Differences"
Constance Lutz wolfe". Lansing, MI
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Daring Compassion: How a Case Study of
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy on a Women's College
Campus"
Nelda K. Wyatt, Burkesville
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Into the Promised Land; the Transformation of
Eastern and Western Into Teachers Colleges, 1906-1922"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Michael Gould, Chicago, IL
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Advanced Multiple Percussion Techniques"
William Lalverse Jones, [r.'?", Knoxville, TN
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "The Brass Quintet: An Historical and Stylistic
Survey"
Charlie H. Mitchell", Louisville
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Two Twentieth-Century Organ
Suites by Ulysses Kay and Adolphus Hailstork"
Kevin L. Raybuck, Punysutawney, PA
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "An Odyssey in America for Orchestra"
Suzanne Barber Veiga", Wilmore
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "An Analysis and Comparison of the Duo of Zoltan




Nancy Donehoo Hunter, Maysville
Beverly Lyn Nickels, Lexington
Patricia Richardson, Jenkins
Leslie McQueen Sizemore, Manchester
Tina Schiavone Smith, Georgetown
Melissa Diane Taylor", Morristown, TN
Elizabeth Lawrence Wallingford". Maysville
Maria Thomas White, Frankfort
Master of Arts
Mary Ann Abner'". Paducah
Jose Antonio Alas, Richmond
Lily Anoja Arasaratnam, Sri Lanka
Nathan Allen Bailey'", Cobden, [L
Leigh Montgomery Baldwin", San Antonio, TX
Amy Christine Murphy Balentine, Lexington
Stephen C. Blount, Lexington
Anna Alexis Bogomolets, Walnut Creek, IA




Roger McCain Brown'", Irvine
James Lawrence Bruner, Brandenburg
Darren Neil Buford ...., Paducah
Shelley Tynua Cain, Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Dawn Campbell, Danville
Gerald T. Cecil, Winchester
Mary Frances Clark ...., Nashville, TN
Shannon Stone Cloyd, Lexington
John David Cockrell'", Mogadore, OH
Beverly Renee Coleman, Louisville
Isabelle Congras ...., Nimes, France
Benjamin Sheffield Cordry"
Ashley Paige Cruce
Jennifer Leanne Daugherty ...., Mortons Gap
Daniel B. Davis, Glasgow
Karl Langston Davis, Brunswick, GA
Paola de Martino, La Maddalena, Italy
Amy Louis Cheatwood Dempsey'". Glencoe,
AL
Richard Jacob Dieffenbach", Richmond
David Christopher Drake ...., Owensboro
Ella Wells Drake, Lexington
Sean Michael Eads ...., Lexington
Laura Lee Earles, Berea
Whit Ryan Elam", Frankfort
Christina Andrea Eng, Lexington
Ronja 1. Fayne, Covington, TN
Thomas Gregory Fischer, Lexington
Daniel Bernard Fitzgerald ...., Louisville
Reginald Carl Forest, Montgomery, AL
Michael William French", Mena, AR
Krista Joy Furgerson, Lexington
Melisa Rena Gano, Deane
Dina Gavrilos, Chicago, TL
Bradley James Gillenwater ...., Wheeling, WV
Amy Lynn Griffith, Shelbyville
Michael Martin Gunter, Jr.", Cookeville, TN
David Andrew Harris ...., Moscow, TD
Charles Wesley Hartford, Fallbrook, CA
Stephanie Maylee Oswald Heid ....,
Nicholasville
Jeffrey Dean Irwin ...., Roanoke, VA
Amy Lynn [ackson'". Corbin
Deborah J. Jackson, Bettendorf, IA
Eugenia lona Johnson, Fairburn, CA
James 1. Johnson , Owensboro
Jeffrey Q. Johnson , Frankfort
Elizabeth Nicole Jones ...., Louisville
Lauri J. Jones ...., Dickson, CA
Scott Edmond Justice, Ashland
Helen Marie Kasongo ...., Richmond, VA
Linette Rae Lowe Keeling, Louisville
Geordie Fitzsimmons O'Banion Kelly,
Lexington
Kenneth Mark Kimmel ...., Richmond
Jennifer Cecile King, Woodbridge, VA
Scott Gerard Kramer, Southgate
Lyubov Lebedeva ...., Vladimir, Russia
Sunryoung Lee, Seoul, Korea
James V. Lynch"
Michele Hickey Mason, New York City, NY
Sarah Margaret Matheny, Danville
Matthew James McCourt, Boston, MA
Jamie Allan McCoy ...., Belfry
Maureen K. McDorman, North Lima, OH
Melissa Young McGinley ...., Mt. Sterling
Glenda S. McKee ...., Shepherdsville
Lindsay Gentry McLeod ...., McLean, VA
Ronald Mercer, Jr.", Lexington
Matthew Aaron Merkt ...., Louisville
Christine Rose Metzo, Jackson, WI
Colleen Renee Murphy, Tucson, AR
Marissa Olivares Morales"
Donald Gene Pace , Pippa Passes
Alejandro Palma ..
Nandita Prabodh Patel, Bombay, India
Paresh Balu Patel, Victoria, TX
Joseph Allen Pennington", Stearns
John Mark Pesek IV", Fremont, CA
Todd A. Piccirilli, Cookeville, TN
Bleik Alexander Pickett ...., Versailles
Charity N. Portis"
Jennifer Michelle Pour, Meadowview, VA
Charles Edward Powell"
Mary Theresa Pramuk, Lexington
Jeanne LaPrelle Provost, Athens, GA
William Sanford Randall, Alexandria
Randall Allen Ratliff, Jr....., Lawrenceburg
James Reis Recktenwald", Louisville
Herbert D. Ridings, New Ydrk, NY
[akayla Renee Robbins, Fort Wayne, IN
Angelo Javier Rodriguez-Vera, Pleasant
Hills, CA
Makhmud Sagandykov ....
Alejandro Ramon Sanchez-Aizcorbe ...., Lima,
Peru
Dietlinde Margarete Storzer Schmucker,
Lexington
Michael Score", Detroit, MI
Karen M. Server, Lexington
Renee Adele Shaw, Lexington
Boyd Landerson Shearer, jr., Louisville
Cynthia Lynne Thompson-Anderson
Shelton, Frankfort
Allison Louise Shick ...., Misson Viejo, CA
Donald K. Shufran", Bradford, PA
Michael Shawn Slane, Wilmore
Candace Christian Smith", Paris
Lindsey Lee Smith ...., Cleveland, TN
Laura Jean Spencer, Pittsford, NY
Kary Lynn Stackelbeck. Springfield, MO
Laura M. Stacy ...., Hazard
April Dawn Naylor Stephenson", Lexington
Eric Scott Strother, Parkersburg, WV
Matthew Daniel Sutton, Georgetown
William Chad Truelove ...., Franklin
Denise Renee Turner, Lexington
Liana Vasseur Tuttle, Miami, FL
Flora Marcela Valencia ...., Lima, Peru
Richard A. Valentine, Bowling Green
Michael Thomas Wagner, Amelia, OH
Karl Richard Wallhausser ...., Berea
Albert Samuel Warren, Lexington
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Lisa A. Webb, Lexington
John Matthew Webster", Aurora, IL
Carl John Wendt ...., Los Angeles, CA
Rebecca Adrienne White, Louisville
Jason McKinley Williams, Catlettsburg
Megan Kathryn McCarty Williams,
Albuquerque, MN
Tiffany Renee Wilson-Mobley, Versailles
Saowalak Winyoonuntakul
Amy Elizabeth Wright, Mayfield
John Andrew Yozwiak, Lexington
Peter H Zeihan ...., Marshalltown, lA
Mary Joanna Zervas, Elmhurst, IL
Hao Zhang ...., Beijing, China
Master of Arts in Education
Christopher Rex Abel", Amherst, MA
Stacey Anne Altwies", Lexington
Sara Lewis Anderson, Lancaster
Mark Edward Andrlik", Lexington
Heather Allen Belt, Lexington
Rhonda Marie Bellamy-Horn, Salvisa
Arnie Jane Fletcher Bird, New Richmond, OH
Robert Kerr Bohman", Lexington
Theresa Liebrecht Brashear, Versailles
Anthony Ray Brock", Lexington
Ulyssine Estha Brown", Lexington
Cynthia Carole Buchanan, Lexington
Kristen Elizabeth Cartwright, Bloomington, IN
David Carl Chapman, Russell
Frank Lyle Coffey, Jr.", Lexington
Andrew Douglas Cornett, Lexington
Scot Mervin Cunningham", Lexington
Kenya Darease Dale, Louisville
Janice Adele Durham", Lexington
Chris Allen Edwards'". Owensboro
Angela Laniett Potter Embry, Hartford
Bertha [aynie Enright", Louisville
Davisa Reed Fogle, Lexington
Emma Gayle Franklin, Georgetown
Sherry Lynn Neal Gann ...., Cynthiana
Sara Phillips Gladwell", Lexington
Kathi Taylor Haley, Paris
Laura Elizabeth Hall, Ashland
Carol Elizabeth (Massey) Hatt, Lexington
Christin Wynne (johnson) Heluuth", Ashland
Lisa Ann Hicks", Lexington
Nancy Lee Hillis", Lexington
Tasha Stiles Hopkins, Murphy, NC
Char Marie Hubbard", Bardstown
Michael Howard Hughes, Paris
DeShonne LaMont Jackson, Louisville
Michela Riccobono Keith", Elizabethtown
Deborah Barham Knox, Lexington
Rebecca Phipps McArdle, London
John David McEwan, Lexington
Angela Dawn McReynolds, Pikeville
Thomas Anthony Meyers, Woodbury Heights,
NJ
Timothy Nobuo Mitsumori". Tokyo
Meredith Ann Morris, Lexington
Mark R. Myers ...., Lexington
Susan Beth Nash", Lexington
John Herbert Noll, Lexington
Dara Felts Nunnelley, Lexington
Molly Elise McLaughlin Perry, Pasadena, CA
Chastity LeAnn Plumlee", Bowling Green
Pamela Spencer Polk, Lexington
M. Kay Quire, Frankfort
Shirla Durbin Ramey", Lexington
Rebecca Ruth Rasdall". Smiths Grove
Christen Long Carson Richardson", Lexington
Dina Carol Schaper, Princeton
Amy Preston Schindler, Monticello
Eugene Edward Siler, TIT"",Williamsburg
[ovanna Ruby Smith, Louisville
Clifford Bowen Sulham", Muncie, IN
Angela Dawn Taylor". Lexington
Kenya Ray Thomas". Lexington
Faith Robinson Thompson'", Lexington
Killian Matthew Timoney", Lexington
Angela Renee Tubb, Leitchfield
Laura Conn warner", Lexington
Lisa Arlene Weddle'", Nancy
Bradley Quinn Wheeler", Nashville, TN
Kevin Gene Wilder'", Dayton, OH
James Robert Willett, Tompkinsville
Amy Elizabeth Williams", Madison, IN
Ruth Anne Wimp, Lexington
Master of Arts in Interior
Design, Merchandising &
Textiles
Patrick Lee Lucas", Lexington
Master of Business
Administration
Stephanie Dianne Atcher, Elizabethtown
Keith Edward Ballard'", Paducah
Suzanne Hendricks Bean, Lexington
Kenya Nigel Bennett'". Louisville




Lori Angela Bohannon, Shelbyville
Carl Martin Brashear, Lexington
Lance Edward Broeking, Lexington
David William Bugg, Knoxville, TN
William Patrick Burlingham, Niles, OH
Thomas Howard Burrows, Worthington, OH
Brandon Shawn Butler, Chicago, IL
James Patrick Carroll, [r.'?", Lexington
Sont Chalermsirigul, Bangkok, Thailand
Fonny Chendra'". Surabaya, Indonesia
Arunsak Charoonwongniramol




Ronald Eric Cornett, Danville
J. Lee Dotson, Pikeville
Delphine Ducottet, Paris, France
Caelle Marie Duret, Grenoble, France
Mark Ellis Evans, Richmond
Bryan Michael Pansler'", Denver, CO
Yasuhiro Pujita'". Osaka, Japan
Shennan Grief Cabe'". Paducah
Brian Alan Giannasio, Georgetown
Yadong Zhu Goodman
Jessica A. Green, Lexington
Thomas Eugene Gregory, [r., Lexington
Stephen Johannes Hahn, Lexington
Alicia Marie Hale ....., Springfield
Teresa Nannette Hatcher'", Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Hayden'", Owensboro
Brian A. Hersh'", Lexington
Courtney Marie Higdon'", Crestwood
Jason Dennis Hill'", Lexington
Amy Leigh Hunter ...., Lexington
Jose Mari Valdez Ilagan, Lexington
Burin Jirawattanasiri"", Bangkok, Thailand
James Brian Kaiser", Evansville, IN
Toby Michael Knott"", Lexington
Gregory Mark Kolodziej"", Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Kopp"", Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Leake'". Louisville
Vonda Kaye Lewis'", Danville
Kuok-Dai Lim**
Kevin Charles Lloyd'", Louisville
James T. Love, [r., Forsyth, GA
Heath A. Lovell'", Harrisburg, IL
Edwina Floyd Lowry'", Wilmington, NC
Amanda Mershon Markwell'", Henderson
Brian Geoffrey Marlow, Lawrenceburg
Kenneth Edwin Marshall, Grayson
Allison Lile Martinez'". Frankfort
John Morrison Mcatee'", Louisville
Melissa Leigh Meggett, Louisville
James Michael Miller'". Grand Chain, IL
Dewi Muchfianthy
Tennis Gregory Mullins, Lexington
Bridgette Nichole Murphy'", Owensboro
Grace M. Ng
Kevin H. Norvell, Corbin
Jason Demond Owens, Louisville
Fadjar Adi Prakosa'", Jakarta, Indonesia
Thomas A. Prall, Versailles
Rossarin Prasopsewatt'", Bangkok, Thailand
Alicia Danielle Quenemoen", Columbus, OH
Robert 1. Ramey'", Cortland, NY
Alizha Victoria Rice, Cincinnati', OH
Angela Marie Sayles'", Cleveland, OH
Richard W. Schwartz, Lexington
Thomas N. Simmons'". Lexington
Brian Scott Snow, wellsville, MO
Leslie Teryl Snow, Munfordville
William Gray Spears'". Morehead
James N. Spivey, Lexington
Joseph Allan Stickels'", Mt. Vernon, IN
Jennifer Maggie Stiles'", Greenbrier, TN




Tammy Suzanne Talbert'", Port Neches, TX
Eric Roy Tayce, Lexington
Flint W Tearney'", Versailles
Glenda Renee Tolliver'", Lexington
Steven Patrick Vest, Danville
Paula Jean Vissing, Lexington
James Albert Welch, Frankfort
Kevin P. whelan'", Villa Hills
John E. Wilgus IT,Florence
Michael Irvin Williams, Hyden
Demetria Nicole Woodall, Copley, OH
Yee Siew Yap, Malaysia
Ying Zhan'"
Master of Fine Arts
Beverly Burke Bruckner'", Louisville
Gary James Noland, [r., Richmond
Frederick Douglass Schatz
Daniel Lance Vickery, Cocoa Beach, FL
Master of Health
Administration
Mark Birkholz, Temple, TX
Paul Anthony Caudill, Morehead
Terrance Camsell Del Bosco...., Lexington
Monica Monique Durr, Mendenhall, MS
Steve B. Fisher, Lexington
Gregory Todd Fishman, Lexington
Susan Angela Gillis, Columbia, TN
Ronald Wayne Holder, Jr."", Elizabethtown
Rachel Lynn Isaacs, Pittsburgh, PA
Jeanine Getchell Jaehne, Lexington
Lorenda Rae Kel1ey, Lexington
Timothy Brent McClure"", Lexington
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William Douglas McCord, Lexington
Christine Jeanette Mclntyre'", Lexington
Caroline Renate Pogge, Hopewel1 Junction, NY
Amita Rastogi
Brian Donald Ross, Paducah
Mary Anne Sears, Lexington
Steven Dale Shadley", Barneveld, NY
James Temprano, Louisville
Master of Music
Sharolyn Marte/Klotz Birdsong'", Lexington
Thomas Lionel Bratten'", Palm Beach Gardens,
FL
Eva Gail Floyd", Shepherdsville
Jacqueline Kaye Hart", Radcliff
Regina 1.Holt ..". Paducah
Tina Marie Milhorn, Johnson City, TN
Quintina Joy Ploskonka", Lancaster
Harold Paul Sherman, Lexington
Benjamin William Smolder, Ripley, WV
Joshua Albert Thompson, Steubenville, OH
Paula Thomas Williams, Lexington
Master of Public Administration
Sarah Nelson Ball, Springfield
Angela Denise Bandy, Louisville
Michele Bushong, Lexington,
Russell Dale Casey, Lexington
Christopher James Clements, Louisville
Emily Hixson, Lexington
Mary Rose Hohl, Lawrenceburg
Aaron Brent Keatley, Frankfort
Christina Marie Kendig, Winchester
Lori Lynn Kidwell, Lexington
Julie Crystal Lewis, Burkesville
Lola Williamson Lyle, Paintsville
Amelia Odessa Adams McDougal, Whitesburg
Anita Rachel McGill, Barnesville, OH
April Michelle Nease, Viper
Gary Raymond Nitting, Lexington
Kira Renee Prewitt, Hodgenville
Kevin Wilson Skeeters, Radcliff
Patricia A. Trotter, New York City, NY
Joseph Anthony Wittrock, Alexandria
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Jeffrey Allen Burleson", Kingsport, TN
Beth Ann Cecil, Louisville
Glenn D. Cranmer", Boston
Betty Lindsey Hale'", Tampa, FL
Heather Harlan, Lexington
Susan Lynn Hicks, Lexington
Lori Ginger HuW, Ashland
Candace Renee [effers'", Lexington
Shawne Ann Kinsman'", Cynthiana
Sharon Kay Lawson'", Prestonsburg
Helen Marie Lewinsky'", Chagrin Falls, OH
Gregory William Manuel'", Lexington
Norma Kirk McCormick, Inez
Todd Arthur McCracken*", Louisville
Estella Jewell Mitchell, Mt. Washington
Amy Noel Morelock'", Lexington
Ashley Shay Mouser'"
Johnny Phillips", Bardstown
Prentiss M. Powers'", Owensboro
Sonya Miller Rogers", Somerset
Michael Eric Roskind"", Lexington
Andrea Nicole Scott"", Louisville
Pamela A. VanOver, Stearns
Dianna Lynn Wood", Shepherdsville
Charmaine Rice Wright"", Lexington
Sandra Williams Young, Georgetown
Master of Science
Byung Chul Ahn'", Korea
Steven Nicholas Allen", Brandenburg
Kristen Gray Anderson, Amherst, MA
Oluseyi Adisa Ayangade, Cincinnati, OH
Madhusudhan A. Balasuhramanian
Marsha Cole Ball**,Lexington
Matthew L. Barker'". Louisville
Vladimir Vladimirovich Bazan'", Minsk,
Belarus
Bradford George Bentz, Richmond
Joseph Purple Bernstein'", Chicago, IL
David Paul Bertram", Evansville, IN
Gwendolyn Jamison Blackman, Nashville, TN
Ross Michael Blackport, Grand Rapids, MI
Douglas Garrett Boersma, Highland, IN
Mary Elizabeth Bond, Waterloo, IA
Anthony Lee Borchers'". Union
Aleta Gale Botts, Denniston
Audra Lee Bowen, Cumming, GA
Cathryn Elaine Brett", Evergreen, CO
Edward Louis Breuer", Augusta, GA
Margaret Colette Brewer ...., Bronx, NY
Stephanie Holt Brewster, Austin, TX
James Robert Brown, Wingo
Michael Scott Brown, Lexington
Wendy Sue Brown", Owensboro
Gregory Joseph Budziszewski, Durham, NC
David Lee Butler, Lexington
Michael Jason Byers ...., Chicago, IL
Chaoxian Cai ...., Lexington
Leonardo Varela Caruso
Ashish Arvind Chandwadkar, Lexington
Qing Chang, Beijing, China
Mark Albert Chappell". Welch, WV
Michael A. Chism ...., LaGrange
Kimberly Barnes Collins ...., Louisville
Louay M. Constant, Wantage, NJ
Michael Bruce Conuel ...., Pittsfield, MA
Jennifer Lynn Cranton, Tnoutdale, VA
Misty Elayne Crider", Hazard
Bryan Harding Cross, Henderson
Brian David Crumbo", Shelbyville
Mark Grayson Cullum ...., Lexington
Jennifer Lynne D'Allarid, Buffalo Grove, IL
Karin Leigh Mundell Davies", Bridgeport, WV
Therese Cunningham Dowdy ...., Lexington
Barbara J. Elliott ...., Shrewsbury, PA
Christopher Edward Etesse, Cincinnati, OH
Nadege Marie-Pierre Etienne, Lexington
Eugene Maner Ferguson, jr., Lexington
Todd Fields, Pinetop
Larry Hugh Filer", Mercer, PA
Jonathan David Fisher, Schaumburg, IL
Chandrakanth Gadhiraju, Bhimavaram. India
Ajay Garg, Lexington
Vikram Gazula, Hyderabad, India
Xiaosong Ge
Omar Chosheh", Amman, Jordan
Wee Jack Goh, Singapore
Paul Elvin Good III", Gainesville, FL
Gregory Bruce Graham, Brookfield, WI
Leigh Anne Grandy, Rochester His, MI
Maria Theresa Greis, Ft. Thomas
Brad Chaney Gross, Frankfort
Xiaoyi Guan
Lei Han, Guishon, China
Thomas Gordon Handy Jr., Winston-Salem,
NC
Richard Duane Hanschu ...., Bartlesville, OK
Calathur Gopal Harish Kaushik, Lexington
Maretno Agus Harjoto", Java, Indonesia
Carl William Harper, Windsor
Kevin J. Haury ...., Louisville
Eric James Hawrelak ...., Auburn, NY
Jennifer Boone Hays", Bowling Green
Ping He ...., Beijing, China
Mark Edward Hecquet
Georgia Todd Heise, Harrodsburg
David Wayne Held, Georgetown
Beth Ann Hilty, Lexington
Daryl Beecher Hines ...., Cynthiana
Douglas Garland Hiser, Cumberland, MD
Leonard Hoffnung. Martinton, IL
Bambang Irawan , Lampung. Indonesia
Carla Faye Isaacs , Lexington
Christine Hampton Jackson, Lexington
Tarun K. [aiswal ....
Ehaab Musa Jamal, Bamsley. United
Kingdom
Eric Scott Johanson", Louisville
Lee Ann Johnson, Corbin
Jessica S. [onckheere. Batavia, IL
William Stephen jula, Jr.", Clearwater, FL
Rohini Madhav Kamat
Sharon Primm Kane ...., Versailles
Craig Phillip Keathley", Ripon, CA
Patricia Ann Keating, Pittsburgh, PA
Kara Kate Keeton, Burkesville
David Taylor Kestner", Lexington
Kyoungmi Kim, Toejeon, South Korea
Timothy Gene Knauer, Peoria, IL
'Betty Kreuger, New Orleans, LA
Vadivel Gurusamy Kumari ....
Brian Albert Kunkel", Independence
Steven Brent Lackey ...., Pembroke
Yue Lai
Mark John Lancaster, Fort Smith, AR
Pamela Stanfield Lancaster, Kingston, TN
Doreen Grace Lang, Cincinnati, OH
Daniel Alan Lauer", Mendota, IL
John Jacob Lauten, Jr.", Greensboro, NC
William Wen-Tse Lee", Atherton, CA
Min Li, Beijing, China
Tong Li, Xian, China
Deyu Liu
Beven Pace Livingston", Lexington
Xingqiu Lou", Hangzhou, China
QunLu
Christopher Scott Luther, Wilmington, NC
Prashant Luthra'", New Delhi, India
David Starling Maclvlillan'". Massillon, OH
Wendy Michele Mager, Seattle, WA
Adam Samuel Martin", Ashland
Nicole Rae Mason, Connersville, IN
Donald Eugene Mayfield, Concord, GA
Marie Sullivan McClain, Winchester, VA
Jennifer Lyn McElhattan*, Reading, PA
Timothy Lynn McManus, Lexington
Kaushal Indravadon Mehta, Lexington
Jodi Elissa Messer'". Wayland, IA
Brandon Jay Miller, Union
Joshua David Miller'", Poughkeepsie, NY
Joseph F. Moore, Ft. Thomas
Christopher Michael Morgan, Lubbock, TX
Sachin Mullick, Delhi, India
Oliver Edward Mullins, Silvercreek, MS
Shea William Murdock, Princeton
David W. Murphy", Lexington
Lisa M. Keller Murray'", Federal Way, WA
Tanya Myers-Morales, Ponce, PR
Constanine Christov Nenkov ...., Lexington
Claudio Gois Nery, Goiania
Kimberly Nicole Nicholas**, Lexington
Richard Dean Noland, Bowling Green
Kay Sue Oakley, Lexington
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Ryan Christopher Oeltgen, Lexington
Stephen Andrew Orey", Lexington Pk, MD
Daniel Johnson Owens, Columbia, SC
Robert Anthony Parsley, Tomahawk
[ignaben Dhansukhbhai Patel, Fulton
Shannon Harold Patterson", Hartford City, IN
Avinash Raghunath Patwardhan", Pune, India
Adam Perry", Delmar, NY
Chava Bader Pocemich, Platteville, WI
Christopher Walter Powers, Lexington
Seth Hammond Price, Washington, DC
Justin Robert Provost, Lexington
Jaber Ghaleb Qasem", Amman, Jordan
Zhizhi Qing
Lei Qiu, Xian
Muqi Qiu", Tongcheng, China
Xiaolan Qiu"
Jagannath Rallapalli
Leslie Dale Ramsey*", Yorktown, VA
Tammy Lynn Rushing", Martin, TN
Makhmud Sagandykov
Wesley Alan Salyer'", Ashland
Senthilkumaran Sayeebaba", Chennai, India
Roger William Scaletti. Doylestown, PA
Jason Mark Seamands, Wilmore
Dhaval Babulal Shah
Himanshu Hasmukh Shah, Lexington
Sandip Khushal Shah, Lexington
William Edward Shambora Ill", Vero Beach,
FL
Kevin Christopher Sheehan, Cincinnati, OH
Steven Patrick Shehan, Lexington
Lei Shen, Shanghai
Anthony Francis Silvernail, Frankfort
Ann Elizabeth Simmons, Douglasville, GA
[aysuma Oyempishea Simms, Providence
Delphene Simpson ...., Calcutta, India
Shelia Maureen Sittinger. Danville
James Arthur Smash, Alexandria, LA
jae Allen Sparks, Laurinburg, NC
Jeri Lynnette Stull, Ft. Thomas
Wen Su, Beijing, China
Kelly Anne Sullivan", Danville
Christofer Jon Sweat, Lexington
Donna Rhea Sword, Springdale, AR




Shande Tang, Hunan, China
SinFan Tang
Moira Michie Tidball", Rochester, NY
Roxana Gina Toma, Iasi, Romania
Chaohui Tong"
Mylissa McCracken Trowbridge'", Versailles
Robert Jason Trupp ...., Lancaster, OH
Denise Renee Turner, Lexington
Raina Danielle Turner, Toledo, OH
Tiffany Rachel Ulicny, Pittsburgh, PA
Jan Rodger Urso. Pittsburgh, PA
Vanessa Lenell Venable, Oxford, NC
Corrine lone Veils", EI Paso, TX
Stephanie Lynn Walden, Beaver Dam
Scott T. walkinshaw'", Omaha, NE
Matthew Stith Walters, Versailles
Hongbing Wang*
Mark Joseph warrell", Elizabethtown
Susan Elizabeth Mullins Waters*, Liberty, IN
Theresa Jo Weddington, Lexington
Denise Anne Wells, Cold Spring
Thomas Patrick Whalen, Crestview Hills
Stacey Wagner Whatley, Cox's Creek
Travis Alan White, Louisville
Keith Andrew Williams ...., Lexington
Jennifer Ann Wininger ...., Lincoln, NE
Paul Woosley ...., Roundhill
Zhiren Xia"
Jennifer Marie Yates, Burnsville, MN
WangmingYe
Steven Francis Yelton", Louisville
Lei Yu ....
Beiyan Zeng
Xiaonong Zhan, Nanchang, China
Lu Zhang, Unimgi, China
Haiyan Zhu"
Hong Zhu ...., Suzhou, China
Master of Science in
Accounting
Steven G. Ballard, Lexington
Anna Yaping Deer ....
Christina Maya Desiana
Kathleen Anne Halley'", St. Louis, MO
Jason Kevin Johnson , Georgetown
Rachel Laura Medley , Brandenburg
Master of Science in
Biosystems and Agricultural
Engineering
John Patrick Fulton, Troy, OH
Damon Martin Gilbert, San Luis Obis, CA
Jihad Alirida Hallany
Charlotte Anne Moberly ...., Stanford
Christopher Gavin Moss", Parkersburg, WV
Jane Marie Patterson, Mansfield, OH
Ronald Michael Paul, Carlinville, IL
Crystal Ann Spruill ...., Hillsborough, NC
Michael Charles Udal ...., Durban, South
Africa
Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Nicole Lyn Cleary, Louisville
Todd Harrison Duncan, Lexington
Christina Dawn Julian, Lynnville, IN
Pankaj Kataria, Delhi, India
Kristin Rebecca King, Lexington
Eddy Saputra Leman", Medan, Indonesia
James Michael McKale, Syracuse, IN
Venu Madhav Pothini, Lexington
Jason Matthew Shultz, Kettering, OH
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Ajay Carg''. Lexington
Talmadge Foster Hunter, jr., Rome, GA
Brian W. May, South Shore
Caroline Steineker Powell, Louisville
Yong Wang ...., Beijing, China
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Lyman Edward Alexander ...., Somerset
Mallikarjun Chakravarthy Balla",
Hyderabad, India
Jeffrey Ray Burnett, Ashland
Denglin Chen
Ching Chiaw Choo ....
Nicholas Kok-Weng Chow"
Jill Marie Clemons, Clarkson
Quincy Allen Cutshaw, Carrollton
Susanne Dawson ...., Prestonsburg
Paul David Doss", Lexington
[ana Wood Faith, Lexington
Angela Elizabeth Fister, Lexington
Steven Michael Henderson, Franklin
John David Herriford, Lexington
Tonya McRay Higdon", Harrodsburg
Margaret Ruth Hopkins, Tazewell, VA
Matthew Lewis Johnson, Rittman, OH
Kin Soon Kok, Malaysia
Bennett Allen McElroy, Morganfield
Elizabeth Nancy Gingerich Nodurft,
Lexington
Monica Lee Osborne ...., Erlanger
Giovanni Puccini, Bogota, Columbia
Bradley Wayne Rister, Lexington
Adam Newton Ross, Wellington
Michael David Schrader, Ashland
Sarah Lynn Schulte, Independence
Brian Douglas Scott ...., Hardy
Marush Sethi, Lexington
Thomas Lee Shumate, Ft. Wright
Robin Siddiqui", Liberty
Danita D. Whelan, Bardstown
Bobby Shane Wilkerson, Owensboro
JiaerWu"
Cheah Yeong Yu...., Penang, Malaysia
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Andrea Lewis Elgin ...., Lexington
Kristie Bree Fatovic, Morganhill, CA
Elise Zimmerman", Garden City, NY
Laurie Ann Ziska, North Huntingdon, PA
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Lori Sue Begley, Richmond
Teal Adele Bridwell", Crestwood
Allison Joette Brooks, Benton
Jason Kent Butcher, Lexington
Kelly J. Carnahan, Paducah
Carrie Beth Case, Crittenden
Bethany Anne Cooper, Lexington
Neisha Janette Daniel, Owensboro
Amelie Marie Delzer", Lexington
Tammy Lee Dotson, Versailles
Stacy Lee Greene, Nashville, TN
Christi A. Greenwell, Waverly
Susan Mayo Hamilton, Martin
Robin Le Ann Harris, Loyall
Paula Nicolle Howard, Salyersville
Jennifer Marie Likens, Owensboro
Nicole Renee McCracken, Owensboro
Susan Mosolgo Owens ...., Lexington
Dorothy Ann Robison, Louisville
Stacie Cunningham Smith, Elizabethtown
Laura Lynette Sturgill, Pikeville
Ashley Katherine Woodring, Sturgis
Master of Science in
Education
Cioulnara Rauf Abdoullaeva ....
Rochelle Abner, Winchester
Vanessa Dawn Adams, Deane
Catherine Cureton Alspaugh, Lexington
Evelin Bertin", Schaffhausen, Switzerland
Daniel Alan Bishop, Louisville
Teresa Lynn Blair, Denver, KY
Mary Howard Bolling, Whitesburg
Bethanie Renee Brogli ...., Cynthiana
Holly Upchurch Buckman, Lebanon
Carrie [o Johnson Canada, Ashland
Jennifer Stachnik Caudill, Lexington
William Michael Ceglinski, Paducah
Ping Chen
Darrin Freeman Clark, Coldiron
Lisa Phelps Collins ...., Lexington
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Robert Stephen Combs, Lexington
Katherine A. Coleman Coots", Lexington
Bridget Nicole Coppage", Crescent Park
Melissa Hamby Cordier, Frankfort
Krista Allen Cruse", Lexington
Heather Christin Curtis ...., Algona, lA
Carol Denicke, Paintsville
Jennifer Lynne DeSelm", Cambridge, OH
Katherine Lee Elkins, London
Laurie Pecoraro Ethington, Lexington
Renee Schmitz Fiscus", Lexington
Joanna Lazear Flanigan, Ashland
Oxana Yakushko Flathman ...., Kiev, Ukraine
Robin Salyer Fleischer, Lexington
Kelli Elizabeth Garnett, Lexington
Lori Ann Mitchell Cuance'", Cynthiana
Randall]ohn Gonzalez, Chicago, IL
Kimberly Alice Coodlett'", Harrodsburg
Jennifer Erin Green, Middlesboro
Paula Morris Griffith ...., Winchester
janet Lynn Meade Hanshaw", Hueytown, AL
Caroline Mi11erHarkins, Lilburn, GA
Meredith Molloy Houston, Lexington
Frank William Howatt, Lexington
Diana Lynn Hubbard, Morehead
Ellyn Ihrig"
Amy Keith johns, London
Ashley Ray johnson ...., Mortons Gap
Marjorie Louise Johnson", Lexington
Mary Taylor johnson", Lexington
Laura Kay Jones, Louisville
Damon Jeffrey Kelley, Mt. Vernon, IL
Amy Lynn Ketterer", Lexington
Heather Denise Lindauer, Walton
Linda Kaye Lindsay, Carrollton
Jamie A. Lowthert ...., Frederick, MD
Jennifer Lockamy Lyles ...., Jacksonville, FL
Karen S. Maciag, Lexington
Melissa Deanna Maggard", London
Amy Lynn McClain", Nelsonville, OH
Matthew Brooks McGeorge ...., State College, PA
Jennifer Darnel Mckenzie ...., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Cheri J. Meadows, Owenton
Donna Thompson Meers", Lexington
Monica Lorraine Middleton, Danville
Carla Farrow Midgette, Beaufort, NC
Carmen Kimberly Miller, Fairdale
Latonya Michelle Miller, Lexington
Melinda Claire Noller ...., Omaha, NE
jacqueline Marie Norman", Lexington
Melissa Page Ochsenbein'", Lexington
Julie Ellen Offhaus, Syracuse, NY
Gina Paige Owens, Pfafftown, NC
Mark Edward Owens, Pippa Passes
Donna Marie Parks, Lexington
Kathy Parrott", Versailles
Steven Lyle Penn, Lexington
Christopher Andrew Perkins, Louisville
james Dennis Pett, Bloomington, IN
Rachel Christine Richards ...., Greensboro, NC
Ezra George Schroeder, Lexington
Doris Dearen Settles, Lexington
Barbara Jean Slatter, Lexington
Molly Kelley Slone ...., Lexington
Amy Tarter Smith"
Kristi Anne Smith, Midway
Leslie Lynn Smith", Houston, TX
Shambra L'Annette Suber", Columbus, SC
Jason Henry Swango, Lexington
Billie June Walters ...., Frankfort
Kimberly Dawn Wathen, Louisville
Kathleen Marie Watkins, New Iberia, LA
Joseph J. Weber", Palo Alto, CA
Deborah Lynn/Haddox Wheeler, Lexington
Evy Ann Whitlatch". Perrysburg, OH
Robert Kenneth Willis 11*,Owensboro
Kimberly Barry Wood, London
Jennifer Leigh Wright, Paducah
Laura Sackett wright". Lexington
Eva Marie Yost, Corning, NY
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Demuni Dilrukshan Abeysiriwardena, Mt.
Lavinia, Sri Lanka
Sreenivas Alum, Vijayawada, India
Timothy Richard Black, Paducah
Eric Dennis Blom'", Cincinnati, OH
Hian Suan Chew'", [ohor, Malaysia
William J. Chimitt'", Wayne, PA
Robert Ryan Duncan, Lexington
Hisham Khalil Fadel, Lebanon
Ungamandadige Chameera Rajika Fernando
Gretchen Yvonne Cibsorr". Lexington
Larry Goins, Fleming-Neon
Mei T. Huang, Lexington
Zhiming Huang'"
Ronald Kalim
Sanjay Kishore Katabathuni'"', Hyderabad,
India
[anardan Kolachina
Ramakanth S. Kondagunturi, Hyderabad,
India
Weng Dean Leong'". Ipoh, Malaysia
Chun u
Wai Khuan Long'". Malaysia
[un Lu
Kristi Renee Maggard, Richmond
Vikas Mathur", Delhi, India
Satya Ranjan Mohanty
Chwei-King Mok
Wilda Emily Harrison Moore'". Lexington
Rashmi Murthy, Bangalore. India
Siva Gopala Krishna Namburi'".
Vijayawada, India
Keat Ghee Ong'". Penang. Malaysia
Joseph Evan Porter, Orlando, FL
Ramakrishna Devi Prabhala, Narsapur. India
Shakura Quabili
Timothy J. Rademacher**, Lexington
Harsha Krishna Ramachandra, Bangalore,
India
Sriram Ravulapati, Hyderbad, India
Murali Sadagopan Seshadri*, Pollachi, India
Leena R. Vakil*, Bombay, India




Praveen Yasarapu, Hyderabad, India
Wai-Mun Yong, Kuaka Lumpur, Malaysia
Yong Zhang*




Master of Science in Family
Studies
Thyra Joan E. Billings**, Elizabethtown
Lindsay Judy BromwelI**, Warsaw
Roxiania Marie Fraley
Beverly Carson Garner*, Greenville, SC
Shawn Andrew Gillies**, Lincoln City, OR
Julia Schomburg Hawkins, Lancaster
Lisa Renee Higgins**, Lexington
Raleigh Mark Kincaid'". Lexington
Kelly 1.Kozik'". Scotia, NY
Dominique Feckter Metze, Bowling Green
Timothy Jay Milbrandt'". Rochester, MN
LeAnn Rachelle Million'", Quincy, IL
Christy Polston Nuetzrnan'", Albany
Julie Anna Ogden, Cynthiana
Beth A. Woodford Powell'". Caldwell, OH
Kathleen Willeford Shack'". Atlanta, GA
Jenny Christine Sievers'", Lincoln, NE
Kerri Goodman Temmermand'", Lexington
Alicia Clay Tobin, Winchester
Megan Ruth wilson", Owensboro
Master of Science in Forestry
Gregory Mathew Abernathy, Dayton, OH
Stephanie LaNae Bolen'". Hopkinsville
Linda Marie Fischer, Melbourne
Carol S. Miller, Albany, NY
Dana Elizabeth Secrist, Henderson
Amy Flaherty Thompson, Bloomington, IN
Henry Ftrancis Yacek, [r.. Lexington
Master of Science in Health
Physics
Keith Thomas Sowards, Pikeville
Master of Science in Interior
Design, Merchandising &
Textiles
Deanna Lynn Meyerrose, Union
Lisa Thompson Rcberts'", Beckley, WV
Mauricia Irene Tomasowa'". Jakarta, Indonesia
Master of Science in Library
Science
Frances Laube Acree", Cincinnati, OH
Eric Paul Ahlers'", Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Margaret Aldred, Boston, MA
Leean Louella Allen'". Pikeville
April Allyson Arnold, Cynthiana
Suzanne B. Badenhop, Lexington
Krista Susan Biggs'", Louisville
Christopher Washburn BischoW"', Louisville
Barbara Joy Brewer*, Lexington
Thomas Glenn Buchanan*, Lexington
Rhonda 1. Burnett, Winchester
Brandon Richardson Burnette, Santa Claus, IN
Patricia Roach Burnside**, Georgetown
Malinda Daugherty Burton**, Nicholasville
Linda Miller Cantara*
Jesse Daniel Carmicle"'*, West Chester, OH
Cassandra W. Chang, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Grace Church
Steven P. Cox**
Anna Katherine Cummins*, Brooksville
Anne Davies**, Cincinnati, OH
Christopher Lloyd Dawson**, Louisville
Sunny Dennis**, Milford, OH
Douglas Kevin Dillon, Cincinnati, OH
Cherie Lee Doherty*, Florence
Becky Lou Douglas ......, Covington
Marcina Keating Downs, Prospect Heights, IL
Charles Francis Dugan, Cincinnati, OH
Sally M. Dugan*, Bardstown
Gerald Leon Dunaway**, Winchester
Steven Robert Edscorn*, Highland Village, TX
Deborah Melvin Elicker, Ft. Mitchell
Patricia O'Sullivan Farmer*
Sheryl Lynn Ferguson, Mason, OH
Brielle Stacia Finkbeiner, Cincinnati, OH
Susan M. Foster-Harper*, Charleston, WV
Helen Caine Franklin*, Louisville
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Ronald Richard Goheen, Jr.**,Cincinnati, OH
Stephen Richard Golanka, Pensacola, FL
Mary Theresa Hackworth'". Lexington
Richard Dennis Hamilton'", Trinity, NC
Roger Keith Hamperian", Williamstown, WV
Dana Joy Harrison, Ft. Wayne, IN
Tammy vernice Kelly Haydon, Mt. Sterling
Georgeann McLean Higgins'", Louisville
WIlliam Annas Hilyerd'", Henderson
Jerome Alphonse Holst'". Barnesville, OH
Tony Ray Hopkins", Somerset
Denise Carole Humphrey", Florence
Annabel Evans Ihrig'". Alexandria
Lisa KelIy [ones'". Springfield
Nicole Leigh Justice, Richmond
Robert Roy Kelley", Louisville
Nancy M. Keyser'", Cincinnati, OH
Sheril Linn King'", Falmouth
Laura Lee Kneier'". Parkman, OH
Elizabeth Gordon Kraemer"
Tara Shown Kressler'". Cincinnati, OH
Amy K. Kuhn", Richmond
Leslie Marie Lehman'", Cincinnati, OH
Leonor Marisa Lopez, Lexington
James Charles Mainger'". Cincinnati, OH
Rebecca R. Mathey'". Cincinnati, OH
Kurt X.Metzmeier", Louisville
Judith Ann Mitchell'", Oxford, OH
James Miller Montague", Lexington
Toni Denise Hyden Moore, Lexington
Angela G. Morris, Louisville
JoAnne Marie Nartowicz'", Lexington
Holly Nicole Nickle**, Spotsylvania, VA
Candace Alixe Nickles". Neon
Stacy Lea Osborne", Flatwoods
Kimberly Brown Overstreet", Lexington
Henry Kevin Proffitt", Cincinnati, OH
Jacqueline Elizabeth Radebaugh, Louisville
Kenneth Joseph Randles, Lexington
Susan Jane Rasche", Independence
Carolyn Kay Reid, Falmouth
Marianne Davis Reynolds, Cincinnati, OH
Tina Marie Riehle'", Harrison, OH
April Irene Ritchie'", Lexington
Robert Thomas Saffell"', Lexington
Constance Armfield Sanders**, Newberry, SC
Melissa Lee Scheirey**, Cincinnati, OH
Denise Rochelle (McFarlin) Scretchen*,
Cincinnati,OH
Paula Lynn Setser*, Paintsville
Denise Eileen Shanks**, Lexington
Elizabeth Mary Smigielski"', Fraser, MI
Erin Skinner Smith, Winchester
Mary 1. Sonnichsen*, Mason, OH
Beverly Fontaine Spitzer, Louisville
Robert Michael Steinmacher Ill**, Louisville
Jennifer Aimee Strobel*
Dustin Lance Strong, Louisville
Deborah Lynn Amburgey Sturgill**, Jenkins
Jillian Marie Subach, Cincinnati, OH
Venita Gail Swetnam, Morehead
Teresa Ann Theis, Mason, OH
Cindy Shearer Tucker, Georgetown
Kelly Michael Vickery*, Versailles
Stephanie Dale Warrix**, Pikeville
Heather Carreen Watson, Garrett
Rebecca Jo Watson, Lexington
Deborah Michele Whalen, Crestview Hills
Kathryn Lynn Williams*, Lexington, VA
Todd A. Wiliamson*, Virginia Beach, VA
Mary Elizabeth Wilson, Lexington
Heather Michelle Cook Wingfield**, Homer, MI
Lonie Glenn Wright, Bloomfield
(vl.isa") Margaret Elizabeth Yanarella",
Lexington




Zhongnan Dai", Zheng Zhou, China
Vijay Kulkarni, Mumbai





Jessica Laurel Mayes, Lexington
Julie Christine Ward Partington ....,
Crestwood
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
v. Ravi Kiran Babu Alapati
Fadi Gergi Al-Chammas, Amiounn, Lebanon
Sudin Bhattacharya, Calcutta, India
Alexander Lloyd Chapman, Lexington
Vic Hong Chia ...., Klang, Malaysia
FangDu
Kuen Chee Ec, Selangor, Malaysia
Neal David Erickson, Louisville
Kelly Michael Flannery", Villa Hills
Jinghua Fu'". Penglai, China
Sugianto [asin
Ting Lai, Beijing, China
Michael David Lattuca'", Lexington
Jeffrey William Martin'", Alfred, ME
Chandra Sekhar Naga Melam
Charles Benjamin Miller, Ashland
Clint Adam Morrow, Florence
Narkeeran Narasimhan", Dondicherry, India
George Carl Nelson", Ellsworth, ME
Nan [ou Pem, Tampin, Malaysia
Zakir Ahmad Quabili
Thomas Wayne Ruhe, LaCenter, WA





Hongwei wang", Beijing, China
David Howard White, Huntington, WV
Ruxue Zeng, Chendu
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Steven Mark Brooks", Montgomery, NY
Master of Science in Nursing
Rosalie T. Albright'", Harrodsburg
Edna S. Barber, Nicholasville
Amy Lynn Beadle, Ashland
Merry Sue Boggs, Wilmore
Donna Kaye Brock, Jeremiah
Nancy Russ Brown ...., Louisville
Molly B. Carew, Morehead
Karma Bryan Cassidy"', Lexington
Karen Ann Clore""', Crestview Hills
Sheryl Silvers Dailey, Richmond
Donna Slone Damron, Pikeville
Patricia L Day, Smilax
Dwyna Gaye Dean, Hazard
Debra Lynn Harris Dellay, Ashland
Ellen Maria Brown Demos, Jackson
Sharon Earlene Diedrichsen", Grand Isle, LA
Robin Lynn Green Donta, Ashland
Suzanne Marie Flesch, Lexington
Sherelene Scott Fortney, Corbin
Sarah Elaine Gabbard ...., Lexington
Tina Louise Grider, Lexington
John Thomas Groves, [r.r", Portage, IN
Katharine Yancey Bell Hammond, London
Rose Marie Hayden Happy, Danville
Charlotte Combs Hayes, Hindman
Sharon Marie Hook, Taylor Mill
Gwendolyn Mofffett Hooper, Brinkley, AK
Rachael Lynne Hovermale'"
Patrick Donald Hughes", Marion, IN
Robin Ethel (Wylie) Jessie
LouAnn Lorinda Johnson, Lexington
Cheryl Boyd Kaufmann, Lexington
Julia Marie Kehres-Hart, Lexington
Carla Jean Hall Kelley, Carlisle
Linda Cornett Kelly, Hazard
Carol Jane Kirkland'", Grayson
Sharon Cooper Livisay, Memphis, TN
Kathleen A. Love, Lima, OH
Erin Beth Mahoney, Flint, MI
Teresa Norton Mauk'", Pikeville
Sharon Lee Myers", Independence
Diana St. Amant Parham", Panama City, FL
Neil [agdish Patil, Corbin
Tristan Roberts Perry, Jackson
Ingeborg G. Petit""', Versailles
Mary Ann Phillips, Lexington
Janey Lynn Phipps, Corbin
Stephanie Peyton Powell, Louisville
Janie Carol Richie, Hazard
Elizabeth Ann Stevison-Rose, Ashland
Tonya Kay Rudd ...., Wilmore
Kathy Ann Johnson Sanders, Versailles
Marissa Eusebio Shih
Catherine Mary Shutak, Youngstown, OH
Joanne Marie Sigler ....
Kathi Young Simpson ...., Hartford
Shannon Hardy Sullivan, Fairfield, CT
Sheila Kaye Thomas Sursa, Corbin
Wynetta J. Tackett-Pletcher, Lexington
Megan Michelle Vematter, Flatwoods
Pamela Bartley Watson, Burgin
Judith Lynn Christie Whitlock, Lexington
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
Michael Duane Anthony", Paducah
Jill Suzanne Beimesche". Fort Thomas
Craig Frederick Bertsch", Cold Spring
Martyne Elizabeth Dykes Bonzo", Somerset
Gina Ann Casnellie", Villa Hills
Gynger Marie Chesnutt". Barbourville
Sandra Ann Collins", Whitesburg
Amy E. Crawford", Villa Hills
Kevin Louis Curtsinger", Mayfield
Robert Dwayne Dukes", Greenville
Brian Scott Elmlinger", Glasgow
Jennifer Faye Finley", Greenville
Kathy Michelle Garland", Barbourville
Patrick Allen Gerak", Villa Hills
Carrie Lynn Germann", Edgewood
Monica Gibbs", Salyersville
Gregory Dale Goodwin"', Mayfield
Heather Michele Gormley", Fort Mitchell
Carrie Lee Clark Hawkins", Philpot
Kristie Denise Henderson"', London
Ashlee Dawn Hess"', Grundy, VA
Shelby Laine Hicklin"', Paducah
Joel Edward Howard", Lexington
Sandra Denise Hunter"', Honaker
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Christi 1. Ingram", Cedar Grove, TN
Rebecca Lynn jackson", London
Denise Virginia Johnson", Cincinnati, OH
Christen Carol Jones", Owingsville
Kentry Montrell [ones", Indianapolis, IN
Karen Lynn Keene", S. Charleston, WV
Michael Wesley Kennedy", Franklin
[anine LaVonne Leach", Lexington
Bradford Kenneth Lear", Central City
Todd Morgan Lewis", Midway
Jean Antoinette Marlow", Potomac, MD
Joe Todd Mason", Bowling Green
Amy Charline Mclntosh", Booneville
Patrick Anthony Meeker", Paris
Cynthia Elizabeth Mery", Louisville
Kathleen Elizabeth Moddeman", Lexington
Staci Rachelle Newsom", Prestonsburg
Daniel Lee Payne", Louisville
Angela Adkins Phillips", Belfry
Sarah Ann Player", Ipswich, MA
Billie Jean Polly", Viper
Michael John Pompilio, Crestview Hills
Michael Thomas Reister", Richmond
John Anthony Risimini". Louisville
W. Wesley Robinson", Ft. Thomas
Melissa Kay Rosing", Wilder
Cheree Renee Ross", Ashland
Molly B. Rouns", Louisville
Mark James Schlueter", Florence
Dallas Scott Skaggs", Sandy Hook
Charles Wayne Smith", Pittsburgh, PA
David Louis Smith", Clarksville, TN
Michael Stafford Spalding", Frankfort
Jeffrey Niel Stanley", Pikeville
David Joshua Stepner", Union
Franklin Ray Stumbo", Minnie
Caroline V. Timoney", Lexington
Courtney Lynn Wade", Russell Springs
Jennie Lynn Wagner", Lexington
Leigh Ann Hannah Witten", Paintville
Kimberly S. Wright", Whitesburg
Randy Thomas Ziobro", Lexington
Master of Science in Public
Health
John Young Barbee, [r.:", Fairfield
Robert Jefferson Clouse, Lexington
Philip Richmond Curd, Sand Gap
Satyaki Girish Desai, Houston, TX
Cary Lester Fendley, Lexington
Cathy Lynn (Marsh) Hall, Cynthiana
Matthew Forrester [ackson'". Bowling Green
Shelly Marie Kowalczyk, Waterford, PA
Eric Palmer Liebenauer, Oswego, NY
Robert Edward Mathews III, Columbus, OH
Michael Blair McGonigle, Owingsville
Matthew Michael Musulin", Lexington
Paresh Balu Patel, Victoria, TX
Kamran Raza Quraishi, jeffersonville, IN
Michael V. Skidmore'", Berea
Brian Wade Smalley'", Peebles, OH
Alison janet Snider, Florence
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Bret Howard Heintz", Chico, CA
Jianzhong Zheng"
Master of Social Work
Maryanne Michelle Abeid, Ludlow, MA
Katrina Vaughn Adams"''', Richmond
Lisa Annette Adams
Sheri Kae Adams", Chesapeake, OH
Jessica Lee Anderson, Jenkins
Mindy Dusenberry Amold'", Nicholasville
Frances Dee Ailiff Atkins'", Ft. Gay, WV
Deborah Lynn Ayer, Cincinnati, OH
Mary Akinyi-Ochoro Ayoki'", Nairobi
Holly Megan Barnett, Hazard
Jennifer Faul Begley, Lexington
M. Karyn Bellon'". Crescent Springs
Laura Marie Best, Danville
Donna Ray Blair, West Liberty
Elizabeth S. Boggs'". Morehead
Beth Ann Bowling, Ermine
Abigail Pinson Boyd'". Louisa
Cynthia Jane Bradley, Central City
Timothea Branham'", Lexington
Scott Thomas Brawley, Greensboro, NC
Gregory Lee Brown'". Ashland
J. Bryant Brown, Falmouth
James Michael Brown'". Ashland
Jane Willis Nail Brown'", Owensboro
Valerie Louise Bryan'". Wheeling, WV
Pamela Jeanne Wiggins Buck, Athens, GA
Jessica Jean Camey'", Prairie View, IL
Jennifer Rebecca Carroll'", Ashland
Elizabeth Mary Caywood, Frankfort
David P. Cecil'", Paducah
Linda C. Chesnu t, London
Eileen Jennifer Closterman'", Lexington
Kara Jill Collins'", Dry Ridge
Odella Collins, Louisa
Denver Combs, Richmond
Michelle Lynne Compton, Elkhorn City
Barbara S. Cook, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Cruickshank'". Ft. Thomas
Kimberly Cullen, Lexington
LeeEtta Gaye Cummings'". Vicco
Charlie Darrington", Tifton, GA
Kammy Denise Stiltner Daughtery", Phelps
Kelly Hall Davidson'", Grayson
Christina Gail Davis'". Mason County, WV
John Paul Davis, Lexington
Rebecca Klop Davison, Morehead
Judy Sama Dearing, Winchester
William Robert Deatherage, Ft. Wright
Barbara Johnson Demus'". Lexington
MaryClare Dreves Donaldson'". Ludlow
Mary Ann Downing, Waukesha, WI
Amy Jolene Durbin, Owensboro
Traci Lynn Eden, Berea
Anissa Renee Ellison", Cincinnati, OH
Mark Allen Engler'". Nicholasville
Abbey J. Beck Ernst"'"',Dellroy, OH
Doster J. Esh, Muskegan, MI
Donald B. Evans", Evarts
Toby Nicole Fauver, Cincinnati, OH
Carrie Fiasco, Cincinnati, OH
William Jefferson Fleming*"',Coal Grove, OH
Carolyn Sue Flesher"'''',Catlettsburg
Hung Ngoh (Geraldine) Foraker, Columbia
Amy Marie Frank, Cincinnati, OH
Sara Elizabeth Freund, Worthington, OH
Laurie JoAnne Gardner
Dena Lorrain Gassner, Edgewood
Joy Elizabeth Gehringer, Ashland




Julie Lynn Graulich, Lexington
David J. Green, Lexington
Mary Panepinto Creenwell'", Lexington
Brittany Gray Gustafson, Danville
Courtney Joette HaW"',Grayson
Jennifer Gidcumb Hall, Lexington
William Talmadge Hamilton, [r.:", Morehead
Jennifer Marl Hancock'", Louisville
Carla Lynette Buford Hardin'". Glasgow
Bonnie Lynn Harris, Fayetteville, GA
Geoffrey Carlton Heard, Chicago, IL
Mary Anne Higgins, Lexington
Diane L. Hill, Lexington
Dixie Sizemore Hinebeck, London
Theresa Denise Hockensmith, Frankfort
Charlotte A. Huddleston, Brooksville
Michelle Anne Hufford, Cincinnati, OH
Stephanie Renae Hurrigan, Springfield
Gwendolen Gail Hutchinson, Hi Hat
Karen Mary Jackson, Atlanta, GA
Jodi Lynn jenkins", Ft. Worth, TX
Melissa Ann Johnston, Lexington
Julie Cutler [oy'". Lexington
Rebecca Asher [oy'", Wilmore
Charlene Hawkins [ustice'". Pikeville
Dina Quaranta justus, Lexington
Brenda Kay Keating, Ironton, OH
Jerry David Keith'", Radcliff
Lisa Ann Kelly, Pikeville
Eleisha Hamilton Kiefer, Lexington
Robert Clayton Kinnan'", Fairfield, OH
Patricia Margaret Lamb
Marla Dean Land", Lexington
Carla Cassada Lemon, Lexington
John Richard Lennon, Lexington
Terrence Orner Lewis'". Cincinnati, OH
Bruce Taylor Linder'", Crittenden
Donna Marie List, Covington
Marybeth Little, Ironton, OH
Judy Hall Littleton, Grayson
LeeAnn Lovejoy, Hamlin, WV
Jennifer Highland Marshall, Lexington
Marae Martin'", Erlanger
Tammy Lynn Masiello, Louisa
Julie M. Mattem'". Berea
Dianna Tucker Mauzy'". Owensboro




[ohnell Bowser Mclvees'", Winchester
Rhonda Lynn Dinsmore McQueary"'"',
Lexington
Melanie Finley Miller, Louisville
Sarah R. Miller-Piper, Lexington
Holly Anne Morrow, Lexington
Betty Zane Muse, Morehead
Angela Marie Newman, Frankfort
Kathleen Mary O'Brien*"',Lexington
Tanya Marie O'Daniel, Versailles
Kathleen Ann Oehler, Ft. Wright
Regina Lynn Oliver"'"',Lexington
Kelly Leigh O'Moore"'*,Mt. Orab, OH
Andreas Gerhard Probst, Lexington
Kim Renee Pulliam"'"',Vandalia, OH
Janice Rae Purdy"'"',Lexington
Ladona Rappold-Dingess"'"', Cincinnati, OH
Kimberky G. Read, Lexington
Sherri R. Reid
Amy Louise Rice, Henderson
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Sheyne Leigh/MacInnes Rieger
Leesa M. Ringer'", Bloomington, IL
Linda Ritchie, Hindman
Jill Lynn Rockhold, Highland Heights
Holly Bell Rollins, Lexington
Debra Sue Kiser Rose'". Olive Hill
Melinda Helton Sehli'", London
Colene Williams Salyer, Paintsville
Elizabeth Ann Sanders, Elkhorn City
Nona Deskins Sanders'", Lexington
Glenis Melaine Sandusky'". Lexington
Agnes J. Santiago, San Juan, PR
Angela R. Schardein, Lexington
Barbara Anne Schmid lapp'", Ashland
Cynthea J. Scott'", Verona
Kristi Leigh Sigers'". Owensboro
Leigh Anne Sims'". Lexington
Gayle Gene Sisson, Fairfield, OH
Maxine Slone'", Hindman
Amy Leonard Smith, Lexington
Jim R. Smith'". Lost Creek
Kathleen Marie Smith'", Covington
Roger Dale Smith'". Hazard
Virginia Vaughn Smith, Lawrenceburg
Kimberly Reshell Holt Snapp, Lexington
Carol Ann Sowards'". Flatwoods
Sharice Lang Stafford'", Aberdeen, OH
Jennifer Lynn Stair, Hartland, WI
Christa Michele Staton'". Owingsville
Gary Gene Strong, Jackson
Anne Lea Suleski'", Lexington
Helen Marie Swain'". Louisville
Rhonda Kaye (Daniel) Thompson, Paintsville
Shirley Bevins Thompson'", Prestonsburg
Tonya Marie Tincher'", Lexington
Stephen Wayne Triplett'", Jackson
Allison Mooney Turner, Evansville, IN
Gina Michele Underwood, Glasgow
April Rebecca Valentine, Lexington
Jody Allison Vance, Paducah
Melissa Charity Ward, Evansville, IN
Charles W. Washam'". Lexington
Daniel Dee watson'", Silver Grove
Angela Hope williams'", Mt. Sterling
Donita A. Williams, Lexington
Dwayne David willis'", Flatwoods
Joseph W. Woosley, Lexington
Shannon LaCrecia Yarber, Mayfield
Master of Science in
Vocational Education
J. Vanessa Baker'"', Danville
Kenneth Brammell'", Grayson
Melissa A. Curry, Lexington
Pamela Joy Dooley, Booneville
Carolyn Elizabeth Elery*, Springfield
Neal Christian Floyd"',Nicholasville
James Kirby Hancock, Columbia
Ivan Jeff Hayes, Mt. Vernon
David Alan Herbst, Columbia
Anthony Ray Jury, Bardstown
Jerre Parker McDonald, Nicholasville
Brett Morse"'*
Darryl Kent Sargent"', Falmouth
Kimberly Lee Toby"'''',Somerset
Dana Shepperd Todd"'"',Somerset
Constance Marie Trainer, Huntington, IN




Doctor of Dental Medicine
George Austin Adams, Nashville, TN
Mica Anne Bartels, Carrollton, OH
Eric Michael Baugher, Murray
Sharon Bingham, Winter Park, FL
Robin Elaine Bonnell, Neon
Mark Robert Boone, Nicholasville
William E. Carroll, Harlan
Mario D. Chorak, Vashon Island, WA
Peter Alan Clark, Lexington
Cara Nicole Copes, Berry
Rhonda Leigh Corey, Barbourville
Joe Craig, Frankfort
Thomas Jeffrey Dilts, Covington
Vinh Dang Doan, Lexington
Teresa Ann Esker, Richmond
Jeffrey Wayne Fisk, Calvert City
Susan Douglas Gover, South Point, OH
William Franklin Ham, Greenville
Stephen W. Hambly, Ontario, Canada
Gina Johnson-Higgins, Wheelwright
Anna Koury, Carlisle
Nancy Bihr Laden, Glasgow
Tam Thi Ngoc Le, Chula Vista, CA
Corbin Gary Matthews, Provo, UT
Cherice Marie Mel.aurin, Lexington
Ali Miremami, Somerset
Dan Walker Myers, Hardin
Shannon Denise Nally, Loretto
Trent Martin Nelson, Benton
Ki Ngo, Fayetteville, AR
Jennifer Ann Nichols, Salvisa














George Prattas. Ontario, Canada
Arney Louise Lowdenback Price, Oneida
Deena Ann Rassenfoss, Walton
Joy Michelle Rice, Lexington
James Bracy Riley, Owensboro
Kit Harold Robinson, Spanish Fork, UT
Johnna Coleman Shockley, Middlesboro
John Randall Smoot, Millersburg
Damon Paul Swenson, Spanish Fork, UT
David Lee Van Zant, Ir., Elizabethtown
Russell Norris Van Zant, [r., Elizabethtown
Colin Michael Walters, Bellingham, WA
Clay D. Warren, Danville
Kwane Mitchell Watson, Louisville
Ronald A Williams, Goodrich, MI
James Gabriel Woodyard, Smithland
College of Law
Acting Dean: Robert G. Shwemm
Juris Doctor
Daren Guy Arnold, Lexington
Stephen Dyer Austin, Lexington
Whitni Cayce Banister, Princeton
Melissa Elaine Bartlett, Edgewood
Gregory W Bates, Arcadia, MO
Lori Rebecca Baumgardner""", Lexington
Susan Elaine Beale, Louisville
Bruce Russell Bentley, Topmost
Lora Renee Bentley, Mount Washington
Sandra Johnson Bewley, Nicholasville
Beth Anna Vaught Bowell, Lexington
Matthew Wayne Boyd, Hodgenville
John C. Brewer II, Stanton
Christopher Wayne Broaddus, Frankfort
Wesley Ernest Earl Browne, Brighton, MI
Andrew Christian Buckner, Sylva, NC
Douglas Pryor Buffington II, Dunwoody, GA
Elizabeth Wakefield Burt, Bowling Green
Gilbert Lightfoot Busby III, Lexington
Michele Unger Callahan, Meadville, PA
Catherine Greer Calvert Lexington
Eric Michael Case, Lexington
Elisa Anne Cawood, Middlesboro
Sheila Clemons, Decoy
Bryan Samuel Coffman, Lexington
David Alan Cohen, Lexington
Ronald Eric Cornett, Danville
John Foster Cotthoff Hopkinsville
Laura Lee Critz, Columbia
Christopher Ray Daniels, Highland Falls, NY
Mary Albertine Deltalaise, Old Town
Alexandria, VA
Joshua Ray Denton, Newburgh, IN
Susan Elizabeth Denton, Nortonville
Misty [enine Dugger, London
Susan David Dwyer, Franklin, PA
Daniel Lee Eaton, Owensboro
Cecilia Akin Ellis, Paris
Jeffrey Spritz Fleischaker. Louisville
Scott Hunter Gibson, Dunmor
Matthew Arnold Gillies, Fort Campbell
Thomas Patrick Goodness, Sanford, ME
ShaLaia Glohaflt lIe, arB,,o tiel ta, C A ~
Sharon Elizabeth Cronotte. Crestview Hills
Joseph Dion Guest, LaGrange
Earl Fant Hamm. [r., Flemingsburg
Ellen Curtis Hannifan, Elizabethtown
Valetta Kelly Hardwick, Louisa
Kellie Landon Hauenstein, Huntsville, AL
Robert Joseph Hill II, Louisville
James Blake Hornal, Bowling Green
Mekesha Leigh Houchins, Bowling Green
Hanly Acton Ingram, Lexington
Jonathan Kemper James
Randall Keith Justice, Pikeville
Kelly Michelle Kaiser, Louisville
Regina Gail Keller, Lexington
Todd Porter Kennedy, Durham, NC
Chadwick Alan Kerley, Paducah
Jonathan Andrew Kesler, Carrollton, GA
James R. Chad ward Kessinger, Bonnieville
Valerie May Kuehn, Floyd Knobs, IN
Anthony Eric Lancaster, Lexington
Dana E. Lawrence, Centerville, OH
Timothy Lee Lemaster, Russell
Joseph Lawrence Lester", laGrange, GA
Matthew Bryant Levridge. Jamestown
Brian Scot Lindsay, Pikeville
William Robert Long, Ir., Owensboro
David Eugene Longenecker, Versailles
Jerry Marc Lovitt, Nicholasville
Kara J. MacCartie, LaGrange, IL
Kara Jill Mahaney-justice, Bowling Green
Brandon Wayne Marshall, Morningview
Michael Glen Mason, Mayfield
Margaret Lynn Matney, Jenkins
Arch Cox McKay, Bardstown
Mary Elizabeth Meade-McKenzie,
Whitesburg
Vanessa Ann Mitchell, Bowling Green
Angela Hatton Mullins, Whitesburg
Brian Patrick Ogle, Hawesville
Melissa Hellen Pipes Palmer, Lexington
John Jeffrey Patterson, Westwood, MA
John Judson Patterson, Richmond
Craig R Paulus, Lexington
James Nicholas Payne, Owensboro
Jennifer Christine Philpot'", Manchester
John Edward Brooks Pinney, Anchorage
Matthew Morris Polly, Whitesburg
Jeffrey Todd P'Pool. Madisonville
Leigh Allyson Preece, Phelps
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Everett Kenneth Preston II, Louisa
Rebecca White Price, Fairfax, VA
Kamp Townsend Purdy, West Bloomfield, MI
Melinda Ellen Rawlings, Cynthiana
Laura Roenker Reed, Bowling Green
Randall Layne Ross, Nicholasville
John Jason Rothrock, Vesuvius, VA
Patricia Lynn Sarver'". Hopkinsville
Andrew Jonathan Schaeffer, Burlington
Kelley Landry Shelton, Lexington
Katherine Irene Siler, Lexington
Andrew David Smith, Union
Christy Leah Smith, Warfield
Jeffrey Andrew Smith, Lexington
John William Smith, Brownstown, MI
Matthew Christopher Smith, Union
Michelle D. Smith", Madison, KS
John David Snelson, Frankfort
Christopher Lee Stansbury, Lebanon
Matthew Perkins Stoffel, Paducah
Andrew David Stosberg, Louisville
Sanford P Sussman, Louisville
Curtis Scott Sutton, Middlesboro
Wesley B. Tailor, Atlanta, GA
Mary Lynn Tate
Rebecca Justice Thornbury'", Grundy, VA
Stacie Lynn Turner, Newport Beach
Jennifer Ann Upchurch, Russell Springs
James Anthony Vaught, Somerset
Melissa Kay Velazquez, Sandston, VA
Brandon Nathaniel Voelker, Alexandria
Rachel Anne Wagner, Pikeville
Nicole Reeder Waldschmidt, Peoria, IL
Laurie Warnecke, Lexington
Robert Andrew White, Ashland
Sean Michael Whitt, Russell
Brian Wayne Wiggins, Central City
Jeffrey Wayne Wilder, Louisville
Ronald Scott Wilder, Pineville
Traci Lynn Wiley, Coal City, WV
Lisa Michelle Wilson, San Antonio, TX
Elizabeth Catesby Woodford, Mt. Sterling
Henry Davidson Woodrow III, Birmingham,
AL
Sarah Stewart Yann, Louisville
Rachel Sublett Zahniser, Campbellsville
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, MD.
Doctor of Medicine
Samuel Lee Adams, Mayking
Rachel Joan Arlinghaus, Edgewood
Brian Stewart Banks, Whitesburg
Preeti Bansal, Lexington
Charles Brent Barton, Barbourville
Michelle Lee Bennett, Calvert City
Marvin A. Bishop, Winchester
B.Matthew Blair, Lexington
Chad Allen Brown, Elizabethtown
Michael R. Cannon, Louisville
Marty Duane Casebier, Bremen
Connie S. Chan, Murray
Erika Hayden Clark, Barbourville
Peter Anthony Coats, Lexington
Paige Bryant Cornette-Griggs, Lexington
Jonathan Alan Cotliar
Deidra Beshear Craddock, Somerset
Jacky L Crawford, Hyden
Mark Samuel Crider, Russell
Ethan Cumbler. Lexington
James Alvin Davis, Maysville
Richard Todd Davis, Boise, JD
Donald Gregory Detmering, Independence
Michael Diaz, Greenville
John Wesley Drury, Ridgetop, TN
Paul Duston Dunn, Hazard
Tirbod T. Pattahi, Washington, DC
Melissa Carol Haney Fletcher, Inez
Ellen J. Plinchum'", Winchester
Larry Bartley Francis, Pikeville
Franklin Walter Frederick, Lexington
Howard Richard Givens, Owensboro
Cassandra Lynn Goins, Somerset
James Edward Gore, Elizabethtown
Andre D. Grisham, Cordova, TN
Keith B. Hall, Harold
Sara Elizabeth Helfrich, Lexington
Randy Howard, Gallion, AL
John Clinton Hutson, Murray
Charmalie Gaya [ayasekera, Lexington
Laura Carr Jones, Frankfort
Glenn Samuel [uett'". Georgetown
Daniel Bruce Keck, [r., Paducah
John McClure Kerr III, Hamilton, AL
Melissa VanDyke Kesler, BOWlingGreen
Jane Soon-Mee Kim, Lexington
Claude A. La Charite, Lexington
Carina Lawson, Lexington
D. Parker Lilly, Prospect
David William Lipke, Lexington
Mona Saidi Litvak, Houston, TX
Francis Anthony Mathieu'", Flushing, NY
Amanda M. McCane, Maysville
Franklin R McGuire, Lexington
Leah Suzanne Mitchell, Louisville
David G. Morrison, Lexington
Melisa Wren Mullins, Versailles
Andrew Mutua Mutiso, Nairobi Kenya
Thomas E. Neff, Louisville
Mathew Atkerson Nicholls, Augusta, GA
Thomas Christian Nowatka, Louisville
Kimberly Powell Odom, Lexington
Marty Wayne Odom, Mayfield
Tjuan Lee Overly, Morehead
Karen Susanne Playforth, Lexington
E. Benjamin Powell, Pikeville
Robyn Lynn Proffitt, London
Darian Keith Ratliff, Leburn
William P. Riordan, JI.
Pamela Lynn Roper". Los Angeles, CA
Theodore Eric Rothman, Nicholasville
Scott Alan Sacha tello, Lexington
Eric T Scheper, Edgewood
Sarah L. Scheurich-Payne, Lexington
Jennifer Corey Schott, Poughkeepsie, NY
Jodi Erin Schwab, Apopka, FL
Jeffrey Howard Schwartz, Louisville
Brian Thomas Scully, Louisville
Chad Phillip Secor, Moline, IL
Kevin Patrick Serey, Morehead
Amina Abdel Shalash, Lexington
Rebecca Lyn Spaulding, Louisville
Kevin Bryant Spicer, Sophia, WV
Sharon G. Steele, Saint Croix, US Virgin
Islands
Sandra Elizabeth Stevens, Jackson
Srikanth Sundaram, Prestonsburg
Jennifer Gail Taylor Tarter, Danville
Anne Donovan Tayce, Erlanger
Katherine Kougias Temprano, Park Ridge, IL
Patrick Todd Triplett, Lexington
Sandhya Venugopal, Lexington
David James Weaver, Henderson
Clinton Verl Wellnitz, Pewee Valley
Thomas Lewis Wheeler II, Alexandria
Brett Noble Wynn, Dry Ridge
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College of Pharmacy
Acting Dean: William C. Lubawy
Doctor of Pharmacy
Stacy Erin Amburgy, Booneville
Norma Jean Armstrong, Hurricane, WV
Robert Keith Bailey, Haysi, VA
Paula Michelle Baker, Richmond
Joseph Eric Barnard, Sistersville, WV
Leigh Ann Blancett, Staffordsville
Kathleen Ann Blanton, Lexington
June Girlden Boggs, Paintsville
Kimberley L. Brantley, Fairfield, QH
Tamara Mary Brobst, Webster
Janet Kaye Brown, Flemingsburg
Dylan Boyd Burgess, Radcliff
Brian Kelly Carter, Grayson
Heather Rosdeutscher Cashman, Bowling
Green
Blandon Meredith Cherry, Bowling Green
Christie Ann Chiborek. Owensboro
[essika Chilton Chinn, Beaver Dam
Robert H. Cline, Scottsville
Charla LaTane Cobb, London
Ina Danette Conley, Paintsville
Stacia Renee Conley, Garrett
Jennifer Ann Cox, Somerset
Nancy B. Crumbacker, Finchville
Lang Deng, China
Sheetal Ashwinkumar Desai, Owensboro
Rose Ellen Dillon, Lexington
James-Michael Wayne Durham, Crofton
Elizabeth Ann Ecken, Louisville
William D. Fleemon II, Middlesboro
Jeremy D. Flynn, Nancy
Charles Lewis Franklin, Carrollton
Brian Michael Gardner, Lebanon
Kara Gillespie Blevins, Buckhannon, WY
Jacqueline King Hamilton, Brandenburg
John Clifton Hammons, Georgetown
Deborah Darlene Harris, Owingsville
Craig Wesley Hatcher,
Melissa Anne Hillis, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Dawn Hilterbrandt. Tollesboro
Melissa Cosby Johnson, New Tazewell, TN
Kyndra Shae Jones, Louisville
Ryan Travis Kammer, St. Charles, IL
Dennis Wade Keith, Steams
Kari Ruchelle Vice Keith, Beaver Dam
Amy Haisley Kesler, Carrollton, GA
[aimie Ra-Anne Kuhlman, Findlay, OH
Darren Garrett Lacefield, Bowling Green
Mary Kay Lane"
Penny Sue Liles, Garrison
Mary Elizabeth Lloyd, Columbia
Craig Allen Martin, Dry Ridge
Jamie Leigh Merritt, Lexington
Carrie L.Miller, Hurricane, WV
William Keith Miller, Louisville
Amy I. Moore, Freeport, IL
Scott William Murray, Grays Knob
Santos BMurty, Lexington
Barbara [o Bullen Nelson, Mt. Vernon
Gregory Gene Oakiey'". Ft. Rucker, AL
Jennifer Alise O'Hearn, Louisville
Wendy Leigh Oller, Elkton
Alpa Dinker Patel, Lexington
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Lisa G Patton, Richmond
Chad W. Phelps, Greensburg
Sharon Danielle Phillips, Greensburg
A Brookes Pickard, Louisville
Brian Wayne Ragan, Alvaton
Lesley Danita Richardson, Fleming-Neon
LeAnn Riley, Campbellsville
David Ray Robinson, Dyersburg, TN
John Edwin Roney", Harrison, OH
Stephanie Moore Scott, Garrett
Laura Anne Sharp, Lexington
Jod y Barry Sheehan
Angie Lin Skaggs, Campbellsville
Benjamin David Stone, Georgetown
Latrice Rene Strings, Lexington
Heather Ann Sweeney, Louisville
Amanda Ruth Tatro, Philadelphia, PA
Jill Cathleen Tewes, Edgewood
Jennifer Robyn Tipton, Ashland
Joe Richard Veluzat, [r., Cave City
Robert Jason Wallace, Dry Ridge
Robey Todd Walters, Calvin
Robert A. Warford, Taylorsville
Christine Denise Waugh".
Kelly Lynn Wh.itaker, Corbin
Beth Anne Wilcox, Grayson
Joseph Anthony Wittrock, Alexandria
Janet Ruth Wolcott'", Bayville, NJ
Donald Keith wood'", Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Young, Louisville
s
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Gran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Biotechnology
Sarah Katherine Anderson, Owensboro
Gina Leanne Bingham'". Tyner
Thomas Lee Cibull, Lexington
Stacey Lark Curtsinger, Wingo
Kristy Lynn Farmer, Prospect
Nathan Ralph Shumaker, Louisville
Cherice Kay Patterson Smith, Somerset
Michael Jason Walls, Bellevue
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Economics
James D. Anderson, [r., Stanton
John Eldon Ashcraft'". Owenton
Stephen Lawrence Ballard, Bardstown
Laura Amber Branstetter'", Summer Shade
Donald Cater Brock, Danville
Heather Rae Brown, Morganfield
Joel David Cook, Franklin
Robin R Cotter, Adamstown, MD
Christa Lee Dahmann, Burlington
Nicole Niemeier Edwards, Winchester
William Travis Cardner'". Hodgenville
Janet Adele Godley, Batavia, OH
Chad Ronald Goetz**, Philpot
Ralph Randell Hutchinson II**,Ashland
James Hogan Johnson, Ir.. Lexington
Ernesto Mansilla, Santa Cruz
Travis McKenzie Mcf-alls, Waynesburg
Khristopher Kenton Montgomery'"'. Burgin
William Cary "Dax" Oatts IT**,Hopkinsville
Robert Scott Parrish, Stamping Ground
Sean Travis Peffer, Ashland
Jacob Morris Pogrotsky, Frankfort KY
Jason D. Prewitt'", Williamsburg
Brian Thomas Stedelin", Lawrenceburg
Caryn Noelle Vecchio'", Paris
Brian Keith Wiggins, Beech Grove
Russell Allen Wright, Campbellsville, KY
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Jennifer P. Adams, Lexington
Aimee Michelle Arthurs'"', St. Albans, WV
Kathleen P. Atchley", Lexington
Steven Michael Bach, Owingsville
Cynthia Joan Bales, Versailles
Elizabeth Anne Ballard, Jeffersonville, IN
Ked Lynn Basham, Raleigh, NC
Julie Ann Bennett, Lexington
Nathan Lee Biggs'". Mt Vernon, OH
Amanda Lynn Bishop, Worthington, OH
Alison Gayle Brand", Louisville
John Luther Brenner II**,York, PA
Brent Allen Broaddus'". Lexington
David Shawn Brumfield'". Madisonville
Stephen Alexander Bryson'". Glasgow
Kristy Lynn Burkhead, Lancaster
Michele Renee Burns'". Louisville
Leslie Carole Carr, Owensboro
Stephanie Anne Chamberlain, Paris
Magdalene Jansen Chaparro, Owenton
Jeffrey Edward Cull'", Carrollton
Theresa Denise Currier, Beattyville
john N. Daniel III*,Thomasville, GA
Matthew R Dil.orenzo'", Wheeling, WV
Robert Orndorff Dinsmore'", Jefferson, MD
Michael G. Dotson, Versailles
Adam Hayes Edelen'", Lexington
joe Nathan Edgar Franklin
Patrick Gordon Eisman, Wheeling, WV
Kendra Anne Fryburg, Dayton, OH
Marvin Daniel Gaston, Russellville
Michelle L Clenn'", Taylorsville
Matthew Patrick Cranahan'". Northbrook, IL
Anthony Lawrence Green, Bardstown
John David Michael Greulich, Louisville
Jason Charles Groth, Lexington
John David Hampton", Hopkinsville
Laura Beth Haney'". Nancy
Jordan Bird Hawley, Louisville
Erin Marie Hogan, Louisville
David M. Ingordo'", Arcadia, CA
Brian Nicholas jackson, Paris
Jennifer Marie Jacobs, Georgetown
Michelle Jerry, Walton
Kori Beth Jones, Maryville, TN
Sarah Beth Joseph, Blackey
Veronica Lynn Judy, Frankfort
Robert Dale Kenner'", Lewisburg
William Andrew Kent'", Frankfort
Bryan A. Kraemer'", Lexington
Shannon Lynn Krebs, Louisville
Elke Krohn, Tangstedt
Brian Edward Laws'", Villa Hills
Richard Brandon Layman", Ashland
Joseph Patrick Lee, Lebanon Junction
Nicole Elizabeth Libaire, Virginia Beach, VA
Brandy Lipscomb, Summersville, WV
Eric Scott Lukehart", Williamsport, PA
Carrie Elanorah Lynch'", Lexington
Kathryn Augusta Mazyck'", Dothan, AL
Jennifer Kay McCleese, Winchester
Jill Renee Messer, Hindman
Charles Ross Metz, [r., Alexandria, PA
Sara Elizabeth Monroe, Georgetown
David Lester Mullins'", Somerset
James P. Murdock [r.?', Calhoun
William Robert Noe, Lancaster
Tobey Paine'", Schenectady, NY
Amanda Jane Patton, Lexington
Laura Elaine Peters, Owensboro
Ashley Brooke Peterson, Finchville
Claudine Pfluegl, Waukegan, IL
Amy Norinn Phillips, Elizabethtown
Ashley Alline Polley, Madisonville
Scott Erik Ray, Frankfort
Robin J. Ruddy'", Lexington
Mary Grace Rutland", Hopkinsville
Linda Ann Rymarquis, Edgewood
Carey Renee Schaffner'". Park Hills
Leslie Ann Schutte'". Villa Hills
Paul Brian Sidwell, Winchester
Brandon Farrell Smith'", Ashland
Aimee Carol Smoot, Frankfort
Amy Liberty Sohner, Lexington
Robert Horace Stewart, jr., Radcliff
Emily Joy Tan, Lewisport
Tanya Michelle Thacker, Pikeville
Daniel Alan Thompson'", Henderson
Brian Leland Tripp'". Louisville
Kimberly Slagle Tuggle'", Neosho, MO
Anna Rebekah Van Meter, Lexington
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Allison Tara Walston'", Hopkinsville
Matthew David Whitaker, Madisonville
Jodi Lynn williams'", Springboro, OH
Robert Brian York, Junction City
Travis Gene York, Lawrenceburg
Bachelor of Science in Animal
Sciences
Christopher Shane Brown", Morganfield
Christina Ann Cornes'". Georgetown
Stacey Lark Curtsinger, Wingo
Katie Lee Gillispie, Sadieville
Adam Preston Haggard'", Corydon, IN
Kelly Ann Hargett, Maysville
Carrie Jane [ohnson'", Lexington
Joshua Brandon Kirkland'", Rumsey
Christine Marie Lee, Foster
[ody Moreland, Huntington, WV
Aaron Michael Reed, Ashland
Clinton Earl Richardson'", Paris
Laura Elaine Ross'", Maysville
Sarah M. Teuschler-Stewart, Lockport
Jeremy Neal Williams, Cumberland
Joanna Swood'", Lewisburg
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Esther Chui Lian Ang, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Elaine Wai Cheng Chow, Klang, Malaysia
Shane Gregory Shepherd", Walton
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
John Matthew Anderson'", Mt. Olivet
Peter Michael Barber, Lexington
Eric J. Byrd, Lexington
James Patrick Craig, Paducah
Billy James Hatton, Whitesburg
Larry Wayne Heavrin II, Paducah
David Dustin Knight, Mortons Gap
Ryan Walker McEwan, Cynthiana
Edward Lloyd McNeal, Morehead
Sarah J. Moore, Elizabethtown
Christopher Michael O'Bryan, Louisville
Susan Katherine Patterson, Louisville, KY
Ian Christopher Rison'". Covington
Steven Michael Scott, Lexington
Stacy Ann Shadburne, Louisville
William Christopher Stivers, Louisville
Robert Allen Tindall, Jr.**,Shelbyville
Bridget Marie Toth'". Prospect
Allen Michael Watts, Lexington
Charles Ruffner woody". Charleston, WV
Christopher Shawn Yeary, Frankfort
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Mark Evan Bazzell, Murray
Jamie William Beckman, Shelby, MI
Gerald Winthrop Bennett, [r., Lawrenceburg
Julia Young Brown, Louisville
Marti W. Buckner'", Winchester
William Taylor Estes II, Lexington
Theodore Hudson Hardwick H, Lexington
Gregory Bryan Heck, Naperville, IL
Ramona Alene Henderson, Twin Falls, 10
David S. Hunt, Worthington, OH
Robert Wendell Hutcheson, Yellow Springs,
OH
Vonda Leigh Ingram, Louisville
John David Johnson, Newport News, VA
Sidney S. Lisanby'", Madisonville
Clayton Mathew Nichols, Louisville
Scott G. Rief Louisville
Jeffrey A. Rosiak, Midland, MI
Brian Kenneth Terry, Mt. Vernon, IL
Benjamin Tyson Wieseman, Montgomery,
AL
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Resource Conservation-
Management
Stephanie Renee Barnwell, Middlesboro
Luke Edward Bramblett, Louisville
Rachel Sarah Darnall, Princeton
Kellie R Duncan'", Georgetown
Joe Nathan Edgar Franklin, Waddy
Patrick Gordon Bismon, Wheeling, WV
Jeffrey Lawton Cregg'", Columbus, OH
John Andrew Markham, Bowling Green
Steven Thomas Pulliam, Frankfort
Eric P. Rasmussen, Redmond, WA
Bachelor of Science in Plant
and Soil Science
Amanda Claire Abnee, Mt. Olivet
Brian Phillip Barker'", Ashland
Suzanne Nurene Bouchard, Dale City, VA
Brian Clay Burkhead, Lancaster
Christy Gay Cassady, Owensboro
Firmon Milton Cook'". Princeton
LeeMichael Corbett, Versailles
Bryan Daniel Ebelhar'", Owensboro
Brian Lee Endsley'", Eddyville
Scott C. Fields, Louisville
Matthew Boone Gardiner, Louisville
Samuel Lee Gillespie, Paris
Lewis Grigsby, [r., London
Darren Ray Cuffey'". Somerset
David William Hebermehl'". Paris, IL
John Anderson Henderson IU,Louisville
Allan Paul Hughes, Shelbyville
David Michael Carey [ohnson'", Walton
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Todd Anderson Klaber'", Brooksville
Christopher Jay Macl.aughlin'", Lexington
Shawna 1.Macnamara, Louisville
Evins Vandiver McCord III"",Weston, FL
James Dennis Morgeson, Lebanon
Gerard Nevin, Kildare, Ireland
James Stetter Owen, Jr., Edgewood
Benjamin Douglas Parker, Warsaw
Jeffrey R. Porter, Henderson
Whitney Leigh Probst, Georgetown
David Andrew Romero'", Louisville
Robert David Ryan Jr.", Campbellsville
Patricia Lynn Savage, Kendallville, IN
Kelly Elizabeth Shouse'", Sturgis
Ryan Douglas Smith'". Shelbyville
Kristopher Scott Vanfiickle".Winchester
Jason Matthew Whitis, Burnside
Jason Dwayne Wilkins'", Central City
Tina Michele Trimble Wilson'", Lexington
Andrew Joseph Wolfe, Lexington
R. Shane Wright"", Middletown, OH
Mary Hildreth Young, Herndon
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Stacy Michelle Acuff, Ashland
James Ransom Adair'", Lexington
Marcella Suzann Adams'", Wurtland
Julia Ann Adkins'". Lexington
Lia Camile LaBreche Back'", Blackey
Rebecca L. Barton'", Barbourville
Adonna L. Bass, Louisville
Laura Ashley Bauer, Glasgow
Chelsea Kathryn Beard'", Defiance, OH
Julie Anne Beickman, Ramsey, IN
Kimberly Ann Bernath, Yakima, WA
Todd Michael Brockman, Erlanger
Kimberly York Bromagen'", Mt. Sterling
David Lane Brown, Irvine
Vicky Marie Bumgardner, Somerset
Frank Robert Burch'", Radcliff
Heather Ann Burkart, Ft. Thomas
Rhiannon Teri Burke, Prestonsburg
Patricia Glover Burtoft'", Abingdon, VA
Jill Lynn Carrier, Corbin
Janice Janel Carter, Scottsville
Christy Ann Cato, Corbin
Isaac B. Caton"""",Brooklyn, NY
Jeffrey Richard Caudill, London
Stephanie Layne Caudill, Viper
Devona Carol Chaffins'", Lexington
Gynger Marie Chesnut'", Barbourville
Tracy Eugenia Childress, Frankfort
Celeste A. Christensen'", Lexington
Tamara Angelic Coffee, Franklin
Amanda Kaye Collinsworth, Olive Hill
Christopher Stephen Cook, Elizabethtown
William Charles Coulter'", Danville
Christopher Lee Day, Louisville
Brian Kitchens Dean, Woodstock, GA
Paula Eileen Deaton, Lexington
Dana Jo Deel, Pikeville
Tonya Renee Dick'", Science Hill
Clarice Yvette Dicks'"
Mallory Beth Dillon, Florence
K. Neil Dippel"""",Florence
Allison Kay Dobbs, Louisville
Joshua James Dorsey, Edgewood
John Francis Dougherty:"; Louisville
Heidi Lynn Downes
Michael Thomas Dugan'". Lexington
Kathryn Mischelle Dukes'", Paducah
Gregory Walter Duncan, Morganfield
Amanda Rhea Dyer, Tompkinsville
Brandon Ray Edgington, Lancaster
Joseph Andrew Edie'". Morehead
Andrea Leigh Elswick", Pikeville
Mark Fairchild'", West Liberty
Barbara Bollum Fallis'"
Julie Ann Passel, Villa Hills
Paul Dwayne Ferrell, Lexington
Christa Lynn Fischer, Owensboro
Danett Ann Frank, Ooltewah, TN
Kim Ngan Nguyen Pranklin'", Louisville
Hayley Corrine Stiffler Gardner", Winchester
Rebecca Lynn Cayheart'", Pippa Passes
Mary Kathleen Smith Gibson", Springfield
Josephine Ann Giurgevich Jones, Lexington
Stephen Louis Goldstein, Cincinnati, OH
Bregma Rita Gonzales, Somerset
Caroline Clark Goodman, Paducah
Heather Simone Grace, Hopkinsville
Dale Oldham Gray, Louisville
Debby Floy Cray'", Berea
Tina Michelle Moore Griffith, Whick
Melissa Danielle Grigsby, Hazard
Jane Renee Cunter'". Jamestown
James Roger Hagerman'", Owensboro
Josephine Anne Hale", Madisonville
Jennifer Lynn Hardin'", Morehead
Michelle Suzanne Harr, Carrollton
Bernadette Tara Hart'", Richmond
Lisa Marie Ha wkwood, Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Hawthorne, Cynthiana
Ashla Dawn Hayes, Betsy Layne
Carla Dee Hellard, Lexington
Crystal Dawn Hellard, Lexington
Carla Beth Henderson'", Elizabethtown
Mollie Kathleen Lilja Hill, Delaware, OH
Amy Lynn Hinson'", LaGrange
Holly [anine Holland, Paducah
Kelly Steven Holman, Franklin
Ronald E. Hopkins'", Carlise, OH
Jeannette Marie Hom'", Danville
Jennifer Lee House'", Williamstown




Marjorie Lynn Hyams, Hopkinsville
Shelby Lee Jaggers, Greenville
Carrie Gail James, Maysville
Christy Louise Jones, Hindman
Jeffrey Scott Keen, Mt. Doral, FL
Erica Teresa Keller, Edgewood
John David Kelly, Pikeville
Susan Elizabeth Kelly, Worthington
Shawn Paul Kent, Owensboro
Patrick Harvey Kitzman, Rhinelander, WI
Laura Beth Kute, Edgewood
Matthew Brian Leach, Louisville
Tracey Ann Capps LeGrand, Greenville
LaShea Nicole Leslie, Prestonsburg
Megan Virginia Lowe, Russell
Leigh Ann Ludwiczak, Owensboro
Laura Elaine Lueken'", Ashland
Kelly [o Marcoux'"', Lexington
Kelly Marie McFarland, Monticello
Cynthia Rene Mckinney, Cumberland
Kelley Anne McMurry, Falmouth
Ronald 1.Meade, Waynesburg
Frances Lee Mercer, Monticello
Elizabeth Ann Metcalf, Louisville
Saundra Michelle Metzger, Cecilia
Sherrie Lynn Meyer, Silver Grove
Randolph Aric Myers", Lexington
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Beverly Sue Nelson, Barbourville
Jason Douglas Niceley, Somerset
Rowena Catherene Gamblin Nixon, White
Plains
Katherine Barker Noble'", Corbin
Sharon L Noll, Villa Hills
Diane Elaine Northington", Mayfield
Michelle Renee Orick", Harlan
Carolyn Marie Overstreet, Liberty
Aimee Lee Petrocelly, Centreville, VA
Linette Rhea Pounds, Bowling Green
Anthony Shawn Prater, Prestonsburg
Jennifer Lynn Purcell, Owensboro
Teresa Ann Rasmussen'", Middlesboro
Steven Hugh Rhoden, Newport
Deborah Jean Riley, Liberty
Arnie Doughterty Rinaldi'"', Piqua, OH
Janet E. Ripley, Cleveland, OH
Rebecca Dawn Ritchie, Hazard
Kelly Michelle Roberts, Paducah
Susan Renee Roberts, Paintsville
Anna Leah Robinson, London
Margaret Elizabeth Saladin, Lakeside Park
Tracie Lyn Sanborn'", Lexington
Kurt joseph Schilder, Sunbury, OH
Katherine Sensel'", Crestview Hills
Stephanie Rene Shafer, Flatwoods
Christine Kay Shaffer, Columbus, OH
Shalini G. Shah, Frankfort
Sandra Denise Shanaberger'"', Los Angeles,
CA
Jessica Brown Shelley, Taylorsville
Stephanie Marie Shields, Edgewood
Sarah Elizabeth Shoemaker, Lexington
Cassondra D. Short", Talcum
Jill Delana Short'", Pippa Passes
Stephanie Latrecia Sizemore, Hyden
Allison Renee Stephens, Strongsville, OH
Franklin Ray Stumbo". Minnie
Michelle Fontaine Thacker, Versailles
James R. Thompson", Elizabethtown
Melinda Paige Thompson'", Bardwell
Christy Lynn Thorne, Louisville
Ann Thu-Ha Tran'", Vietnam
Hillary 1. True'". Lexington
Christopher Douglas Turner, Carrollton
Ellen Deanne Turner, Jackson
Carrie Hardie Valenta, Lexington
Kelly Leigh Van.Arsdall", Lexington
Mary Alison Walters, Flatwoods
Jeffrey Eugene Ward'". Tiline
Amy Kristine Weller, Louisville
Cathy Suzette Whitaker, Somerset
Deborah Ann white", Independence
Laura Elisabeth Whitney, Jefferson City, TN
Michelle McNally Wilder, Northville, MI
Michael Neal Williams'", Wheelwright
Susan Laurette Williams, Cincinnati, OH
Courtni Anne withers", Campbellsville
Timothy Logan Yost, Harlan




Jill Marie Adkins, Cross Lanes, WV
Kelly Kathleen Ball, Madisonville
Bertha Shawnee Ballew, Richmond
Laura Weber Barkley, Lexington
Joan M. Bauer
Rafael E. Bedolla Gaitan,
Jeffrey Scott Bennett'", Campbellsville
Jonathan Christopher Bowling", Louisville
Christopher Edward Boykin. Lexington
Jared James Bradley, Owensboro
Jeff Michael Brand'", Lexington
Melissa Hoffman Bridge, Elburn, IL
Christopher Bruser, Lexington
Elissa Irene Burr, Annandale, NJ
Tresha Delaine Burr'. Muscle Shoals, AL
John Emile Calhoun, [r., Lexington
Hong Heng Alex Chin, Malaysia
Zachary Clark, Milford, NH
Jeremy Clayton Clements, Danville
William Jason Coomes, Henderson
Andrew Charles Deibel, Crestwood
William Amos Theodore Palloway,
Owensboro
Jason Freeland, Lexington
Christopher J Castright". Covington
John Cebert Gilbert, Stanton
Kevin Michael Gough, Paducah
Jean-Paul Guido Grivas, Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Heller, Lexington
Charles Frank Heydinger, Sanduskey, OH
Rosalind Caroline Hodgkins, Lake Forest, IL
Robin Elizabeth Honaker, Niles, MI
Karin Anna Howell, Richwood, NJ
Daniel Henry Hrankowsky, Victor, NY
Timothy William Johnston, Glasgow
Tara Kelley", Cody, WY
Kelly Catherine Keys, Lexington
Steven Travis King, Stearns
Scott Christian Kopittke, Loveland, OH
David Allen Lewis'", Lexington
Colby Wayne Mayes",
Brian Patrick Medley, Lexington
Hollace Marie Metzger, Chagrin Falls, OH
Steve Alan Meyer, Lexington
Deborah Joy Mulder, Phoenix, AZ
Matthew Austin Myers
Soames Wayne Newsome, Xenia, OH
John R Nickell III"",Fairfax, VA
Joseph Paul Nolasco, Chavies
Maurice J. Oakley, Ashland
Sabrina G. Oaks
Robert Tate Overton", Greensboro, NC
Aaron Douglas Parks
Nicholas Anthony Passafiume, Louisville
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Kurt Anthony Ptacek, Franklin, WI
Melissa Lyn Rich, Casco, ME
M. Brent Richards'"', Lexington
Jonathan D. Rollins, Prestonsburg
Christine R. Scallon, Brookfield, CT
Christian Walter Schaller'". Oakwood, OH
Suzanne Marie Schaller, Dayton, OH
Jason Reece Scroggin, Lexington
Jonathon Gabriel Serafini, Frankfort
Jimmie Lewis Smith II, Ashland
Nathan Glenn Smith". Pleasureville
Michael Aaron Stevens, Racine, WV
Brian David Stryzek, Park Forest, IL
David Douglas Tabor, Medfield, MA
Jeffrey Scott Taylor'". Lexington
Steven Oral Thomas'". Bardstown
Lisa Michelle Thornton, Owensboro
John Cuong Quae Tran, Villa Hills
Clifton Everett Wallace, North Hills, PA
Courtenay Dean Wallace, Poughkeepsie, NY
James David Whitfield, Crestwood
Debbie Xernona wtnston-'. Pembroke
Jennifer 1.Wood"", Villa Hills
Etsuko Yoshii, Toyokawa, Japan
Mariko Yoshii, Toyokawa, Japan
Walter Wallace Zausch II, Henderson
Dean: Howard Crotch
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Ian Todd Abbott, Lexington
Anushya Devi Abeyewardene'", Sri Lanka
Erin Lynn Abner, Lexington
Aleda Ralyn Absher, Greensburg
Ashley Miriam Adams", N. Potomac, MD
Ryan Christopher Adcock, Frankfort
James Wesley Addington, Burdine
Larry Brian Addis'", McDowell
Mansour Mohammad Ahmad, Lexington
Jenny Louise Aldrich, Indianapolis, IN
Eric Carl Alexander, Somerset
Aaron A Alford'". Dry Ridge
Kristopher Karl Alfred*"",Lexington
[aclyn Jere Allan, Green Bay, WI
Benjamin Druien Allen, Cave City
Jesse Hoerter Allgeier, Louisville
Darin Clark Allison, Palm City, FL
Dena Hussein Anbar". New Rochelle, NY
Matthew Keene Andersen'". Paducah
Daniel Burke Anderson, Lexington
Dustin Thomas Ward Anderson, Palm
Harbor, FL
Julie Anna Armstrong, Ashland
Aaron Michael Arnsparger". Edgewood
Hannah Kathryn Arthur, Lexington
Coleman David Asher, Louisville
Timothy Adam Aulick, Cynthiana
Mark Back"
Melissa Marie Bahns ...., Centerville, OH
James William Baker Il". Lexington
Julie Anne Baker, Lexington
Marvin Baker ...., Hazard




Katrina Louise Beculheimer ...., West Milton,
OH
Samuel Ernest Begley II, London
Anna Laura Bennett, Cecilia
Daniel Patrick Bennett, Lexington
Melody Danyelle Bennett", Lexington
Alycia Ann Bergmann ...., Louisville
Teri 1. Schack Berryman, Vancouver, WA
Catrisa Lynn Bicknell, Villa Hills
Shawna Nicole Billiter, Turkey Creek
James Louis Bischoff'". Bardstown
Angyla Blaze
Frankie Celsus Blevins", Ashland
Gabriela Rozalia Bogdan, Crestwood
jenny Gardner Boggs, Lexington
M. Bryan Boling, Lexington
Clifton Aaron Boswell, Owensboro
Kara Lindsey Boswell, Fordsville
Christopher James Bottom, Phyllis
Adam Patrick Bourne, Somerset
Sara Katherine Bowman, Lexington
Jared Clint Bramlett, LaGrange, KY
Sheila Jane Breeding, Louisville
Adam Michael Breier, Villa Hills
Cara Danielle Brennan'", Frankfort
Jeremy Stephen Briley'", Louisville
Bart 1. Brown", Louisville
Jessica Lyn Brown ...., Brandenburg
jon David Brown, Taylorsville
Mark Andrew Brown'", Glendale
Elizabeth Bush Browning, Beattyville
Andy Eugene Brummett'". Albany
Tara jane Bryan, Frankfort
Kelly 1.Bryman, Crystal Lake, IL
Line Brynjulfsen ...., Norway
John Franklin Burgess, [r.", St Albans, WV
John W Burke, Somerset
Raymond Lee Burns, London
Tessa Elizabeth Burrus, Lexington
Chad Edward Burton", Danville
Howard Takken Bush, Lexington
Benjamin Matthew Callihan ...., Lexington
William Foster Campbell, Hopkinsville
Matthew Cershen Cantor'", Greenwich, CT
john Kelly Carpenter, Lexington
Traci Io Carpenter, Greenup
Chivas Christopher Carter, Lexington
Mary janet Carter'"
Jennifer Louise Carver, Owensboro
Ariana Nicole Cason, Crestwood
Susan Annette Castle, Owenton
Laura Elaine Chafin"", Louisville
Pada Chalothom", Lexington
Sai Lon Chan, Malaysia
Shawn D. Chapman
Mary 1.Charles", Winchester
Lexie Michelle Cheatham, Burgin
Catherine Anne Cherpak. Kings Mountain,
NC
John Christopher Cheung", Lexington
Eleni Christou ...., Cyprus
Gilmore Seisoon Chung'". Hartford
Daniel Alan Clark III", Owensboro
Mary Elizabeth Clark, Mechanicville, NY
Michael McFarland Clarke, Maysville
Anne Curry Clay", Crestwood
jason Stanley Clemons, Lexington
Tamica Michelle Clemons", Louisville
Virginia Depp Cline, Owensboro
Arnie Elizabeth Cloutier'", Bowling Green
Sherri Ann Cocanougher, Springfield
Larry Christopher Coleman, Pikeville
Camille Anne Collins, Frankfort
Natalie Renee Collins, ana, WV
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Bobby John Combs, Hazard
Huston Barrow Combs, Lexington
Jeremy Olus Combs, Leburn
Betsy [o Comer'", Versailles
Patrick Michael Commarford,
Bryan joseph Conder ...., Lexington
William Randall Connell, Lexington
jennifer Marie Conner, Hebron
Kathryn Agnes Conrad, Dry Ridge
Kent W Coogle, Frankfort
Jason Leon Cook, Louisville
Sarah Brooke Cooper, Jamestown
Loretta Faye Coppage", Columbia
Cristin Glenn Corder, Northville, MI
Duane Francis Cornick ...., Pekin, IL
Francesca M Corsi
Harvey Matthew Couch, New Orleans, LA
Timothy Steven Couch", Hazard
Beth Hannah Crabtree, Somerset
Molly Kate Crawford, Hickory
Stephanie Helen Criscillis, Frankfort
Rachelle Leigh Higgins Cross ...., Lexington
Michael Joseph Crow", Union
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Barri Benita Crump, Lexington
Andres Cruz, Costa Rica
Melanie B. Cruz
Jeffrey Anthony Culver'"', Louisville
Leslie Allison Cummins, Nebo
Bradley Everett Cunningham, Lexington
Kyle R. Curd, Lexington
Henry Joseph Curtis, lr., Louisville
Stephen Scott Danforth ...., Greentown, IN
Lara Daniels, London
Timothy Ryan Darby", Erlanger
Aaron T. Deacon, Lexington
Saul David Decker, Loami, IL
William Harry Dermody, Thiensville, WI
Wesley Brian Deskins, Sidney
Anthony Wayne Deveraux, Versailles
Darren Scot Dews, Frankfort
Jennifer Lynn Ditty, Ashland
Yas Djadali, New Milford, CT
Rachel Suzanne Dockal, Lawrenceburg
Rebecca Joy Dotson ...., Middlesboro
Stephanie Renee Dotson, Louisa
Heidi Lynn Downes, Cranberry Twp, PA
Catherine Marie Duke, Ashland
Jamie Marie Duncan, Bealeton, VA
Jonathan Isaac Michael Dunham, Highland,
MI
Damon Joseph McGraw Durall, Centertown
Christopher Ryan Durbin, Lexington
Gottlieb Johannes Duwan", Switzerland
jeanie Maria/Teeter Duwart. Nicholasville
William Dwyer, Metairie, LA
Keith David Eberle, Richmond, VA
Chad Nathaniel Eckhardt'", Troy, OH
Ryan Christian Edwards, Flatwoods
Jaime Carolyn Eggleston, Ashland
Yuji Eguchi, Japan
Gregory Scott Elder, Owensboro
Matthew M. Eller, Paducah
Ashley Brooke Elliott, Owensboro
Winnifred Marie Elmore,
Alex Corall Emerson'", Canada
Daniel Williams Enderlin, Chillicothe, OH
Robert John Eusebio Enriquez, Fisherville
Anna M. Ensor, Crestwood
Tania Jean Esposito", Lexington
[amey Stuart Essex, Louisville
Kimberly Jean Eubanks", Somerset
Patricia [o Evans'". LaGrange
Margaret Dianna Dowell Fallin, Lewisport
James Michael Fannin, Morris, IL
Nathan Joel Fawbush, Mt Washington
Jason Robert Feldmann ...., Florence
Barbara Michelle Filer, Madisonville
Bradford Martin Fine, Louisville
Sarah Frances Fischer, Louisville
Emily Ann Flowers", Haddonfield, NJ
Melody Jon Flowers, Huntington, WV
Carrie Marie Willett Fogle ...., Bardstown
Crystal Lynn Ford, Hestand
Elizabeth Ashley Fortney, Marietta, CA
Kimberly Allison Francis, Louisville
John Lee Franklin, Lexington
Nancy Beth Franklin, Bowling Green
Marc E. Frisiello'", Bronxville, NY
Pamela Ann Frye Florence, Lexington
Andrea Lynn Fryer, Flatwoods
Jeffrey Neil Fugate, Bowling Green
Christopher Iospeh Fuhrmann, Murray
Ben Allan Fulton, Owensboro
Luther Burk Fuqua III, Owensboro
Victor Pryor Gaines II, Lexington
James Thomas Garnett III**,Cerulean
Corrine Michelle Camhart, Rockford, 1L
Julia Kristen Catti'", Louisville
Margaret T. Cdovka'", Lexington
Charlene Noelle Cemmill'", Lupton, MI
Xenia Georgiadou, Cyprus
Amelia Batterton Ceran, Lexington
Kelly Rebecca Giles, Lexington
Jon Wayne Cillespie'", Lexington
Courtney Lee Gitler'". Mt Washington
Lindsay Christine Goehle, Ft Thomas
Mitchell Blake Coss'". Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Gottfried, Lebanon, OH
Robbie O'Neal Cower", Lewisburg
Casey Patrick Grady
Jonathan E. Cray", Louisville
Robin Jean Gray, Eddyville
Darin Patrick Greene, Lexington
Stephanie Christine Creer'", Crestwood
Jennifer Loren Griffin, LaGrange
Dina Croatia Crivicic'", Louisville
Phillip Branden Gross, Lexington
Andrew James Grotto, Pittsburgh, PA
Joshua Dodge Hafer, Evansville, IN
Derek Kane Hale". Harold
Kristie Leigh Hall, Henderson
Stephanie Frances Hall, Frankfort
Jena Joan Hamilton, Lexington
Amy Leigh Hamlet, Owensboro
William James Hard, Bellbrook, OH
Scott Adam Hardin, Louisville
Matthew Thomas Harney, Nicholasville
Thomas Dale Harper, Cadiz
Bettie ]o Harris'", Lexington
Christopher Conrad Harris, Lexington
Christopher Conrad Harris, Lexington
Heather Mignon Harris", Frankfort
James Sebastian Hausladen, St Louis, MO
Jessica Breen Hays, Campbellsville
Brian David Haysley'", Louisville
Stade Lyn Heger'", Covington
Lisa Renee Heim, Prospect
Lori Ann Heitzner'", Brooklyn, NY
John Blakey Helm, Louisville
Jefferson Cain Henault, Hopkinsville
[enifer Dale Hendrix", Louisville
William Taylor Hensley, Lexington
Jeffrey Wayne Hester'". Memphis, TN
John Neal Hibbard, Richmond
Elisha Michelle Hickey, Lexington
Michelle Lynn Hieatt. Louisville
Brandi Mae Highfield, Ludlow
Russell Ray Hinkle, Jr.**,Louisville
Melissa Ann Hoerlein, Villa Hills
Justin Randall Hollingsworth, Ashland
Claire Marie Hollis, Aurora, IL
Jeffrey Christopher Hollis'", Florence
Kerin Edward Holmes, Las Cruces, NM
Benjamin Paul Hopper'", Henderson
Lorie Ann Horner, Louisville
Larry Travis Hoskins, Manchester
Nathan Hewitt Hoskins'", Louisville
Lesley Kay Houchin-Miller'". Danville
Michelle Lynn Hover, Somerset
Carla Michelle Howard'", Harlan
Angela Meghan Howell, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Howell, Nicholasville
Nicholas Dale Howell'". Ashland
Rebecca Gayle Howell'", Elizabethtown
Toni Suzanne Howell
Erica Faye Hubbard, Manchester
Joshua Robert Huff, Centerville, OH
Kristie Louise Huff'", Lexington
Jason Price Hulbert, Louisville
Jason Price Hulbert, Louisville
Elizabeth Lora Hunter, Roswell, GA
Melissa Jane Hurst, Winchester
Brian Anthony Hurt", Lexington
Stefani Ann Hurt, Lexington
Arwen Elanor Hutt'", Lexington
Melissa Childre Hyrne", Seattle, WA
Shaheen Javed Iqbal, Elizabethtown
Megan Kathryn Ireland, Ft. Mitchell
Barbara Lane Irwin, Midway
Sandra Louise Jackson, Lexington
Donivan Chadwick Jeffries, Lexington
Benjamin Andrew Jeffy, Louisville
[ody Lynn Jennings, Lexington
Brandon Stuart Iett", Sioux Falls, SD
Anastasia Marie Johnson, Louisville
Brooke Elizabeth Johnson, Lexington
Carrie 1.Johnson, Princeton
Phillip Ray Johnson II**,Lexington
Andrea Louise [ones'", Louisville
Bredon William Jones...., Plainfield, lL
Carri Dawn Jones...., Nicholasville
LeAnders Lisa Jones, Lexington
Meredith Lynn [ones", Pittsburgh, PA
Robert Marcus Jones, Crawford, GA
Robert Bruce Joslyn, Jr., Grosse Pointe Farms,
MI
Thomas Joyner, [r., Louisville
Ashley Tyler Judd, Ashland
Ahmad Rami Kalla'", Frankfort
Ann Karabanova, Russia
Satoru Kawasaki, Toyosaka, Japan
Erica Leigh Keenan, Mt. Sterling
Cristina Francesca Keith, Elizabethtown
Maria Christine Keller, Louisville
Jeffery Michael Kendrick, Fort Knox
Adam Reed Keown, Hanson
Iacquelynn K. Kerns, Piqua, OH
[enaan Khaleeli, Madras, India
Molly King, Danville
David Bruce Kinstle, Lexington
Natalie Marie Kittell, Hopkinsville
Jennifer Leigh Knupp'", Somerset
Lara Irene Koenig, Florence
Minda Ann Kohner", Elizabeth, WV
Michael Daniel Kolodzi, Los Angeles, CA
David Miles Lafferty'", Nicholasville
Melissa Jane Lambert ...., Ashland
Sean Steven Land, Owensboro
Ryan Noel Leathers, Elizabethtown
Choon San Lee,Malaysia
Wendi Marie Lee, Nicholasville
Gregory Adam Legate, Clay
William Winfrey Lester, Lexington
Brandi Nicole Lewis, London
Candice Elinda Lewis, Lexington
Marcie Dawn Lewis, Paducah
Mark Andrew Linton, Louisville
Mary Beth Lorson, Louisville
Philip Herbert Losey...., Somerset
Ryan Avery Lother, Ashland
Christie Denise Love, Little Rock, AR
Tara Anne Lucas, Scottsburg, IN
Alexander Lyttle'", Manchester
Jennifer Mabry", Lexington
Wendy RMachia, Cambridge, VT
Chrystal Yvonne Mack, Lexington
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Woodrow Wilson Maglinger III, Owensboro
James Vernon Maher, Lexington
Tracy Michele Maiden, Lexington
Tudor Hollen Makary'". Naperville, IL
Felicia Joy Makle, Lompoc, CA
Sarah Tully Marks, Lexington
Sarah Tully Marks, Lexington
Sebree Rose Marshall, Louisville
James Richard Martin II, Fairmont, WV
Kevin Martin", Hammond, IN
Amanda Lacey/Travis Mason ...., Lexington
Allison Leigh Mateyoke, Nicholasville
Seema Mary Mathew, Louisville
Danielle Rae Mattingly, Bardstown
Jennifer Elizabeth Maxwell'", Lexington
Robert David May III*",Corbin
Brian Joe Mayfield, Centralia, IL
Lauren Shea McCall, Lexington
Timothy R. McClintick, Columbus, OH
Melissa Suzanne Mct.ormick'", Charleston, WV
Glenda Catherine McCoy, Ashland
Kristy Renae Sturgill McCoy, Canada
Abra McDonald", Somerset
Anne Michelle McDonald, Lexington
John Todd Mcfarland, London
Stephen Gray McFayden, Lexington
Rodney King McGill, Cincinnati, OH
Eric James McGlincy, Louisville
Amy Lee Mckay'", Naperville, IL
Paul Alexander McKenzie**,Jamaica
Susannah Colleen McLean, Cincinnati, OH
Benjamin Allen McMaine*, Salvisa
Heather Dawn McPeek...., Virgie
Cory Wayne Meadows, Clay City
Julie Louise Mellon, Clarksville, TN
Michael Middendorf", Cortland, NY
Phillip C. Milam'", Lexington
William Patrick Misischia, Chicago, IL
Jennifer Marie Montgomery'", Lexington
Ebony Dawn Moore, Louisville
Milton Thomas Moreland, Lexington
Margaret Kaye Morgan, Harlan
Terrie Susanne Morris, Lexington
James Ross Morrison, Louisville
Emily Susann Moss'", Lexington
Glenda Sue Moss, Horse Cave
Matthew Scott Moudy, Taylorsville
Barbara Elena Moya. Louisville
Jennifer Bradshaw Mullins, Lebanon
Charlotte Rebecca Myers, Lexington
Gabrielle Alanna Myers", Lexington
Michael Edward Myers", Lexington
Dwellyn Daire Myrddin'", Lexington
Gwendolyn Necole Howell, Georgetown, SC
Tom McKay Neb", Louisville
Karen Christy Nelson, Henderson
Peter Shane Nesmith, Princeton
Miranda Hope Neuman, Elizabethtown
Tara Newcomer'", Bradley Beach, NJ
Farrah Leigh Newman ...., Henderson
Irina Anvarovna Nizmutdinova, Moscow,
Russia
Irina Anvarovna Nizmutdinova, Moscow,
Russia
Megan Nichole Norton, Winchester
Amy Catherine O'Brien, Louisville
Patrick Paul O'Keefe"
Jennifer Lea Orr". London
Carrie Beth Oser'". Louisville
David Wayne Otte, Lexington
Lonnie Michael Owens, Fisty
[amila Charlene Packer", Louisville
Daniel James Paisley, Lexington
George John Pantazakos, Lexington
Jeong H. Park", Seoul, Korea
Erica Leigh Parker ...., Catlettsburg
Kelly Michelle Parsons", Lexington
Jason Michael Pasero", San Francisco, CA
Kinna Patel, Versailles
David Wayne Patterson, Louisville
Cory Petry", Louisville
Benjamin Kent Phillips, Lawrenceburg
Shannon Joe Phillips, Monticello
Stephanie J. Meade Pichardo, Allen
Elizabeth Anne Piers, Paducah
Kelly Laraine Pigman ...., Pinetop
Michelle Antonia Pinckney ...., Elizabethtown
Matthew Joseph Pinkowski, Northbrook, Il;
Susan Elizabeth Pollard ...., Lexington
Katelyn Michelle Polly", Erlanger
Emily Renee Popp, Louisville
Michael Jason Prather , Louisville
Christie Jessica Pratt , Hindman
Penny Lynn Pruitt, Georgetown
Traci Michelle Pugh ...., Lexington
Greenville Burton Queen Ill ...., Glen Ellyn, IL
Katherine Anne Quitter, Hopkinsville
Emily Nicole Ragan, Ft. Wright
Jeffrey Scott Rausch, Naperville, IL
Jose Carlo Bernardino Regalado ...., Saudi
Arabia
Joseph Charles Reiling", Centerville, OH
Abigail Yung Remley , Lexington
Matthew Shane Renfro , Chapel Hill, NC
Zachary Alan Rhein ...., Mt. Veron, IL
Adele Marianne Rhodes", Elizabethtown
Bradford Lee Richie, Greenville
Michael Anthony Riegert ...., Edgewood
Phillip Michael Riggs ...., Louisville
David Edward Rigney, Columbia
Elizabeth Nicole Robinson, Taylorsville
Joshua Michael Robinson, Huntington, WV
Philip Clive Robinson ...., Lexington
Bryan Alan Robison", Crestwood
Robert Thomas Rodriguez ...., Lexington
Freddie Joe Rogers ...., Nicholasville
Shane Allen Romines, Corbin
April Schaber Rose ...., Owensboro
Christopher Michael Rose ...., Middlesboro
Josh Taylor Rose, Louisville
Amy Elisabeth Roth, Louisville
Fay Louise Roussel ...., Elizabethtown
Chad Forman Rudzik, Lexington
Shannon Leigh Runnels ...., Magee, MS
Kathryn Ramsey Rush ...., Frankfort
Daniel Ryan ...., Madisonville
Rebecca Juliana Saad ...., Huntington, WV
Cassandra Joyce Salt, Madisonville
Leslie A Sampson, Williamsburg
Danielle Rayleeta Sanders, Lexington
Michelle D. Sapp ...., Lexington
Tonya [o Sartin, Tollesboro
Kellie Anne Sassin, Park Hills
Thomas Mario Sauer
Anne Elizabeth Sayers", Erlanger
Mark Stephen Saylor ...., Danville
Jeffrey John Dylan Schabell'", Lakeside Park
Amy Michelle Scheiderman, Phillipsburg, NJ
Jennifer Lynn Schepers, Centerville, OH
M. Aaron Schoen", Louisville
Julie Marie Schofield, Ft. Thomas
Jennifer Marie Schultz", Cold Spring
Corrie Yvonne Scott ...., Madisonville
Rebecca Mary Scott, Rochester
Lisa Claire Scully ...., Lexington
Michael Douglas Searcy ...., Versailles
Augustine Burr Seeger ...., Bardstown
William Robert Serapiglia, Louisville
Ryan Amiel Sergent, Mt. Sterling
Adam Benjamin Shadburne ...., Louisville
Evan P. Sharf", Louisville
John James Shaughnessy, Crestwood
Corey Daniel Shepherd, Sterling, VA
Floyd Samuel Sherrow ...., Frankfort
Cara Dawn Shope ...., Ashland
Joshua Harrison Short, Louisville
Tiffanie Rene Prewitt Short, Elizabethtown
Kimberly Dawn Shouse, Salvisa
Aaron John Silletto, Louisville
Jeremy Austin Simmons, Owensboro
Erin Elizabeth Sims, Louisville
Robert Earl Singletary", Rochester, NY
Ryan Edward Singleton ...., Lexington
Lisa Dawn Sizemore, Ashland
Charles Richard Skeens, Pearisburg, VA
Nicole Marie Skinner, Cincinnati, OH
Katie Anne Skola. Milford, MA
Daniel Skop, Magnolia, MA
Andrew Joseph Slaughter, Mayfield
Jason Rush Smallwood, Frenchburg
Jessica Marie Smerz, Mequon, WI
Jessica Suzanne Smith, Lebanon
Krista Lynn Smith, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Snyder ...., Hodgenville
Nichole Marie Somerville ...., Palisade, CO
Aileen Soo, Malaysia
Maria Fernanda Soto [oya
Stephanie Leigh Southers, Ashland
Jason Randell Sowards, South Shore
Nathan Daniel Staff, Ramsey,IL
Brian Shane Stafford, Wilmore
Holly Suzanne Steele ...., Eaton, OH
[aison A. Steiner, Jeannette, PA
Adam Nelson Stephens, Greenup
Kyla Rae Stephens, Batavia, OH
Jeremy Clay Stevenson, Winchester
Neal Allen Stidham", Ashland
Christopher Hunt Stilwell", Franklin, TN
Meredith Patrick Stith", Lexington
Brian Douglas Stocker ...., Louisville
Andrew James Stoeckinger, Lexington
Eric Stevenson Stovall", Graham
Andrea Lynn Strassburg, Ashland
Daniel James Stuber, Louisville
Joseph Herman Surkamer III, Roanoke, VA
Robert Edward Sutherland, Jr.", Lexington
Mitchell Dustin Sutton, Sidney, OH
Shawn Keith Swickard, Lexington
April Rae Shannon Tackett, Catlettsburg
Christina Lynn Tackett ....
Sarah Anne Tarkington, Villa Hills
Meredith Lynn Taylor ...., Owensboro
Amy Kirsten Teeple, Louisville
Shelley Jean Thacker, Crestwood
Amanda Susan Thomas ...., Owensboro
Blake Edward Thompson, Paducah
Kyle Thomas Thompson", Frankfort
Lisa Kathleen Thompson, Mayfield
Mark Henderson Thompson, Ashland
Michael Xavier Thompson ...., Montclair, VA
Stacy Kay Thompson ...., Libertyville, IL
Tabeth Whitney Thompson, Elkhorn City
Travis William Thompson", Edgewood
Kathryn Holt Thurman ...., Glasgow
Clyde Edwin Tillman III, Topeka, KS
Tracy Ann Tompkins, Henderson
Tony Ramez Torbey ...., Lexington
Tia Kristine Toups", Baton Rouge, LA
Bradley Shawn Towles ...., Owenton
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Jennifer Rose Treadway, Beattyville
Lindsey Elaine Trickett, Morgantown, WV
[illian Donna Tropeano, Westbrook, CT
Whitney Ann Tudor, Lexington
Charles Wesley Underwood II....,
Nicholasville
Jerry 1.Utt II, Huntington, WV
Sarah Brewer Van Arsdale, Louisville
Sarah Brewer Van Arsda le, Louisville
Margaret Ann Vanderpool, Paris
Courtenay Leigh VanderWier, Lexington
Michael Anthony Vandivier", Harrodsburg
Soledad M. Vara-Rust ...., Lexington
Karen Marie Varela, Brandenburg
Valerie Lucinda Viers, Hodgenville
Suzann S. von Bernuth, Okemos, MI
Lisa Elaine Von Wiegen"
James Clay Wagers ...., Lexington
Shasta Brooke Walker, Clarksburg, WV
Chris Colleen Wallace", Elizabethtown
Hung Van Walling, Lexington
Kathleen Jeanette Walsh ...., Lexington
Michael David Ward, Richmond
Erin Lynn Wasz ...., West Chester, OH
Azure Dee Waters, Milwaukee, WI
Delmar Watkins", London
Clint Evans Watson, Salem
Della Karen Watson, Bowling Green
Stefanie Latice Watson, Frankfort
Jason Wayne Waybright ...., Lexington
Adrienne Campbell White, Midway
Jonathan Thomas White ...., Frankfort
Nathan Matthew White, Berea
Charles Scott Whitehouse, Versailles
Stanley Hays Whitley, Goshen
Eric Thomas Wilkinson", Lexington
James Robert Willett", Tompkinsville
Joseph Russell Williams, Albuquerque, NM
Katrina Nichole Williams, Monroe, OH
Thomas Edward Wilmes, Lexington
John Paul Wilson, Mountain Lakes, NJ
Jason Andrew Wolfe, Hanson
Emily Elizabeth Wright ...., Harned
Jonathan Michael Wurth, Paducah
Juanita Jeannine Wyatt", London
Brendan Reynolds Yates", Lexington
Christopher James Zeigler", Batavia, OH
Patrick Joseph Zingerella", Caledonia, NY
Bachelor of Science
Christopher Allan Adams", Whitesburg
James Derrick Adams, Corbin
Brian Wayne Adkins, Stephens
Amin Reza Akhlaghi, Paintsville
Steven McLean Aldis", Lexington
Jac1yn Jere Allan, Green Bay, WI
Sithy Rameeza Mohammad Idroos Allie ....,
Sri Lanka
Arun Mani Anandasegar, Bricktown, NJ
Andrea Marie Appleton, Green Bay, WI
Lily Anoja Arasaratnam ...., Sri Lanka
Laura Paula Ashby, Pikeville
Delbert Francis Ault,
Mustafa Syed Badrudduja, Prestonsburg
Sherry Lynn Bailey, Henderson
Brian Lee Baker, Somerset
TeShawna Leah Barker", Sassafras
Meghan Kathleen Barnard ...., Crestview Hills
Richard Chadwick Bazzell, Murray
Andria Ellen Beeler ...., Liberty
Neil Wayne BeW, Lexington
Thomas Edward Bell , Hopkinsville
Stephen Gene Bennett , Barbourville
Martin H. Berman'", Clarksburg, WV
Kevin Joseph Blair'", Bardstown
Robert James Blair, Versailles
Jane Ann Bleuel, Louisville
Lisa Riann Bohannon'", Bagdad
Christine Elizabeth Borowski, New Hyde
Park,NY
Jennifer Renee Bosse,Nicholasville
Christopher James Bottom, Phyllis
Thomas Boykin Brackman,
Colleen Erin Brady, North Cape May, NJ
Stacy Lynn Bray, Elizabethtown
Adam Michael Breier, Villa Hills
Courtney jo Brown
Heather Diane Brown", Taylorsville
Kevin Eric Buck, Hazard
Christopher Reed Burch, Louisville
Melvin Okey Burnside ll'", Middlesboro
Joseph Peter Buschmann [r., Danville
William Jerrad Butler, Saint Cloud, FL
Dianne Edythe Calleaux'", Lexington
Marcia Diane Chapman, Quincy
Rachel Jane Chase, Lexington
John Christopher Cheung", Lexington
Ayryn Page Chilton, Louisville
Andrea Elizabeth Chinn, Hartford
Li-Chun Chu, Taiwan
Kimberly S. Chung'"; Hartford
Geoffrey Ian Church'", Yorktown, VA
Daniel Ryan Clagett, Elizabethtown
Michael Sean Cleary, Lexington
John Kenneth Clements, Benton, IL
Jackie Renee Clemons, Leitchfield
Angela Kay Clouse, Elizabethtown
Joshua Darrell Coleman", Elkhorn City
Brandi LeMaster Collins'", Paintsville
Elizabeth Wesley Cornette, Lexington
Chris N Coughlin", Lexington
Carrie Ann Courtney-Shapiro'", Bayside, NY
Jennifer Renee Coyne, North Cape May, NJ
Charles Hopkins Crawford III, Louisville
Jeri Latrice Crenshaw, Louisville
Cynthia Biggs Crissman, Greenup
Charles Edward Cromer'", Somerset
Kristn Dawn Currans, Cynthiana
Amy Elizabeth Currey". Louisville
Lipi Datta". Clarksburg, WV
Simon Rogan Day, Lexington
Stephanie Nicole DeBorde, Hazard
Michael John Deime'", Kettering, OH
Lakmini Nivanthi De Silva'", Sri Lanka
Jack Foster Ditty", Ashland
Tesha Marshena Dixon, Cayman Island
Stephen Kyle Dreisbach, Louisville
Sharmista Dutta, Frankfort
Shannon Nicole Dykes, Somerset
Larry Joseph Elia, Williamson, WV
Joseph Alan Fanthorp. Coldspring
Bradley Lawrence Perstl, Bowling Green
Daniel Eli Finkelstein", Virginia Beach, VA
Michael Boone Fitzpatrick*, Bardstown
Ryan Kyle Flannery, Alexandria
William Joseph Fluker**,Roanoke, VA
Chad Christopher Ford**,Crestview Hills
Christany Marie Frazier, London
Angelina Fu, Lexington
Tiffany Kirk Lloyd Fuhrmann, Boston
Daniel Christopher Gabhart, Lawrenceburg
Timothy Elijah Geertz, Lawrenceville, GA
Timothy Elijah Geertz, Lawrenceville, GA
Jaime Leigh Grace, West Paducah
Brooke Shannon Grant**, Louisville
Ronald Aaron Gravit Elizabethtown
Daniel Kenneth Greene", Harrodsburg
Charles Ronald Greenwell, Bardstown
Jarrett Preston Greer, Paintsville
Matthew Anthony Cregory'", Versailles
Eric John Grieser, Lexington
John Lewis Griffith". Flat Gap
Nikita Gupta, Lexington
Kelly Shawn Hagan, Philpot
Christopher David Hall", Pinetop
Kathy Lynn Hall, Martin
Jill Marie Hammond, Canfield, OH
Aaron Joseph Haubner". Covington
John David Hayes, Charleston, WV
Paula Sue Heater, Prestonsburg
Dennis Hefton". Carrollton
Amy Elizabeth Hellmann, Lexington
Christopher Paul Hettinger'". Fairfield, OH
Casandra Dawn Hetzel, Versailles
Elizabeth Bryden Heywood'", Mahwah, NJ
Marcus Andrew Higgins, Baton Rouge, LA
Stephanie Dianne Hill, Lexington
Damon Lamar Hood, Bowling Green
Timothy David Howe, Louisville
Jason Matthew Howell, Madisonville
Johnathan Stewart Hoyle'", Bowling Green
Minor Payne Huffman, Lexington
Wendy Katheryn Humphrey, Lexington
Megan Price Hunter, Fort Thomas
Jeremy Brandon Hyatt, Kuttawa
Yoshiaki Ito, Japan
Brandon Scott Iohnson'". West Hamlin, WV
Brittany Lea Johnson, Virgie
Kathleen Michelle johnson'", Louisville
Gary Mark Jones, Bowling Green
Amy Ellen jordan'", Rome, GA
William Lee Kaelin**,Owensboro
Marsha Lee Kammerer, Fort Thomas
Jonathan LeeKeeling, Fairmont, WV
Roman Michael Keeney'", Murphysboro, IL
Justin Mark Keister", Rockton, IL
Cateryn Lilika Kiernan, Lexington
Kimberly Dean Kimbler, Paintsville
Susan Elizabeth King'", Lexington
David Ross Kirkpatrick, Tompkinsville
Keith Richard Kohrs, Bellevue
Charles Ryan Krebs, Louisville
David Martin Kreeger'", Nicholasville
Jill Christine Krukoski. Maple Grove, MN
Andrew Noone Lampton, Louisville
Holly Jeanette Layson, Frankfort
Erich Stefan Lemker. Painted Post, NY
Jessica Darby Lenen'". Villa Hills
Karynn April Lindsey, Pikeville
Matthew Brian Lopp, Harrodsburg
Clifford Joseph Lowdenback, Oneida
John Michael Maki, Frankfort
Ienawik Chonda Burnam Marcum,
Lexington
Christopher Brent Martin, Van Wert, OH
Kevin Martin
Aaron Joseph Maschinot, Alexandria
Stacy Lynn McCarthy, Lexington
Chad Andrew McCreary, Louisa
Gary Stephen McDowel1*,Louisville
Kimberly J.McGovern**, Lexington
Kelly Shane McKenzie*, Somerset
Lindsay Erin McNeal**,Alabaster, AL
Michael Shawn McNeely*, Elizabethtown
Tricia Lynne McWhorter, Albany
Craig Steven Meador**, Scottsville
Aaron Eugene Medley**,Brandenburg
Benjamin John Messmer, Ft. Thomas
Brian S.Meurer, Louisville
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Kristy Kate Miller, Prestonsburg
Wentzel Laron Mitchell, Lexington
Brittany Joy Mobley, Lexington
Justin Ross Moore, Visalia, CA
Kevin Mark Muha'". South Williamson
Diana Lynn Mulvihill, Ridgecrest, CA
Mark Alden Nelson", Glasgow
Shayne Anthony Newsome, Xenia, OH
Khing [ow Ng", Malaysia
Katelyn Terese Nguyen'", Frankfort
Palesa Manthabiseng Nkomo. Lexington
Alan Patrick Northington'", Hopkinsville
Daniel Blake O'Connor, New Canaan, CT
Luel Kevin Overstreet, Henderson
Choong Won Park, Korea
Megan Elizabeth Paskitti, Louisville
Deepa Chhaganbhai Patel, Lexington
Niher Hasmukh Patel, Berea
Gary Travis Patterson", London
Daren Landis Peace, Elizabethtown
John Michael Pearson, Somerset
Tyler Scott Perkins, Flemingsburg
Gilman Palmer Peterson III**,Glasgow
David Howard Pettit, Utica
Vinh Truong Phan. Hope
Hayden Reign Phillips, Louisville
Scott B. Phillips, Lexington
Janet Elayne Powell, Lexington
Jennifer Michelle Powell**,Terrace Park, OH
Olivia Joyce Provost, Lexington
Shardan Marc Radmanesh", Somerset
Scott M. Ranney", Antioch, IL
William Garrard Riley'", Mt. Sterling
James Peter Rizzo, Wilmette, IL
David Harold Rosenbaum II, Frankfort
Marc-Phillip Russell, Gray
Samantha Sue Sandlin, Gray
Katrina Hofilena Sandoval'", Henderson
Anne Elizabeth Sayers", Erlanger
Jonathan Fletcher Scheibly, Flatwoods
Jerome James Schlomer, Ashland
Kevin Martin Schuer'", Columbus, OH
Patrick Kent Segeleon, Louisville
Melissa Jean Shalkey", Ft. Thomas
Ned Baxter Shappley. Lexington
Jason Michael Shergur, Louisville
Chun- Ying Shih, Taiwan
Joshua Harrison Short, Louisville
Monica Joy Simpson, Lexington
Cynthia Carey Singleton, Manchester
Aaron Jeremy Skaggs, Brownsville
Robert Derell Slusher'", Lexington
Brandon Lee Smallwood", Pikeville
Ballard Cassady Smith, Morehead
Jason Ray Smith, Munfordville
Michael Patrick Smith, Mt. Carmel, IL
Roger Brandon Smith", Somerset
Bomullage Mudith Prasanna Somaratna'",
Lexington
Myung-Sin Song, Korea
Cara LeAnn Sparks, Louisville
Aletia Gayle Sprinkle**, Lexington
Cory Stephen Stafford**,Berea
Sean Christoph Stave, Louisville
Whitney Elizabeth Steele, Hopkinsville
JoAnn Steucek*, Hilliard, OH
Michael Lynn Stidham, Jenkins
Allison Leigh Stigall**,Danville
Edward Looper Stites**,Ft Mitchell
Eric Houston St. John, Owensboro
Heather Dawn Stockdale, Milton
Gary W. Stone**,Henderson
Molly Dugan Stone, Lexington
Brandon Joseph Strobl", Centerville, OH
Jaime Nicole Struve, Hebron
Clifford Valentine Sulham", Lexington
Diana Kay Erickson Sullivan'", Louisville
Christian Michael Sumner, Louisville
Nancy Lansum Szeto, Paducah
Winnie Ching-Ching Tang, Malaysia
Francie Alisha Tanner, Wickliffe
Daryl Ray Tharp, [r., Jackson
William Phelps Thomas, Hopkinsville
Joel Christopher Thompson, Lexington
Michael BThompson, Louisville
Lori Leota Thornbury", Ashland
David Christopher Thurman, Lexington
Josh C Treesh, Philpot
Koichi Tsunei, Japan
Jeffrey Paul Tuttle, Lexington
[aymi J. Veek**, Bardstown
Elise Aime Venard, Bedford
John Summers Vice", Mt. Sterling
Brett Alan Vickey, Cincinnati, OH
Frank Paul Vogel'", Wildwood Crest, NJ
Apinop Vongvises, Pikeville
Christian James Wallover, Louisville
Michael Gregory Walton, Bardstown
James Alexander warren?'. Marietta, GA
Justin Wassel, Lexington
Lori Anne Watson, Hopkinsville
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Jeffrey Donovan Weaver, London
Jessica Stewart Weddle, Benton
Sarah Eilerman Weinel, Ft. Thomas
Robin Louise Westrick, Carrollton
Sarah Elisabeth Wiener, Oxford, OH
Brian Richard Wilcoxson**, Louisville
Jack Caldwell Wilhoit II, Prospect
John McFarland Wilson, Louisville
Kirk Patrick Withrow, Paducah
Christina Marie Wolf, Louisville
Anthony Clay Woodson, Lexington
Dena Jolene LeadJey Wunsch, Lexington
Richard Nicholas Xedos. Baltimore, MD
Paula Denise York'". Belfry
Aaron Burke Zerhusen. Georgetown
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Tamer Mohamed Atef Abdel Salam, Egypt
Seth Ernest Ackley'". Benton
Jason Todd Adams'"
Karen Faye Adams'". London
Todd Aubrey Adamson", Russell Springs
Ahmad Mustafa Al Dali, Egypt
Mourat Alkenov'", Kazakstan
Kanat Kalievich Alpysbeev'", Kazakhstan
Michelle R. Anderson", Washington, DC
Ronald Lee Anthony", Louisville
Heather Renea Arnold, Owensboro
Kelly Lee Ashmen'", Ventnor, NJ
Kevin Douglas Avent'". Frankfort
Jeremy William Back", Monticello
Gregory Curtis Bailey'". Russell
Justin Edward Baird, Munfordville
Scott Ryan Barhorst, Sidney, OH
Heather Renee Bauer, Charleston, WV
Heather Marie Baxter"; Richwood
Jaime Nicole Beatty". Lexington
Carla Elizabeth Begley, Danville
Jeannette E. BeW*, Howell, MI
Julie Marshall BeW, Frankfort
Daniel P. Bennett, Lexington
Mary DuPre Bennett", Rolla, MO
Shelley Dyan Berrong", Ashland
Alan Robert Beymer'", Columbus, OH
Cheri Michele Bingham,
Corey Antoine Blakey". Louisville
Scott J. Boehnlein, Louisville
Ellen Taylor Brady'", Lebanon
Emily Denise Branscum'", Somerset
Annette Renee Brinson, Somerset
Tammy Camilla Britton'", Lexington
Chad Craigwood Broaddus", Bloomfield
Jon Douglas Broecker, Louisville
Kelly Anne Brown, Buffalo, NY
Kimberly Ann Brown, Elizabethtown
Scott Philip Brown'", Finchville
Shane M. Brown'". Prospect
Matthew Reed Bucey". Athens, OH
Matthew Craig Buckner'", Madisonville
Douglas William Bunk'", Cuba, NY
Yerbol Buranbayev'", Kazakustan
Karie Ann Burch'"', Ashland
David Casey Burkhardt'", Ft. Mitchell
Vida Karimi-Alamdavi Burton, Iran
Shonda Latrice Canada'". Lexington
Charles Salvatore Caravello, [r., Crestwood
Scott Alfred Carius'". Naperville, IL
Nicole Renee' Carrico'", Louisville
Laura Davis Casey'", Shelbyville
Benjamin Thomas Castlen, Owensboro
Rebecca Sue Chaffin, Ashland
Ai-Lee Chai'", Malaysia
Pada Chalothorn, Lexington
Jan Lee Chan*, Lexington
Guy 1.M. Chappell II, Lexington
Michael Orlando Chenault*, Winchester
Clayton Foster Cheser**, Springfield
Sharon Francis Chin, Malaysia
Kwai Han Cho*, Hong Kong
Julie A. Coffey, Louisville
Laura Anne Cole*, Lexington
Greg W. Coleman, Lexington
Michael Ray Collins**, Flatwoods
Samuel Jason Collins, Mt. Eden
Heather Elizabeth Combs, Versailles
Huston Barrow Combs, Lexington
Robert Matthew Combs, Flatwoods
Trula Frederica Congleton, Lexington
Shawn Christopher Conley, Catlettsburg
Kelly Anne Connor, Paducah
William D. Conover", Louisville
Alexis Danielle Conrad, Lexington
Julia Anne Conrad, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lynn Cook", Bowling Green
Jessica Lauren Cornett, London
Robert A. Cote, Mt. Laurel, NJ
Daniel David Coulter", Bloomfield
Bryan Paul Covell, Rineyville
Allen Thomas Cowan II**,Lexington
William Brown Cox, Jr.", Lexington
Margaret Elizabeth Craig'"', Owensboro
Michael Ellis Crawford'". Ft. Wright
Paul Richard Creech 11**,Harlan
Stephen Chadwick Crouch, Winchester
Christopher E. Crowe, Owensboro
Wesley N. Crowe'", Louisville
Henry Joseph Curtis [r., Louisville
Robert Alan Curtsinger'". Benton
Hilarye Lynne Dailey'", Frankfort
Jennifer Louise Dailey'", Louisville
Tonya Marie Davis, Cincinnati, OH
Benjamin Todd Dawson, Fairfield, OH
Joseph Andrew Deans, Goshen
David Lynn Decker, Rockport
John Bryan Dennison, Louisville
Janet Virginia DeVault'", Kingsport, TN
James Todd DeYoung, Prospect
LaToya Renee' Dickerson, Louisville
Joseph Dustin Dillard, Hurricane, WV
William Michael d'Oliveira, Hawesville
Phillip Charles Donald [r., Lexington
Daniel Creighton Dorsett", Lexington
Daniel Matthew Droppelman, Louisville
Jeffrey Michael Duello. Brentwood, TN
Gavin Lee Duerson, Berea
Melissa Kay Dunn, Beechmont
Thomas Dominic Duval", Lexington
Jeremy Richard Eades, Owensboro
Brenda Eames, Lexington
Danielle Leigh Ellison, Lexington
Robert Jason Elzy, Campbellsville
Derrick Michael Embry, Leitchfield
Brian Keith England"
John Anthony Etherington, Versailles
Jonathan 1. Eul'", Louisville
Jason Clark Ezell, Cadiz
Thomas Robert Fagerlin'", Henderson
Stephanie Kay Pamularo'". Lexington
Patrick Robert Farnan, Louisville
Johnny Lee Farris, Georgetown
Justin Rex Feezor, Paducah
Miranda Kate Fielding**, Wilson, NC
Molly Ann Flick**,Hebron
Patty Jo Flynn, Nicholasville
Carrie Foon"*, Hong Kong
Gregory Sloan Forrest**, Lexington
Cassandra Jo Forrester*, Edgewood
Brian Christopher Fox**, Louisville
Todd Russell Fox, Galesburg, IL
Irina Fuks, Lexington
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Carl Wayne Gibson, Winchester
Aaron Joseph Giust, Cincinnati, OH
James Calvin Givens II", Hopkinsville
Kenneth Michael Coetz'". Louisville
Zachary Scott Goines, Kettering, OH
Brian Campbell Goins, Frankfort
Heather Melinda Craeme, Hillsboro, OR
David Sam Graham, Louisville
Andrew Franklin Gray, Madisonville
Melissa Renee Greer, Waynesburg
Thomas J. Cregory'", Centerville, OH
Maria Christine Creis'". Ft. Thomas
Derrick Ray Griffitts, Shelbyville
Brent Wade Gritton, Lawrenceburg
Daniel Thomas Cronowski'", Buffalo, NY
Jacob Steven Cumer, Louisville
Phillip Ray Cuthrie'", Louisville
Andrew C. Haeberle'". Ashland
Martin George Hammond", Villa Hills
Carter Dean Harrell Jr., Leitchfield
Wesley Boone Harris'", South Williamson
Brian Alan Hartman, Ashland
Kathryn Anna Hartnett, Louisville
Mitzi Nina Harvey, Louisville
Morris Lane Harvey, [r., Fairfield, IL
Michelle 1.Harwell'", Louisville
Tameka Harwell, Louisville
Jamie Melissa Hayden'", Louisville
Lauren Jeanette Hayden'", Owensboro
Jamie Scott Haydon, Lexington
Betty C. Hayes, Lexington
Anne Christus Hays, Shelbyville
Brian A. Hazelwood, Owensboro
Kyle Hogan Head, Louisville
Una Helou, Brentwood, TN
Amanda 1. Henning, Hardinsburg
Mike Ryan Heppermann, Goshen
Amy Michelle Herterich, Neshanic, NJ
Joseph Damon Hildreth, Hastings, MI
Rick Hildreth*, Lexington
Kelly Lynette Hill, Paintsville
Ercan Hocalar, Albany, NY
Virgil Lee Hogan, Independence
Ryan C. Hogue'", Horse Cave
Crystal Nicole Holiday'", Harrodsburg
Diana RaShea Holmes". Louisville
James Michael Horlander'", Louisville
Michael Bradley Hom'". Lexington
John Spencer Houlihan [r., Winchester
Apryll Lynn Howard". Paintsville
Jennifer Elaine Howells", New Berlin, WI
Holly Lyn Hruska", Louisville
David Franklin Huber", Louisville
Wendy G. Huffines'"', Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Ann Huller, Villa Hills
John Richard Hunt, Franklin
James Eric Hurley**, Konnarock, VA
Hyun S. Hwang*, Korea
Jason Daniel Hyrne**, Seattle, WA
Mark A. Iannarelli, Southampton, PA
William George Ingram, Florence
Baharudin Ishak ...., Malaysia
Brian David Isler*, Edgewood
Christopher Adam Jackson, Richmond
Jeremy Frederick Jansen*", Louisville
Melissa Rose Jenkins**, Radcliff
Patrik Jan Johansson, Sweden
Todd Justin Johns, Campbellsville
Carrie Leigh [ohnson'", Bardstown
Gary Lee Johnson, Radcliff
Jeffrey Keith Johnson, Lexington
Ryan Matthew [ohnson'". Hopkinsville
John Simon loseph'". Carlisle
Christiane Nichole Iudd'". Big Rock, IL
Shan-Tsai Kao", Malaysia
Carolyn Sue Kesh
Everett Edward Katz Ill, Russellville
Cedric Pierre Kauffmann'". France
Allyson Louise Keen, Louisville
Kara Clay Keeton, West Liberty
Janna Lynne Kempker, Fishers, IN
Josh Patrick Kenny, Lexington
Kelly Anne Kerwin'". Lexington
TaeH. Kim'"
Deborah Dawn King", Georgetown
Mary Elizabeth King, Cynthiana
Thomas D. Kingsford, Grand Rapids, MI
Gregory Joseph Kinsella II, Louisville
Kirby Dan Kinslow", Glasgow
Bryan Alan Kraemer, Lexington
Kelley Elizabeth Kraeszig. Lexington
Heather Christine Kraus'", Louisville
Ann Logan Kump, Elkins, WV
Wade Randall Lambert, [r.t", Nicholasville
Robert Christopher Lambirth, Danville
Thanh Ngoc Landry
Jeremy Weston Langley, Lexington
Bridget Marie Lanham'"', Lexington
Julia Elizabeth LaRocque, Louisville
Donny Hon-Bong Lau, Louisville
Meei [iun Leu", Malaysia
Stephanie Lynn Lawson
John Powell Leachman, Bowling Green
Ai Queen Lee, Malaysia
[eemie Wei Ee Lee**,Malaysia
Samuel Edward Lee IV, Lebanon
Young-Chong Lee, Malaysia
Ashley McClure Lester", Lexington
Karie Kinkade Lester'", Auburn
Brian Patrick Lewis, Adrian, MT
Marc Alan Lewis, Adrian, MI
Norma Jane Lewis'", Lexington
Eng Hoe Liew, Malaysia
Adrian Lei Hui Lim, Malaysia
Hui-Pin Lin, Glasgow
Albert Yaw Yaw Ling'". Malaysia
Brian William Link'", Kettering, OH
Joseph Scott Lisenbee, Harlan
Marcellus Ramone Little, Louisville
Jason H. Lloyd, Louisville
Stacey Lynn Locher", Johnstown, PA
Kimberly Ann Logdon'", Lexington
Yak Ling Loh", Singapore
Wei Hang Loke". Malaysia
Stephen Wayne Lollis, Lexington
Robert Allan Longmire, Athens, GA
Tyler Gray Love**,Corning, NY
Eric D. Lynn**, Frankfort
Kevin Andrew Macdonald**, Hopkinsville
Gordon Arnold MacPherson*, Paris
Marvin Ray Major, Elyria, OH
Steven Scott Maniago**, Rochester Hills, MI
Justin Patrick Manna, Murray
Stephen Dennis Masarik, Chicago, IL
Andrea Lynn Masters*, Corbin
Adam Patrick McCormack**, Villa Hills
Patrick Michael McCown**, Pikeville
Matthew Clark McCoy, Pikeville
Brian Daniel Mcdonald*, Lexington
James Richard McFarland, Jr.*, Louisville
Mark Allen McGrew, Post Falls, 10
Michael E. McMeekin, Ashland
James Albert McPeake II*, Paducah
Richard Allen McQuerry, Lexington
Brian K. Meeks, Dunnville
Robert A. Mestjian, Northbrook, IL
Karen Denise Meyer, Louisville
Lance Myron Mickelsen, Redmond, UT
Nicole Suzanne Miller, Danville
Dan R. Milroy, Worthington, OH
Amy Elizabeth Mims, Versailles
Jose Alejandro Monje, Bolivia
Chad David Moody, Somerset
[arett Mason Morgan'". Pleasureville
Jason Scott Morgan", Louisville
Tommy B.Morris", Hopkinsville
Nicholas Joseph Moyer, Louisville
Thomas Joseph Mueller jr.:", Burlington
Stacy Marie Mulder, Wheaton, IL
Bobbie Alice Mullins'". Hazard
Amy Christine Murphy, Columbus, OH
Darren Michael Murray". Branford, CT
John David Muse Ir.". Louisville
Sunil Gulabrai Nanwani, Singapore
Rebecca Lynn Nash, Imlay City, MI
Marlen D. Nazarbekov'", Kazakstan
Rushell Ann Neal'", Springfield
Thomas C. Neat Mattoon, IL
Chee-Tat Ng, Malaysia
Amy Danielle Nix**, Fulton
Thomas John O'Connor IV**,Ft. Thomas
Oladipo Modupeola Odubogun'". Nigeria
Daniel Edmund O'Neill, Park Hills
Suhail Ahmad Osman'"
Ashley Thomas Overby", Providence
Ekundayo Oluwole Oyadiran, Nigeria
Jennifer M. Padgett, Lakeside Park
Phillip Steven Palicki, Paris
Heather Lynn Palmbach, Wausau, WI
Julie A. Palmer, Cincinnati, OH
Felipe Pardo, Columbia
Thomas Harlan Park", Elizabethtown
Daniel Taylor Parks**, Gallatin, TN
Monica Amelia Parrish, Burkesville
Amanda M. Parsons, Lexington
Deepa Chhaganbhai Patel. Lexington
Tejal Ranchhod Patel, Lexington
Brandy [o Payton'", Frankfort
Bryan Anthony Peck", Dayton, OH
Robert Royce Pelphrey, Paintsville
Thomas Morgan Pendergrass III**,Lexington
Cynthia E. Perdue'", Norcross, GA
Karen Ann Peterson", Louisville
Jaime Erin Pflum, Alexandria
Chad Richard Pils, Rineyville
Nicole Marie Pohlmeyer, Fairfax, VA
Contessa Michele Pollard'", Louisville
Brett Alan Pommerenck, Huntington, WV
Dawn Lee Pope, Sulphur
Philip James Prestigiacomo III*, Louisville
Cindy Gwen Pruitt*, Lexington
Joy Michelle Purdy, Versailles
Alex Purniawan*, Indonesia
Jayson Alan Putnam**, Florence
Greggory Dale Qualls**, Slaughters
Juan Carlos Quintana, Lexington
Jason K. Rankin, Louisville
Todd Weldon Ray**,Owensboro
Kelly Renee Rhodus*, Louisville
Leslie Newton Richardson U**,
Campbellsville
Erin Kathleen Riley, Springfield
Francisco Jose Rivera, Woodlands, TX
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Amy Melissa Roberson". New Albany, OH
Joseph P. Roberts, Richmond
Melody Ann Roberts, Pikeville
Thomas J. Roentz, Grafton, IL
Melony Millicent Rose'", Somerset
Michael Paul Rowland". Villa Hills
Patricia Lynn Ruhl, Jefferson City, MO
Christopher Allan Rumbaugh, Charleston,
WV
Charles Michael Russell, Louisville
Christy Marie Russell, Springfield
Karl K. Rybicki**, Jeffersonville
Hisham Ahmed Sadek, Egypt
Michael Elias Samaan, Yonkers, NY
Masahiro Sato
Megan Lynn Sawran, Lexington
Brian Todd Sayre, Lexington
Curran Brian Scarlata, Centerville, OH
Maurice John Schaefer", Owensboro
Harry Herman Schneider, Edgewood
Melanie Crystal Schneider, Owensboro
Heather Suzanne Scott'". Crestwood
David Scott Seater", Lexington
Donald Wayne Sebastian, Lexington
Matthew Lee Sellinger'", Louisville
Alp Noyan Sen, Turkey
Karen McLarin Severo, Sterling, VA
Andrew Fredrick Shato, Columbus, OH
Thomas Paten Shreve, Elizabethtown
Sydney Christine Sigurski. Arlington, VA
Kai Sheong Sih**
Tara Catherine Graddy Simmons, Lexington
Scot A. Simonsen'", Elgin, IL
William Brock Simpson". Bardstown
Angela Marie Sims", Columbus, OH
Kristoffer Shawn Singleton, Lexington
Benjamin T. Smith, Louisville
Courtney Rouse Smith'", Frankfort
Daniel Patrick Smith, West Point
Jaime Suzanne Smith'", Owensboro
Maraskeshia Sabree Smith'"', Lexington
William Scott Smith", Louisville
Benjamin William Smits'", Lexington
Kathi S. Snow, Lexington
Eugene Louis Snowden Ill'", Louisville
Peter C. Sower, Ft. Thomas
Charles Martin Spears'", Gallatin, TN
Tanya Michelle Spears, Louisville
Carole Patricia Sterling, Madison, MS
William Kash Stilz [r."', Lexington
Charles Tipton Stivers, Lexington
Brian Michael Stowers, Edgewood
William Anthony Straub, [r., Louisville
Tetsuya Suganuma'"
James Brandon Sumpter, Paris
Vuttipun Suttiratana. South Williamson
Matthew Henry Tabb, Lexington
Vanessa Helen Talarovich, Louisville
Kwok Soon Tan**,Malaysia
Sem Lay Tan*, Malaysia
Wee Peng Tan, Malaysia
Brian Scott Taylor, Louisville
Heather Lee Taylor, Owensboro
Matthew Kean Taylor**, Louisville
Septtimous Taylor II, Owensboro
John Jacob Terlau, Union
Danny W. Threadgill II, Morris, IL
Kenneth Kristopher Towery, Louisville
Racheal K. Townsend**, Arcanum, OH
Kevin Lee Truesdel1**, Vanceburg
Yuen Ying Tse**,Hong Kong
Rachel Leigh Turnbow, Cunningham
Charlotte D. Turner, Monticello
Michael Joseph Valent'", Lexington
Scott Alexander Vinton", Nicholasville
Paul Blake Wallace, Paducah
Tim Christoph Waller, Germany
Chwen-Fang Wang'", Taiwan
Elizabeth Sheldon Ward, Cincinnati, OH
Frank Michael Warken IV**,Louisville
Lawrence D. Warner, Louisville
Christopher Holt wascha", Flint, MI
Azure Lynne Weis, Oak Harbor, OH
Aimee Michelle Weissman, Louisville
Steve James whitcomb", Lexington
Brian David Wilson, Lexington
Gregory Scott Wilson, Louisville
Thomas Alan Wilson, Charleston, WV
Walter Edsel Wilson, Louisville
Christopher Daniel Wise, Nicholasville
Shannon Elizabeth Wright, Louisville
Pui Shan Yeung, Hong Kong
Robert Lynn Younger'", Richwood
Ahmad Sarti Yusoff'". Malaysia
Stephan Zech, Germany
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Heather Noelle Adkins, Bimble
Bruce Roger Albertson, Ir.:", Scottsdale, AZ
Rani Shea Aldridge, Dawson Springs
Mourat Alkenov'"
Victor Brien Baltzell'", Louisville
Phillip Dale Beaman, Lexington
Thomas Allen Beckett'". Lexington
Amy Anne Bishop, Manchester
Stephanie Alicia Black'". Lexington
Cynthia Renee Bourne, Lancaster
Walter Ray Braden IIl**,Louisville
Kevin Lee Bradley'". Nicholasville
Jennifer Renee Brangers. Elizabethtown
John Parrish Broadbent, Lexington
Jon Douglas Broecker, Louisville
Christopher Joseph Bush", Salem, VA
Andrea Leigh Cain'". Paducah
Jamie Lynn Cape, Columbia
Andre J. Carter, Olathe, KS
Michael Arthur Chalk, Versailles
Melissa Marie Chapman, Lexington
Jennifer Anne Chick".
Kwai Han Cho", Hong Kong
Bonnie Jean Clay". Ashland
Mashona Akil Cole'", Paducah
Christopher Daniel Coleman'". Pikeville
William Ernest Coleman'", Columbus, OH
Kathy Jean Cook, Shelbyville
Elbert Alan Cornett", Cumberland
Mary Layne Cornette, Winchester
Christopher Todd Coyle", Prospect
Michael W. Danheuer. Lexington
Scott William Dant**,Owensboro
Chad Edward Dobson, Prospect
Daniel Creighton Dorsett*, Lexington
Vernika 1.Douglas**, Louisville
Sonia M. Downs, Lebanon
Kerry Trent Duke, Louisville
James Stewart Duncan, Cadiz
Kerry Ann Dyk**,Lexington
Winifred Ann Estes**,Lexington
David Andrew Etscorn*, Louisville
Heather Marie Evans, Georgetown
Leah Marie Farren, Medina, OH
Sarah Joy Fawbush**, Mt. Washington
Scott Eric Fineisen**,Louisville
James Fitch IV, Louisville
Chiara Carlene Fletcher, Madisonville
Cassandra jo Forrester, Edgewood
Brandon Matthew Gabbard, Park Hills
Jennifer Ann Garnett'", Lexington
Cynthia Ann Cary". Louisville
Kari Renee Coodpaster'", Winchester
Steven Wright Cray'". Lexington
Tara Michelle Green, Paducah
Michael [even Creenwell'", Sturgis
Robert Norman Griffiths, Greensboro, NC
Scottie Lane Hail'". Somerset
Audrey Karen HaW*, Somerset
Daniel Flint Hamilton, Salt Lake Cty, UT
William Chad Hencock'". Hopkinsville
Todd M. Harrison, Lexington
Morris Lane Harvey [r., Fairfield, IL
Jennifer K. Hawkins, Louisville
Stephanie Marie Hay, Henderson
Jennifer Rae Heaton, Lexington
Bradley Thomas Hendren, Richmond
Bryan Thomas Hepfinger", Louisville
Lisa Renea Hettinger'". Louisville
Marla [o Hicks, Flatwoods
Amy Payne Hilen, Brentwood, TN
Russell Scott Hill'", Lexington
Hershel Kevin Hisel'". Lexington
Emily Kate Hodge, Princeton
Jennifer Kara Hodge", Princeton
Jessica Renee Hogue'". Somerset
Kenneth Macey Hohensee'". Lexington
Jennifer Allison Hohman, Cincinnati, OH
Bennie Duluan Holder, Franklin
Amy Lynn Holt, Bethelridge
Laura Michelle Horn, Lexington
Jimmy Michael Howse, Lexington
Melinda Ann Hubbs**, Cumberland
Sarah Frances Huber'". Louisville
Edward M. Hunt, Mt. Washington
Cynthia Lynn Hutcheson'", Princeton
Kimberly Dawn Hutchins'", Bardstown
James Darrell Jackson Il'", Walton
Tobin Ray Jenkins, Nicholasville
Andrea Deane Jewell, Horse Cave
Ryan Matthew johnson'". Hopkinsville
Michael McClellan Jones'". Frankfort
Joseph Peter Karpowicz", Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Keithley'". Richmond, VA
Kristin Joann Keller'". Punta Gorda, FL
Gary Randle Kendrick'". Prestonsburg
Kye Yuh Kim**
Cindy Jane Kincaid, Rising Sun, IN
Allison Racheal King, Liberty
Angela Kay Knight, Lexington
Bridget Marie Lanham'", Lexington
George R. Lathram TI,Lexington
Harry Quang Lee, Lexington
Meredith Lee Leffler, Bloomington, IL
Jeffrey Robert Lenberger. Bardstown
Hui-Pin Lin, Glasgow
Kimball Junell Livesay, Elizabethtown
Stephanie Ann Louden, Bedford
Michael Alan Lynch, Louisville
Gregory M. Majewski**,South Barrington, IL
Jennifer Ann Manausa**, Lakeside Park
Brock Eston Martin*, Frankfort
Matthew Hayse Martin, Evansville, IN
Stephen Hal Mason**, Frankfort
Deborah Kay Mattingly, Lexington
Lesley Ann May, Lancaster
Gregory Gene McCreary, Lexington
Michael Jay McGowan, Louisville
Melissia McKinney, Lexington
Micah Harrison McMillen, Nicholasville
Lee Forrest McNeer, Columbus, OH
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Michelle Lynn Mediate'". Nicholasville
Natalie Dawn Merritt'", Covington
Melissia Anne Miller, Louisville
Milton Bradley Miller, Crestwood
Bradley Shane Mineer'". Wallingford
Kevin Lee Mlincek**,Lexington
Anthony John Morgan, Owensboro
Kimberly Sue Morris, Nicholasville
Ryan Edward Mouser, Huntsville, OH
Kris Douglas Mullins'", Campbellsville
Shinichi Nekada'". Lexington
Cara Jane Nelson, Lexington
Jennifer Hedge Nichols, Princeton"
Corey Bruce Niemeier, Louisville
Blanchard Nkondi Nlandu, Republic of
Congo
Misty Ann O'Bryan'". Owensboro
Suhail Ahmad Osman'",
Michelle Erin Pace, Harlan
Michael Mario Pandolfo, Goshen
Brian Raymond Plitnick, Wexford, PA
Robert Allan Polito [r., Lake Mary, FL
Ryan Patrick Pollock'", Laurel, MD
Joshua Lee Proffitt, Corbin
Jason Michael Purcell", Cynthiana
David Shane Ramage, Paducah
Carrie Elizabeth Reed, Versailles
Kenneth Nick Reinhardt, Alexandria
Lynn Marie Reinhart, Louisville
Thomas Cory Reitz", Allen
Robert Bradley Riney'". Lebanon
Scott Anthony Rizzo", Louisville
Bradley Charles Robinson, Ashland
Brent Thomas Rose, Benton
Sarah Elizabeth Roth, Louisville
Paula Susana Ruvinsky'". Jackson, MS
Irfan Satriadhi, Indonesia
David Michael Schroeder, Kansas City, MO
Melissa Kay Self, Nicholasville
Phillip Shawn Sharp, Lexington
Charles Louis Simms, [r., Loretto
Melinda Peden Simpson, Louisville
Sheri B.Simpson'". Lexington
Otis Dean Singleton, Lexington
Wallace Smallwood'", Manchester
Jerry Russell Srnith'". Manchester
Kenneth Charles Smith, Westerville, OH
Kimberly Kay Smith, Radcliff
Joseph D. Sparks'", Lexington
Ann Kaye Stevens, Madisonville
Dione Rena Sturgeon, Verona
Jerri Patrice Summers, Louisville
Michael Brennan Sweeney, Ft. Wright
1.Scott Taulbee'", Winchester
Jason AJlen Taylor, Pikeville
Matthew Neal Thomas'", Louisville
Michael Shane Thoroughman'". Tollesboro
Charles Stephen Tichenor, Taylorsville
Andrew Brian Ulmer*, Louisville
Ryan Paul Van Daniker, Lexington
Scott Edward Vogt*,Lexington
Brenda Marie Weingartner**, Cindnnati, OH
Matthew David Wesolosky, Louisville
James Jeremy White*, Harrodsburg
Tracey Elaine White*, Lexington
Eric D. Whitfield, Madisonville
Mary Ann Wiggins, Lexington
Melanie Felty Winstead, Shelbyville
Jeffrey Alan Witajewski**,Cynthiana
Jessica Lynn Woods, Carrollton
Bradley Jerry Yarbrough, Lexington
Veronica Lynn Young, Frankfort
Mill Fan Yue, Hong Kong
Janet Puckett Zabala ...., Lexington
Angela Dawn Zachary, Paris
Li Zhang ....
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Kevin Douglas Avent", Frankfort
Tyler David Barnett, Campbellsburg
Donald Gary Bays II, Charleston, WV
Matthew Jon Blazejewski, Villa Hills
Todd Alan Boggess ...., Greenville
Ashley Meredith Carnic", Lexington
John L. Catania", Peabody, MA
Kuang-Ting Chong , Malaysia
Scott James Colvin , Florence
Candace Colleen Crowder, Louisville
Stephen Michael Cigliotti'". Louisville
Patrick Henry Haggerty, Ft. Wright
Julia Elizabeth Hays, Danville
Virgil Lee Hogan, Independence
[ae Y. Hyun'". South Korea
Ukrit Karoonyavanich. Thailand
Christine Berry Lloyd", Savannah, GA
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Erik Wayne Loewen, Petalurnoa, CA
Gabriela Manzano Katz, Ecuador
Keith Andrew Mauriello, Atlanta, GA
Jill Ann McCracken", Catlettsburg
Richard Allen McQuerry, Lexington
Khing Heang Ng", Malaysia
Laura Jane Parson'", Louisville
Mackenzie Victoria Royce, Lexington
Susan Lee Warren, Troy, OH
Jennifer Lee Westerfield, Lexington
Ben Shiow yap ...., Malaysia
College of Communications and Information Studies
Dean: J. David Johnson
Bachelor of Arts
Cheddi Graeme Acham, Canada
Charles R. Adams II, Edgewood
Edward Eric Addams, Frankfort
Tara Elizabeth Anderson, Louisville
William Jesse Baird IV""",Pikeville
Alisa D. Baker, Russell
Barnard G. Baker'". Clarksville, TN
Caroline K. Bal, Malaysia
Heather Noel Ball...., Madisonville
Matthew Robert Barton, Lexington
Brand iAnn Belcher
Jeffrey Paul Belokonny, Centerville, OH
Michael Jason Benjamin", Canada
Jeffrey Neal Berry ...., Louisville
Ashleigh Edward Bills, Paris
Gregory Louis Bishop, Winchester
Megan Elizabeth Blankenship, Somerset
Kristin Aimee BonDurant ...., Lexington
Kelly Ann Brill, Mason, OH
Bradley Hamilton Briscoe'", Lawrenceburg
Amy Marie Broghamer, Union
Ashleigh Miles Brooks'", Campbellsville
Grant Elliott Brooks'", Madisonville
Nathan Malone Brown, Irvine
Heather Renee' Burgin, London
Patrick Brennan Callaharr". LaGrange
Capri Renee Cicero, Pittsburgh, PA
Amy Katherine Clark'". Danville
Nikia [acole Coger, Lexington
Paul Roberts Cooper, Ir."', Louisville
Miranda Leah Cope", Madisonville
Marsha Gail Cox, Harrodsburg
Emily Kristen Craig", Stanley, VA
Katherine Louise Crossen, Madison, CT
Marilyn Renee Culver, Ashland
Charles Lanier Dandridge, East Haddan, CT
Amy Ruth Daulton", Elizabethtown
Stephanie Frances Davis'". Acworth, GA
Carlos Tony Dawson, Clifton Forge, VA
Edwardo Hamid delCastillo'",
Elizabethtown
Danielle Marie Dove'". Ashland
Amanda Michelle Durfee, Florence
Christie Deanne Dutton, Nicholasville
Sherri Martina Eden, Richmond
Mary Kathleen Elsass, Poquoson, VA
Massoumeh Emami, Mcl.ean, VA
Allison Marie Evans, Owensboro
jenna Renee Ferguson, Villa Hills
Joshua C. Fisher, Cincinnati, OH
Kara Leann Fitzgerald, Charleston, WV
Jennifer Kaye Fleming'". Owensboro
Erin Marie Foley, Dayton, OH
Holly Beth Pord'", Paducah
Fernando B. Garces, Spain
Jason Ian Ceis, Bellbrook, OH
Lisa Rochelle Gentry, Winchester
Kameka Lene Glenn, Hoover, AL
Kristen Lynn Goble, Louisville
Elizabeth Peter Cordon'", Louisville
Haley Suzanne Gorman, Hazard
Shelley M. Cottbrath'". Louisville
Carolyn Lea Green, Paducah
Erin Michelle Gritton, Louisville
Strother Kevin Hall'". Stanton
Thomas Youker Halpin", Brockport, NY
Fred Wesley Hamel II"", Frankfort
William Joseph Hardesty, Owensboro
George Sterling Harris, Oakland, CA
Holly Lynn Harris, Elizabethtown
Shannon Dale Hart, Paducah
Marcus Todd Hash'"', Frankfort
Samuel O. Haverstick", Dayton, OH
Anne Elizabeth Hayden, Hartford
Adele Saufley Hendrickson, Harlan
Kristin Lee Henley", Greeley, CO
Robert William Herbst", Des Plaines, IL
Catherine Nien Hoang, Louisville
Lindsay Helene Hoffman, Edgewood
Kelly Ann Hogan, Louisville
Sarah Stewart Horn, Louisville
Kathlyn Elizabeth Hummel, Edgewood
Marlena Hwang, Lexington
William Brian Hylton'". Lexington
Tracey Anne Ireland, Owensboro
Melanie Paige Jackson", Lexington
Robert Anthony James, Louisville
William Baxter jennings'". Richmond
Veronica Lynn Johnson, Mt. Sterling
Matt K. [orgensen'"', Prospect
Andrew Martin Kairis, Westlake, OH
Lisa Sara Kaplan
Casey Ryan Kaufman, Louisville
Jennifer Ann Keefe"", Union
Jamie Lynn Kerr, Elizabethtown
Nida Naseer Mohammad Khan
Bonny Shannon Kinney, Park Hills
Jill Michelle Klem, Jasper, IN
Rebecca Anne Lambert, Texarkana, TX
Sara Rae Legel, Louisville
Patricia Shelley Lewis, Louisville
Ellen Kathleen Lord, Lexington
Lori Michelle Stultz Lovell'", Greenup
Dianne Rose Madden, Louisville
Kevin Scott Magsig. Louisville
Lindsey A. Markin, Westerville, OH
Stephen M. Marshall, New York, NY
Christopher Augustus Martin", St. Louis,
MO
Rick Marzan'". Columbia, SC
Heather Michelle McCoy, Lexington
Angela Susan McGinty, Louisville
Regina Marie McLaurine, Louisville
Ashlea Anita Mclvlillan", Paducah
Daniel Christopher McNamara, [r."', Winter
Park, FL
Bruce K.Mee", Hazard
Michael P. Meier", Edgewood
Jennifer Louise Metcalf, Ashland
Mark Douglas Metzger, Louisville
Jennifer Patten Miller, Louisville
Ginger Elizabeth Moore, Lexington
Kajan Marie Nielsen, Smithtown, NY
Amber Lee Owen, Calvert City
Amy Elizabeth Owens, Irvington
imogene Muir Parker, Lexington
Holly Shantrella Patterson, Montgomery, AL
Chasity Ann Payton, Shelbyville
Billie S. DeGaris Pennington", Lexington
Sheri Sharareh Phalsaphie, Lexington
Todd Franklin Polk, Dry Ridge
Lee J. Poston'". Winchester
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Farrah Christin Pride, Madisonville
Lauren Meredith Pulley, Lexington
Bradley Hunter Ratliff, Lexington
Stephanie Newman Reynolds, Berea
Charles Robert Richards, Erlanger
April Michelle Bundy Rietze
Stephanie Arlene Rimer, Radcliff
Jeff Michael Rinaldi, Roscoe, Il,
Joshua Michael Robinson, Huntington, WV
Ryan Joseph Robinson", Ashland
Jeremy Stuart Rogers, Owensboro
Michael Andrew Rose, Murray
Shannon Elizabeth Rowe'", West Palm
Beach, FL
Kimberly Hood Russell, Lexington
Benjamin Christopher Salmon, Lexington
Julie Marie Schofield, Ft. Thomas
Stephanie Anne Schreiber", Libertyville, IL
Jamie M. Schuer, Upper Arlington, OH
Mary M. Schulte'". Lakeside Park
Jennifer Ann Self, Dickson, TN
Christina Elizabeth Sheets, Lexington
Laura Leigh Marie Shelton", Vine Grove
Ashley Blake Slusher, Harrodsburg
Jon Doran Smith, Flatwoods
Rebecca Lauren Smith, Franklin, TN
Sara Therese Smith, Louisville
Carl Evan Smithers, Louisville
Mary Virginia Spalding, Bardstown
Jason Kendall Stevens, Lexington
Jessica Beth Stewart, Paris
Suzanne Nicole Stone'". Lexington
Stacey Danielle Thacker Stewart'".
Huntington, WV
Jeremy Michael Streck, Cincinnati, OH
Pui Yu Sun, Hong Kong
Christian Danielle Taylor, Bedford
James Michael Taylor", London
Audrey Li-erh Tech", Malaysia
Craig Michael Thomason, Glasgow
Lynn Cager Thompson", Murray
Jason Michael Tiemeier, Lexington
Noreen Velbis Tiongson, Chesapeake, VA
Tonya Michelle Tjarks, Edgewood
Jennifer Rose Treadway, Beattyville
Martin Dante Underwood, Louisville
Vanessa R. Varble, Russellville
Jay David Voskuhl, Crestview Hills
Amy Sue Wagner, Crescent Springs
Emily Paige Wagner, Philpot
Danielle Kathryn walsh'", Pittsburgh, PA
Chris H. Warren, Lexington
Shabbia Mohammad waciullah'", Ashland
Nicholas Tong West, Inez
Pamla Kay West", Radcliff
Thad CWest"", Frankfort
Elizabeth Benton White, Monticello
Jennifer Elizabeth White, Owensboro
Melissa Lee wilkins'", Goshen
Amy Renee Williams, Crestwood
Hope Williams, Owensboro
Sandra Lee Williams, Nicholasville
William Anderson Woodford", Mt. Sterling
Rebecca Elizabeth Woods, Columbus, OH
Stephan Zech'", Germany
Sarah Burton Zettler'", Columbus, OH
Bachelor of Science
Jennifer Ellen Amold'". Frankfort
Sherrie Leanne Bailey, Madisonville
Matthew Jackson Baker, Russell
Jennifer Nicole Barnum, Bowling Green
Paula Y. Boggs". Elizabethtown
Matthew Christopher Boris'". Louisville
Lara Michele Bovine, Nashville, TN
Clifton F. Bright'". CampbellsviUe
Toshia Amanda Rachel Burke, Hopkinsville
Corbitt Michelle Carter'", Hopkinsville
Craig Thomas Carter, Louisville
Scarlett Rosa Consalvi'"', Lexington
Kerri Elizabeth Cook, Mayfield
Robert Stacy Cook, Lexington
Danah Raechelle Creasy, Lily
Laura Christine Dachenhaus'", Perrysburg,
OH
Nona Scott Darrell'". Paris
Maureen Dianne Dattilo ...., Cincinnati, OH
Wendy Michelle Devins", Prospect
David Nathan Dierstein. Virginia Beach, VA
Brian Scott Dunham'". Salem, NY
Grant William Prame'", Lexington
Olivia J. Fullenwider, Henderson
Katherine Jean Garey, Paducah
Jaime Lee Gray, Horse Cave
Terra Dawn Greer, Calvert City
Cassandra Ruthann Harvey'", Lexington
Tamara [o Hemmerle, Ashland
Jessica Ann Henderson, Elizabethtown
Michael Ryan Heppermann, Goshen
Jennifer Lynn Hopkins, Charleston, WV
John Spencer Houlihan Jr., Winchester
Brian Wesley Johnson, Ripley, WV
Soloman D. Johnson, Louisville
LaAnders Lisa Jones, Lexington
Hollie Rae Keller**, Shepherdsville
Deanna Michelle Lyons, Lexington
Kara Sue MacDonald, Mayfield Heights, OH
Shannon D'Anne Machholz
Tracey Michelle Manschen, Fairfield, OH
Melanie Laurel McCoy, Louisville
Karin Lindsay Mckone", Annandale, VA
Jodi Layne Mcwilliams'", Prospect
Matthew D. Melton, Dixon
Shannon R. Milliner, Brandenburg
Devin Jordan Mills, Barbourville
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Sarah R. Mills, Danville
Jennifer Lyn Miracle", Berea
Daniel Brett Morris, Lawrenceburg
Marius Haugen Nunn'", Lexington
Charles William Nunnelley [r., Cincinnati,
OH
Seana Marie O'Neill'". LaGrange
[entry Elizabeth Osswald, Erlanger
Jesse Church Penn III, Frankfort
Elizabeth Anna Privett, Lexington
Brian Michael Reed, Lexington
Jeffrey Joseph Ricciardi'", Mt. Sinai
Bradley James Sandidge, Lawrenceburg
Eric Cade Schoenborn", Ft. Mitchell
Ranji Nicol Singh, Elsmere
Veronica Venese Stidham, Hyden
Marianne Marie Stoess, Crestwood
James Brandon Sumpter, Paris
Stuart Dudley Taylor, [r., Winchester
Laura Faye Tressler, Lexington
Ronald Gregory Turner, Lexington
Shannon Renee Turzenski, Hopkinsville
Curtis Wayne Whitney, Lexington
College of Education
Dean: Shirley C. Raines
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Kelly Dawn Grider Aaron, Russell Springs
Amy Dawn Aldridge'". Monmouth, IL
P. Katherine Arnold, Henderson
Angela Elizabeth Ruth Ashley, Louisville
Tina [o Austin, Slaughters
Chad Ryan Back'". Whitesburg
Marvin Baker, [r., Hazard
Kimberly Jean Ballard'", Lexington
Jeannine Marie Barker"", Fort Wright
Susan Todd Barrows, Versailles
Amy Beth Waid Basham'". Lewisport
Kristin Rayma Beal", Lexington
Amanda Michell Buechel Beegle, Florence
Jason D. Berge", Lexington
Stephanie Lynne Berghaus". Louisville
Lesley Ann Bickers, Florence
Jennifer Marie Blau, DeMossville
Aaron J. Boggs", Bardstown
Kevin Edward Bouis ...., Tampa, FL
Lori Anne Breeding, Corbin
Jamie Danielle Brooks", Barbourville
Tammy Danheiser Brooks, Nicholasville
Heather Ann Browning'". Fort Thomas
Stephanie Renee Brunson'". Florence
Jacqueline Renee Burrell'". Carmel, IN
Joy Michelle Burris, Russell Springs
Connie Reese Burton'", Nicholasville
Nancy Ruth Buzard, Lexington
Timothy Joseph Cain'", Saline, MI
Carrie Lynne Caldwell, Columbus, OH
Brandy Michelle Campbell, Harrodsburg
Ashley Lynn Cansler, Cerulean
Richard Cushman Carr'". Lexington
Julie Elizabeth Carrier'". Corbin
Curtis Riley Carter II, Lexington
Melvin Eugene Carwile, Elsmere
Allyson Marie Chinn, Fort Thomas
Marian Rebecca Chisenhall'". Pfafftown, NC
Penny Alison Chnsco'", Boonville, IN
Patricia Anne Strubbe Clapp'"
Chris Marvin Clark"", Louisville
Kelley Nichola' Clark, Maysville
Nicole Lorene Clark'", Lexington
_Sonnet Noelle Clark'". Carrollton
Andrew Hunter Cline'". Maysville
Daniel DaMon Cobble, Louisville
Collette Renee' Cochran, Pinsonfork
Jason Todd Cochran, Wilmore
[oni M. Smith Coffey, Stanford
Emily Ann Coleman'"
Heather Nicole Conger, Danville
Gayla Michelle Cook'", Lexington
Melody Mackenzie Cooper". Frankfort
Trudi M. Cooper'", Brooksville
Teresa Stivers Cordon", Fairdale
Carrie Lynn Cornelius, Stanford
Valerie M. Cornett, Baxter
Dana Michele Crain, Louisville
Jason Day Crisp, Allen
Heather Lynn Huston Crowl'", Paris
Juaacklyn Michelle Cunningham, Lexington
Mary Adelaide Curtis, Paducah
Laura Jo Dail"", Lexington
Beth Ann Daniels, Lexington
Michelle Kay Davis, Lexington
Scott Alan Deaton, Lexington
Jamie Lee Decker'"
Jessica Ann Decker, Louisville
Denise Dorre"", Clarendon Hills, IL
Cynthia Anne Duckro'". Centerville, OH
Daniel Edward Eckert'". Louisville
Jason T. Elam", Houston, TX
Shelley Marie Engle, Ann Arbor, MI
Leslie Jane Eades Esarey, Winchester
Crystal Michelle Estes", Nortonville
Lee Anne Federspiel, Lexington
Brandon Taylor Fey, Louisville
Charles Stanley Finch Ill, Atlanta, GA
Michelle Leigh Fischer, Centerville, OH
Rebecca Christine Pitch'", Batesville, IN
Brian Palmer Fleckenstein'". Crestview Hills
Yvette Monique Porment, Independence
Deborah Lynn Fox'". Wilmore
Jackie Lynette Griffey Preeman'".
Harrodsburg
Jennifer Neal Wojcik Fulkerson, Lexington
Benjamin Bartlett Gaunt, Louisville
Stephanie Nicole Getz, Paducah
Cathy Lee Cipson'", Paducah
Christi Lynn Goetz, Grand Haven, MI
Rita Gail Goldey, Nicholasville
Ted Lucas Cordon'", Ballston Spa, NY
Alison Renee Grant, Owensboro
Lisa L. Gray, Florence
Esther Marie Greenburg'", Harrodsburg
Vicky Lynn Greenwell, Louisville
Christine Marie Cretchko, Maineville, OH
Levonne Ann Hahn, Florence
Gary Thomas Hall, Winchester
Sheila Lynn Hammond, Louisville
Chelsea Lynne Hansing'", Beltsville, MD
Stephanie Michelle Harms'", Louisville
Cindy Marie Hatfleld'", Lexington
Jacqueline Denise Haynes, Henry, TN
Angela Nicole Heckman'", Louisville
Robert Anthony Hellmann, Louisville
Kelly Michelle Helton'". Lexington
Martha A. Hennessey, Lexington
Kathleen Marie Herring, Chattanooga, TN
Shawn Higgs, Owensboro
Tracy Marie Hisle, Lexington
Brandon Jarrett Horton, Owensboro
Jason Ryan Howard, Lexington
Mitchell Peltier Hoying, Sidney, OH
Nancy Elizabeth Huffman, Ashland
Melissa Rae Hughes"", Lexington
Alyssa Hunt, Lexington
Megan Leigh Hunter, Henderson
Brandy Lynn Hyatt, Frankfort
S. Paige Jackson, Corbin
Jennifer Elaine Jameson, Dallas, TX
Matthew Richard Johnson", Lexington
Stewart Mitchell [ones'", Owensboro
Maggie Naomi Lynn jorgensen'",
Morganfield
Roger Lawrence Kehrt", Lexington
Corrie Elizabeth Kemper, Georgetown
Adam Neil Kirk"", Lexington
Jennifer Lee Koeppe, Bethel, OH
Mitchell R. Koontz, Lexington
Carol Ann Kovac", Elgin, IL
Keri Lynn Krasinski, Lexington
Tara Renee Ice Krebs'"
Kimberly Anne Labelle, Louisville
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James Lawrence Lacer
Emily Marie Lal.onde, Lexington
Jenny Marie Lal.onde'". Lexington
Ronald Joseph Lang, lr., New Albany, IN
Jakim D Lanier", Gallipolis. OH
Jennifer Kaye Lax'". Princeton
Andria Lynn Lerner'". Plano, TX
Alicia Danielle Lewis, Sandusky, Ml
Michelle Lynn Lewis'". Henderson
Andrea Dawn Liberty'", Louisville
Tracy Allison Linblad". Ventnor, N]
Jennifer Elaine Linebaugh'", Lexington
Nicole Colalella Livingston, Georgetown
Lisa Ann Longcamp, Powell, OH
Dawn Marie Manco, Louisville
Annette Kay Manlief'". Gray Hawk
Jessica Ann Marchetti'", Osceola, IN
Elizabeth Jean Marshall, Paducah
Clinton Dunlap Martin, Louisville
Michele L.Martin, Hamilton, OH
Bethany Ann Massey, Crestwood
Thomas Ray Matlock 11,Manteca, CA
Courtenay Grace Mayes", Louisville
Michael John Maynard", Prestonsburg
Michael Alex McDonald, Nicholasville
Paul Andrew McGonagle, Reading, MA
Sherri R. Mcf'herson'"', Lexington
Marc Arron Milaruch"
Ashley Elizabeth Miller'". Fort Mitchell
Don Steven Miller", Lawrenceburg
Jack Thomas Miller", Lexington
Renee' Cynthia Minyard'", Bowling Green
Marty [o Miracle, Pineville
Julie Burns Moberly, Nicholasville
Frank Blaine Moore'"
Travis William Moore", Burlington
David William Moreland'", Ashland
Amanda Suzanne Morris'". Centerville, OH
Carrie Beth Newsom, Paducah
Jason Edward Newton, Guston
Jonathan Scott Nicholson'", Cincinnati, OH
Kevin Anthony Nieporte'", Fort Thomas
Sue Michelle O'Daniel, Louisville
Beth Ann Oliver, Lexington
Carmel Clinton Osborne III
Shawn Marshall Overbey, London
Tanika L. Owens, Louisville
Beth Ann Parker, Nicholasville
William Alan Parker'", Ridgway, PA
Shannon Philip Parks", Georgetown
Robert Jonathan Parmley, Lexington
Penny Christine Parsons, Shelbyville
Joseph Daniel Peach", Frankfort
Erin Page Pendegrist'". Perryville
Jennifer Lynn Peters"", Buckingham, PA
Sean Michael Pickard, Lexington
James Woodrow Poff Jr.", Lexington
Kevin Ray Poole, Auburn
John Michael Price", Lexington
James Michael Purcell, Paris
Rebecca Claire Asher Radicchi, Lexington
Jessica Ellen Ragland, Glendale
Christopher Roy Rakes, Lexington
Carla Jean Ralston", Harlan
Sherrie Lynn Randolph, Somerset
Lori R Ratcliff, Lexington
Leigh Ann Rawlins'", Lexington
Julia Renee' Razor'". Owingsville
Elizabeth Ann Reh'"', Louisville
Rebecca Suzanne Rice, Bardstown
Michael Gerald Riddle, Cincinnati, OH
Andrea Elise Ring, Louisville
Elizabeth Caroline Roeder'", Lexington
Bradley Allen Rogers'", Lexington
Stacey Scott Rogers", Lexington
Amy Ann Ross, Russell
Kristina Ann Rouster, Castle Rock, CO
Laura Cathleen Ryan, Edgewood
Alicia Ann Sallee, Louisville
Debra Marie Sanderman, Dayton, OH
Deirdra Divine Sanders'"', Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Lynn Scheffler, Springfield, IL
Alexia Elizabeth Schmiedt'", Nicholasville
Julie Christine Schoen, Dayton, OH
James Michael Schroer, Florence
Audra J Schwinghammer'", Jasper, IN
Mary Sutherland Seal, Taylorsville
Bridget Renae Sharp, Hamersville, OH
Thomas Robert Christopher Shay Ill,
Ashland
Toni Marie Sieve'". Lexington
Randon Lewis Singer, [r., Oviedo, FL
Stacie Annette Slone'". Pikeville
Amy Carol Smith". Midway
Heather Leigh Smith, Tyner
Christopher Bartholomew Spears,
Owensboro
Stacey Leigh Spence'". Paducah
Sonya J. Stanley'", Lexington
Trey Anthony Staviski, Charlotte, NC
Lawrence E. Steinmetz, Mt. Washington
Mary Megan Stidham, Jackson
Ellen Strange, Abingdon, England
Hope Strobl, Austin, IN
Rebecca Jane Sullivan, Lexington
Walker Grant Terhune, Tallahassee, FL
Lisa Kathleen Thompson, Mayfield
Michael G. Tietz, Lexington
Liza L Timpanaro", West Caldwell, NJ
Angela Leigh Tipton", Lexington
Rachel Rae Vanover, Evarts
Christopher A~HVarney, Charleston, WV
David William walsh'", Mechanicsburg, PA
Stephan Lorentz Walters, Hodgenville
Littleton Garfield Ward, Lexington
Marcy Cassin Webber
Ryan Christopher Weddle, Louisville
Angela Lynn Westfall
Thomas Guy Whelan, [r., Bardstown
Laura Beth whitehouse'". Nicholasville
Bethany Rhea willett'", Lexington
Stephanie Ann Williams, Lexington
Amy Michelle wilson'"', Wheelwright
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Marc Robert wilson". Downers Grove, lL
Traci Michelle Wilson, Hyden
Diane Allison Wood", Lexington
Rhonda Elrod Worthington'", Paducah
Shawna Christine Worthington'", Maysville
Stephanie Ellen Yunker'", Walton
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Carolyn Frances Bivens'", Louisville
Amy Colleen Bogart, Frankfort
Angela Howard Bragg, Lawrenceburg
Tracy Michele Bushman'", Strongsville, OH
Channon Kaye Conley, Winchester
Jennifer Ann Cook, Westerville, OH
Lyndsey Dawn Dopps'", Westerville, OH
Sharon Lee Parber'", Lexington
Melissa Paige Cood'", St Petersburg, FL
Steven Vincent Hicks'", Ashland
Lisa Michelle Jordan, Lexington
Kimberly M. Layne, Freeburn
Melissa Lee McArdle, Lexington
Ashley Gay Reed". Owensboro
Rebecca Gail Eades Spencer'"
Elizabeth Lee Tudor", Lexington
Christina Ruth Walters, Williamsburg
Amy Kathleen Wilson'", Lexington
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Jeremy Ronald Boyle'". Hustonville
Greg Alan Camerdsch'". Stanford
Edward Samuel Congleton, Springfield
Jennifer Lynn Duvall**, Greenville
Greg J. Goode, Lexington
Derek Scott Hall'", Catlettsburg
Erik Lavon Lee
Robert Gregory Murphy, Dundee, FL
Julie R. Salyer, Clay City
Earl Gene Staley II, Rineyville
Keith Allen Taylor'". Williamsburg
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Amanda Michelle Ackridge, Mt Washington
Chad Michael Adams, Crestwood
Lesley Rae Allgood, Custer
Ivan William Birrell, Princeton
Jessica Lee Brown, Big Stone Gap, VA
Scott Michael Carmic1e, Liberty
Wei B Chen*"", Malaysia
Li San Evelyn Cheong. Malaysia
Lee Peng Chua, Malaysia
Scott O. Cowan, Elizabethtown
Owen Michael Dieterle [r., Richmond
Vencon Glenn Easterling, Ashland
Charissa Ann Fleenor, Maysville
Craig D Fowler", Orlando, FL
Kimberly Ann Fraley, Morehead
Carmen Denise Goff, Lexington
Christopher Allen Griffith, Charleston, WV
Philip Edward Hardesty, Brandenburg
Laura Lynn Hitchner, Lexington
Andrew Daniel Hollman, Union
Julie Lynn Howard, Palatine, IL
Rodney Aaron Johnson, Versailles
Kiat Chyai Kang'", Malaysia
John Joseph Karnes, Ashland
Ri Ye Kum", Malaysia
Wendell Bradley Lake, Berea
Ralph Jason Lear'", Central City
Elizabeth Ann Lester, Lexington
Loong-Wei Samuel Liew, Malaysia
Siew Nong Lim'", Malaysia
Donald Martin Malone, Grayson
Bryan Christopher McDonald, Elizabethtown
Melissa Leigh Meggett, Louisville
Thomas [errard Meredith, Eastview
Beverly Yvonne Moore, Ashland
Kevin Michael Moore, Winchester
Chipo Munyoro, Zimbabwe
Jennifer Beth Musser, Ashland
Christie Lynn Narez, Millstadt, IL
Amitabh Kumar Nayak, Nitro, WV
Samir B, Patel, Danville
Wesley Adam Paulin, Louisville
Alizha Victoria Rice, Cincinnati, OH
Kevin Michael Singer, Louisville
jeremy joseph Sylvester, Louisville
Nyee Hoong Tan, Malaysia
Chad Donald Tippey, Lexington
Colin Thomas Walsh, Henderson
Chad Michael Wiseman, Elizabethtown
jane Wiseman, Ashland
Leah Mallory Wood, Greenville
Jamey Dale Young, Barbourville
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Brian Edward Aldridge'". Bagdad
Clay Thomas Atherton'". Maysville
Kista Maria Babb'". Lexington
Justin Dean Bartels'", Pewaukee, WI
Mostafa Benbazza, Casablanca, Morocco
Scott Edward Bishop, Cynthiana
Catherine Wingate Black, Lexington
Patrick Neal Blandford, Nicholasville
Rachel Angela Boggs, Hazard
Brandon Chase Brown**, Liberty
Heather [o Bnrkhead'", Lexington
Seth A. Burnett, Lexington
Kristin Marie Butler'". Hurricane, WV
Matthew Thomas Calvert, Island
Brian Thomas Caswell, Hodgenville
Erman L. Caudill, Viper
Vui-Tshung Chin, Malaysia
[iew-Kian Chong, Malaysia
Edwin Ray Church, Paducah
Jason Dean Coe'". Jamestown
Adam Alington Crace, Lexington
Quincy Allen Cutshaw'". Carrollton
Paul Jason Dean**, Kenova, WV
David Clark Dickey, Lexington
Brian Philip Donnelly, Ft Wright
Jeffrey Duerr'". Louisville
Dawn Renee Earehart'", Lawrenceburg, IN
Michael Tyler Edwards, Manitou
Yih Bing Eeh, Malaysia
Patricia Josephine Everett, Ft. Thomas
Philip Wayne Fox, Crittenden
David Jerome Proelicher'". Florence
Kristopher Michael Furlong, Glasgow
Keith Andrew Gomez, Nassau
Chee Hoang Goo, Malaysia
Jeremy Tyler Greenwell, Louisville
Eric Brad Cregory'". Frankfort
Bartlomiej Crolewski'", Poland
Eric Christopher Haley, Prestonsburg
Benjamin Hans Harper, Beattyville
Eric T. Harris'", Sharon Grove
Matthew Kyle Hayden, Owensboro
Hwang Hii'", Malaysia
Chee Wah Hong, Malaysia
Brian Kirtley Howell, Island
John William Hunt'", Lawrenceburg
Matthew Lewis johnson'". Rittman, OH
Anthony Wayne [ustice'", Frankfort
Matthew 1.Kaelin, [r."', Louisville
Jann-Keong Kam'", Malaysia
Kevin Lee Keller, Frankfort
Jon M Kroehler, Wilmore
David Long Lambert, Louisville
David Michael Lanham**, Louisville
James Matthias Looney**, Frankfort
Chris J Lowe**, Morehead
Ming-Cheng Christine Lu**,Malaysia
William H. Lucas, Liberty
Kevin Lloyd Martin, Langley
Anthony Thomas McGaha, Louisville
Gabrielle Lee McMannis, Pewee Valley
Michael Joseph Megibben**, Finchville
David Anthony Meyers**, Ft Wright
James Andrew Minckley, Belcher
Jason Blaine Money"*, Fairfield, OH
Lonnie Dean Morgan, London
Joseph Edward Mosley, Harlan
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Patricia Marie Nelsou'"
Clara Alison Newsom, Prestonsburg
Thomas Kwame Ofori-Atta, Accra, Ghana
Paul Michael Orsburn'", Henderson
Jonathan K. Otis'", Lexington
Joseph Vincent Pavoru'", Prospect
William Stanley Payne II1*,Berea
Benjamin Vaughn Pieper'". Covington
Joseph Daniel Plunk'". Central City
Charles Stewart Pond, Lexington
Todd Steven Potter, Louisville
Craig Thomas Price", Georgetown
George Franklin Pruitt'", Lexington
Chamantha Rajapakse, Sri Lanka
Shane Garland Ramey", Salt Lick
jeremy Shane Rice, Campbellsville
Daney Lee Saylor, Lexington
Timothy Wayne Sharp, Russellville
Gilbert Wayne Simpson'". Hyden
Stephen Christopher Slone", David
Kevin Thomas Snodgrass, Horsebranch
Christopher Allen Stewart, Danville




Robert G. Tindale, Tallahassee, FL
Tsai-Heng Ting. Malaysia
Randell Ashley Vest, Stearns
Benjamin O'Ryan werren'", Hodgenville
Dinesh Weerakoon, Sri Lanka
Nelson Chadrick wesley'", Shelbyville
Chaminda Lakshan Wickramarachchi, Sri Lanka
Heather jane Willis", Littleton, CO
Everett Lloyd Wilson, Fancy Farm
Christen Elizabeth Wright, Somerset
Tien Chien Yee, Malaysia
Tien Mun Yee, Malaysia
Chou-Wun Yong'", Malaysia
Kok Chon Yong, Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Computer
Science
Remi A Adeniran'", Louisville
Kevin Shawn Arnold, Lexington
Forrest Criswell Bames'". Cynthiana
Marty Bamett'". Lexington
Julius Zoltan Bogdan, Crestwood
Thomas Adam Bracey, Paducah
Stephen Wayne Burton'". Lexington
Matthew Daniel Calloway'". Louisville
Phillip Edmond Cathey, Lexington
Kim Wee Chan**, Malaysia
Amanda Leigh Collins, Ashland
Adam Len Compton**, Stanford
Chris Daniel Crockett, Jekyll Island, GA
Stephen Kelly Cunnagin, Lexington
Joseph Jacob Dobner Jr.**,Frankfort
Aaron Blake Dossett**, Lexington
Dominic Mark Alexander D'Souza, India
Zengyu Du"
Benjamin Bryan Durall, Greenville
Sherif Ahmed El Shayeb, Egypt
Pedro Aurelio Espinoza, Lexington
Brian C. Fifield, Lexington
Fred Martin Fluharty**, New Martinsville, WV
Jennifer Lauren Frankel, Paducah
Benjamin Michael Gold**, Columbia
Russell C. Hampton, Ashalnd
Daniel Michael Harbour", Tampa, FL
Scott Adam Hardin, Louisville
Benjamin Michael Harrell, Lexington
Brian Christopher Heckathorn, RusseUville
Siang Perng Hong ...., Malaysia
Robert Brady Hunt, Pikeville
James Francis Iaconis, Moundsville, WV
[errill Scott Johnson, Frankfort
Kevin Michael Kramer ...., Alexandria
Scott Homer Lambert", Lexington
Yolanda T. Liu, Lexington
William Aaron Long ...., Paducah
James Eric Lowe, Lexington
Richard Rabin Maiti. Lexington
Shawn K. McCartt, Lexington
David Brian McQuilling, Louisville
Justin Bradley Meyer , Crestview Hills
Anthony Wade Mink , Mt Vernon
Haslizatul Fairuz Mohamed Hanum ....,
Malaysia
Shahril Nizam Mohd Haniff Malaysia
Ronald Andrew Oepping, Lexington
Anuj Dinker Patel, Lexington
Jason Mark Perry, Louisville
Michael Andrew Pile ...., Louisville
Gregory Allen Rice, Ashland
Paul Farris Richmond, Berea
Amanda Beth Rohaly, Fairmont, WV
Barrett Justin Ross, Lexington
[eromie Lee Russell, Owensboro
Wasfi Saleem Said ...., Israel
Mark Richard Salzer ...., Clifton, NJ
Nathaniel August Sanders, Hodgenville
Christopher Paul Schmidt ...., Erlanger
David Scott'". Lexington
Lisa Claire Scully ...., Lexington
David Patrick Stearns ...., Robards
Kristin Adair Stephens", Raleigh, NC
Ruth Allison Stinetorf Lancaster
John Andrew Stream [r., Woodbridge, VA
Christopher Lee Tallent
Winnie Ching-Ching Tang ...., Malaysia
Roberta Kaye Tincher ...., Mt Sterling
Jody Glen Trieloff", Elizabethtown
James Todd Wagner ...., Paducah
Christopher Alan Wells ...., Alvaton
Brian Keith Wheeler, Lawrenceburg, IN
Michael Shane White , Henderson
Travis Kyle Womack , Ashland
Syed Asad Zia ...., Pakistan
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
James Leslie Adams, Flatwoods
Nimesh Ashok Amin ...., Bowling Green
Robert Alan Bailey ...., Pikeville
Florentina Marie Barnes,
Manish Bhatia, India
Ahmed M. Bin Ghannam, Dubai, UEA
Brian Neil Bivins'", Owensboro
John Christopher Bowlin , Paintsville
Craig William Carpenter , Erlanger
Christopher Maurtice Carr ...., Lexington
Chii-Wee Chee, Malaysia
Kian Haur Chong ...., Malaysia
Si Shuh Chong ...., Malaysia
Chih-Funk Choo, Malaysia
Dennis Boon Han Chua ..". Malaysia
Chie Wen Chung ...., Lexington
Cory L. Clark ...., Owensboro
Michael Patrick Coats ...., Lexington
Angela Mae Conley ...., Lexington
Brian Redi Cottongim, Beechmont
Brian Edward Davis ...., Lexington
Rama Krishna Dhuwaraha ...., Sri Lanka
Rachel Leigh Farmer ...., Brownsville
Emily Suzanne Gentry, Madisonville
Robert Henderson Gill Jr. ...., Boaz
Amir Hanif Pakistan
Neil Vincent Harrington, Lexington
[err-ill Scott Johnson ...., Frankfort
Christopher Lee Kemper, Ashland
Kristina Lynn Kremer ...., Melbourne
William M. Leach
Hon Voon Leong, Malaysia
Seng [uh Leong, Malaysia
Brandon Wayne Lewis ...., Lexington
Eu-jin Liew", Malaysia
Chek Meng Lim, Malaysia
Sheac Yee Lim ...., Malaysia
Keith Thomas Loiselle", Nicholasville
Wei Ping Lor ...., Malaysia
David Michael Lynch, Paducah
Shajee Madhavan, Singapore
Gregory Owen Maultsby, Burke, VA
Brian Douglas McGuire , Danville
Dustin Robert Mitchell , Louisville
Swee An Ng. Malaysia
George Mark Nienaber ...., Ross
Shawn Richard O'Connor ...., Villa Hills
Li Lynn Ooi ...., Malaysia
Richard L. Otte, j-. Lexington
Jason Demond Owens, Louisville
Anuj Dinker Patel, Lexington
Ryan Lucian Porter, Owensboro
Chad William Reedy ...., Annapolis, MD
Wayne Everette Roberts, Paducah
Ali Rushdy Ruwaim , Sri Lanka
Brent Alan Shelton , Mayfield
Ivan Wee Kiong Siah ...., Malaysia
Brandon Scott Skaggs, Campbellsville
Malinda Kay Stremmel. Middletown, OH
Jeremy Ray Strothman, Louisville
Andrew Tan , Malaysia
Boon Poh Tan , Malaysia
Kim Yuan Danny Tan, Malaysia
Wee-Hua Tang, Malaysia
Adrian Leonard Thomas ...., Malaysia
Michael Paul Upton", Mayfield
Cameron Ray Vandiver ...., Madisonville
Jay William Vessels, Hodgenville
Nick Joseph Vocke ....,Ft Wright
Michael Darin Walker ...., McRoberts
Mark Allen Watson, Henderson
Amy Siew-Choo Wee, Malaysia
Kelley C. Whigham, Florence
Joshua Garrett Whitehead, Glasgow
Stephen Bradley Wiles, Madisonville
Michael Anthony willett", Cunningham
Greg Lewis Wilson, Somerset
Eng-Leong Yau...., Malaysia
Eddy Wee Loong Yee...., Malaysia
Suan Jong yeo ...., Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Matthew Brian Chalk, Taylor Mill
Genelle K. Farley, Louisville
Mark William Carrett'", Muncie, IN
John Wesley Gavin, Salem
Daniel Ray Hargett , Augusta
Sean Cheang Low , Malaysia
Wynia Leigh young ...., Sturgis
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Micah Seth Aaron ...., Somerset
Larry Wayne Acton ...., London
Charles Michael Arvin ...., Richmond
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Stephen Carl Beegle, Florence
Nathan F Bottom ...., Phyllis
James Vernon Brown IT...., Sebree
Thomas Howard Burrows, Worthington, OH
Wei-Keat Chai, Malaysia
Allen Chong Leng Cheah, Malaysia
Keng-How Cheng ...., Malaysia
Clay T. Cowan, Murray
Brian Todd Craycraft ...., Lexington
Charles Wray Dawson III...., Owensboro
Jason Wood Dawson, Maceo
Kevin Andrew Day ....,
Kerry Lee Dever ...., Lexington
Joey Thomas Eaton", Adairville
Jennifer Clare Eckert ...., Fairfield, OH
Christopher Wayne Elswick ...., Lexington
Robert Joseph Feldman, Ft. Thomas
Lawrence Voon Ming Foe", Malaysia
Jordan Matthew Forst ...., Louisville
Lisa Elizabeth Gift ...., Selinsgrove, PA
Robert John Gift, Middleburg, PA
Tapiwa Zabron Curupira, Zimbabwe
Cory V Heise ...., Paducah
Aik Khai Heng. Malaysia
King-Fu Hii, Malaysia
Kenneth Patrick Hobbs [r., Louisville
James Bryan Howard ...., Lexington
Bryan David Huret, Columbus, OH
James Hamilton Ice, Bardstown
Scott Edward [aehne. Lexington
John Riley Johnston", Benton
Jonathan David Kelley ...., Bardstown
Matthew Thomas Kerley, Paducah
Aaron Michael Landrum, Nicholasville
Yen Sing Leng ...., Malaysia
Richard Jeremy Leonard ...., Melber
Yuon Yau Leow , Malaysia
Chun Hung Low , Malaysia
Vivorn Mejudhon, Thailand
Lip Kean Moey, Malaysia
Shannon J Murphy ...., Villa Hills
Lam Ann Ng ...., Malaysia
Gary L Owens", Corbin
Grant Bailey Page ...., Lexington
Antoine Pieri, France
Aaron Douglas Pridemore, Flatwoods
Jason Keith Rainwater, Campbellsville
Plazi U. Ricklin, Switzeland
Michael Ernest Roche, Bowling Green
Thomas Malcolm Royer, Lexington
Melissa Joan Schroeder", Atlanta, GA
Hui Chyr See...., Malaysia
Benjamin D Shockley ....
Christopher Clay Stovall", Lexington
Michael W. Tieman, Wilder
David Scott Trenbeath ...., Parkersburg, WV
Koichi Tsunei, Japan
Paul David Vice...., Morehead
Michael Ray Wedding, Whitesville
Kevin Donald Wise, Lebanon
Basil Tung Liong Wong, Malaysia
Chee Chen Wong ...., Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Eric James Blanford ...., Slaughters
Stewart Lee Boyd ...., Lexington
Glenn Michael Damron", Lexington
Steven Neal Fields, Whitesburg
Rebecca Lynne Kelemen, Pineville
Robert Lee Maynard, Pikeville
Richard Byron Nunnery ...., Lexington
Paul Sainato, Lexington
Stephanie Leigh Sullivan, Lick Creek
James Anthony Sumner, Whitley City
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Robert Shay
Bachelor of Arts
Mark James Alderman, Frankfort
Mollie M. Alexander, Maysville
Rebecca Sanns Amsler, Bellefonte, PA
James Christopher Arnold, Madisonville
Michael M. Assad, Murray
Derek W. BaW
Mary Blair Bennett, Lexington
Mindy J. Bruce, Greenup
Deborah D. Burkhalter, Lexington
Callie Rae Propes Chapman, Louisville
Jonathan Mack Cherry'", Louisville
[effre David Childre, Lexington
Nathan Benjamin Cole, Lexington
Jonathon Michael Collins, Madisonville
Stephanie Suzanne Cordle, Nitro, WV
Emily Ruth Corman, Georgetown
Michael Allan Denhardt, Vandalia, OH
LeeAnne Edmonds, Pikeville
David T. Fau}>!-",Albany, NY
Przemyslaw Shamick Gaworski*, Lexington
Brian W. Goodley, Henderson
Casey Mitchell Gorman, Hazard
Tessa May Govan, California
Amy Elizabeth Cray'", Greensburg, PA
Laura Leigh Greely, Lexington
Andreas Rickard Robert Custafsson'",
Sweden
Jennifer Kelly Hager, Shelbyville
Jun Hamamatsu'", Japan
Tatsuya Hamamatsu'", Japan
David Joel Harder, Lexington
Misty Shea Bender Hatcher'". Lexington
Todd Arthur Hensley, Lexington
Maureen Rae Hergott, Northbrook, IL
Tara Anne Hill"", Knoxville, TN
Beth Ann Holbrook", Charleston, WV
Ashley Renee' Horrall, Louisville
Nathan Hewitt Hoskins'", Louisville
Edie Combs Huddleston, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Jones, Louisville
Jennifer Lou Kearns, Russell Springs
Sun-Mae Kim, Korea
Kristin Harrison Kimbrell, Lexington
Steven George Kramer", Ft. Wright
Mary Kathryn Kuster, Lexington
Shannon Armstrong Leva, Woodinville, WA
Heather Nichol Lindquist, Utica
Krista Anne Linn", Lexington
Pamela Lucas", Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Machen'"', Charlottesville,
VA
Kimberly Nicole Martin, Fort Thomas
LaRhondolyn Michelle Mathies, Louisville
Gregory Alan Mercer'". Louisville
Kimberly Ann Milhoan", Huntington, WV
Eriko H. Moore'"
James Chadwick Moren, London
Eleanor Blake Peterson, Louisville
Suphaphon Pipatwatcharaporn",
John Kevin Powell", Beattyville
Joyce Lynn Probus, Louisville
James David Quigley, Louisville
Summer Kathleen Raftery, Lexington
Sara Chandler Ratterman'", Louisville
Thomas Stephen Reaves, Lexington
Lisa Carrington Rippetoe, Versailles
Brandon Robert Scheldt, Litchfield, IL
Michael Patrick Sheron"
Kristyn Leigh Silberman, Owensboro
Erika Leigh Smith, Dublin, OH
Jonathan Edward Steenbergen, Cincinnati,
OH
Allison Brooke Stephan, Crestwood
Amy Kathleen Stephan Cranfill, Lexington
Jeanie Ann Stewart, Lexington
Gina Dee Snckler'", Louisville
Laura Elaine Stull, Henderson
Shelley Lynn Surgener
Jonas Sing Tang
Karla LaRae Totty", Ashland
Jason Dean Tranetzkl", Roswell, GA
Steven Mitchell Tucker, Madisonville
Brian Lee Turner, Frankfort
Christina Louise Warner, Louisville
Carrie Elizabeth Warren, Lexington
Tanya Joy Whitehouse, Lebanon
Lisa Colleen witte'", Murfreesboro, TN
Gregory Stephen Wood, Elizabethtown
Miho Yuhara'". Japan
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Hadley Meredith Combs, Charleston, SC
William Clifton Cox, Lexington
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Ashley Rebecca Estep, Corbin
Dennis Patrick Griffin, Louisville
Jennifer Kelly Hager, Shelbyville
James Randolph Halley, Versailles
Noel Alexander Harilson, Lexington
Janet Terrilyn Hooker, Lexington
Melanie Jean House, Louisville
Jon Randahl Humphrey,
Sherry J. Lane, Lexington
Micah Brown Logsdon, Harrodsburg
Robert Paul Mattingly, Louisville
Shirley McCauley, Detroit, MI
Laura Kathleen O'Toole Morton, Louisville
Gayle Elizabeth Pazerski, Charleston, WV
Joyce Lynn Jones Probus, Louisville
Charles Eugene Rice Jr.", Louisville
Kristina Leigh Tober", Lexington
Carrie Elizabeth Todd'", Pewee Valley
Melanie Jean Vanl-iouten'". Frankfort
Bachelor of Music
Tara Elizabeth Anderson, Lexington
Dawn Elizabeth Coon, Fitzwilliam, NH
Daniel H. Erbe, Lexington
Matt Emery Hemenway, Lexington
Mark Andrew Ison. Frankfort
Corey Matthew Lareau, Penfield, NY
Joseph Elliott Prather, Lexington
Jonathan Charles Scarozza'", Buffalo, NY
Tiffaney Lynn gudduth'",
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Rebecca Leah Milburn Adams, Louisville
Mary Katherine Daly, Louisville
Tony Matthew Davis, Dover, AR
Sharon Gayle Parthing'"
Amy Elizabeth Coforth'". Scottsville
Ryan Curtis Hays, Versailles
Camille Lenan McDonald"", Fairdale
Christopher Alan Miller, Bellevue
Michael Shane Mitchell'". Lexington
Erin Amanda Murphy, Lexington
David Kyle Nash'". Munfordville
Brian Joseph Rolon'". Spring, TX
Michael Dale White", Lexington
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean: Retia S.Walker
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Juliette Tebeau Bezold, Gibsonburg, OH
Terry Jeanne Bryan, Louisville
Penny Wade Calvert, Elizabethtown
Jill Marie Carby, LaGrange
Elizabeth Danielle Cornett, Carrollton
Robin Lea Danks, Lexington
Emily Anne Dexter, Owensboro
Casey Renee Evans, Oilsprings
Carrie Lyn Feltner, Lexington
Ginna Beth Fleming, Mt. Sterling
Sharon K Frantz"
Mary Lisa George, Lexington
Amy Kathleen Gibbons, Louisville
Beverly Louise Heiss, Lexington
Beth Ann Holbrook", Charleston, WV
Ann Elizabeth Hrovat, Cincinnati, OH
Miyuki Kadowaki, Hokkaido, Japan
Janet Schaller Kennedy", Independence
Karin Mihara, Lexington
Hillary Simms Mitchell, Hazard
Kelly Amber Myers, Columbus, OH
Heather Darline Panko, Danville
Stacey Rae Parker, Russell
Phoebe Ra Richardson, Monticello
Jonas S. Tang"
Miranda Ann Thomas, Elsmere
Heather Lorraine Thompson, Lawrenceburg
Allison Anne West, St. Louis, MO
Emily Susan Wilson, Frankfort
Yoko Yamaya, Ibaraki, Japan
Jennifer Yun, S. Williamson
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Brooke Michelle Adams, Daleville, VA
Misty Cordell Allen, Hazard
David Scott Berringer, Ft. Thomas
Sarah Ellen Blocher , Nicholasville
Christina Ruth Craft , Stanton
Jennifer Dawn Cruze", Caneyville
Amanda Rae Drake", Columbus, IN
Maureen Mary Egan'", Union
Amy Michelle English, Cynthiana
Emily Joan Ferris, Ft. Thomas
Martha Anne Figg'", Shelbyville
William Michael Fisher ...., Dunwoody, GA
Amy Carol Fitzgerald, Frankfort
Brandon Dale Frodge", Maysville
Stacy Lynn Gigliotti ..", Cincinnati
Stephanie Lynn HaW, Naperville, IL
Jennifer Ann Hays, Pewee Valley
Anna [urlk", Brookfield, 1L
Jennifer Lynn Latendresse, Lexington
Kelli Lynne Luquer", Ashland
Keri Lea Mckibben", Louisville
Jennifer Leigh Miller ...., Elizabethtown
Raymonda Geneva Miller ...., Independence
Kimberly Anne Moore", Harper Woods, Ml
Whitney Celeste Neuman'". Paris
Aaron Brown Owens, Paris
Michelle Lee Payne, Louisville
Brandy Ann Perdue'", Louisville
Carrie Pauline Regan'". Edgewood
Julia K. Riley'", Florence
Courtney Patton Roggenkamp'", Louisville
Tia Kristen Rouse", Mayfield
Richard N. Stewart'", Martin
Karen Beth Troendly, Louisville
Jessica Lee Venhoff", Louisville
Jessica Dawn Wade'", Martin
Holly Roberta Wethington, Park Hills
Krishna Daniel Wilson", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Nichole Denise Adams", Louisville
Dana K. Anderson", Richmond
Sarah Roberts Baird'", Pikeville
Stephanie Ann Bakies, Lexington
Anne Marie Baumann'", Columbus, OH
Rochelle LaSonya Baynham, Hopkinsville
Kara Rinderer Blake'", Murfreesboro, TN
Catrena Bowman-Lewis'", Madisonville
Vickie Lee Lynn Brann'", Bloomington, IL
Angela Christin Breeden, Louisville
Cara Marie Brown, Lexington
Janet 1. Byrd, Lexington
Heath Thomas Chambers'", Hopkinsville
Taleesa Michele Chandler, Lexington
Josephine E. Coffield'"
John Samuel Collier", London
Linda Kay Ross Cottle'", Nicholasville
Christina Elizabeth Crace, Lexington
Heather Laticia Curry, Elizabethtown
Mikka Lete' Cushenberry, Hopkinsville
Daniel Michael Decker, Jr."*, Lexington
Stephanie Rae Denniston, Lexington
Emily Eileen Deutsch ...., New York City, NY
Jennifer Leigh Doyle
Charles Louis Estes TI*",Winchester
Nekesha FaShaun Cilmer'", Henderson
Kristin Leigh Goetz, Daviess County
Tasha C. Grandy, Owensboro
Leigh Brooke Green", Columbus, GA
Marie Helen Blacker Haley", Lexington
Jill Sulane Harmon", Frankfort
Kendra Benyce Hatchett'". Lexington
Chasity Dawn Hayslett'", London
Angela Sue Hawkins, Hopkinsville
Marlia Hill'". Lexington
Shari Lynn Hill, Lexington
Kathleen Rose Hunter", Frankfort
Dacian Thea Ison, Independence
Jill Elizabeth Ann Iensen'", Sebastopol, CA
Clare M. [obe", Lexington
Christopher Martin [ones'". Millstone
Mary Teresa Jones, Stockton, CA
Virginia Barbour Keene'", Springfield
Onna 1. Chumley Keys
Heather Marie Lafferty, Perrysburg, OH
Catherine Susan Mackey'". Albany
Miranda Jean McKinney, Greensburg
Jennifer Mcwilliams, Lexington
Rachel Lynn Meadows, Lexington
Emily JoAnn Mounce Merrick, Science Hill
Angela Gail Moore'", Louisville
Melissa Dawn Mullikin'". Maysville
Matthew Clay Mumme, Lexington
Kathryn Celeste Neuman, Lexington
Teresa Carol Newton'". Lexington
Elizabeth Ann O'Bryan'", Owensboro
Sharon Lynn Oldfield, Lexington
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Sherry Painter, Pikeville
Christy Lynn Pennington'", Virginia Beach,
VA
Laura Mary Pflaumer'", Hamilton, OH
Marrialana Prince
Jenny Renee Provence", Paintsville
Nicole Marie Salamone", Lexington
Katherine Anne Sanfilippo, Union
Megan Louise Sergi'", Charleston, WV
Linda Joyce Shanahan, Flatwoods
Suzanne S. Shanklin, Lexington
Lori Shelton'". Lexington
Lisa [oleen Smith'", Danville
Kimberly Lynn Snowden"
Katherine Louise Stewart, Ashland
Jaime Lynn Thompson, Taylor Mill
Laurel M. Vance'", Suncipee, NH
Andrea Marie Wallace, Bowling Green
Michael Lon Webster, Independence
Preston Collins Whelan'", Lexington
Kelly Anne Wilkes"
Brian James Williams ...., Lexington
Margaret Christina Wilson", Lexington
David Andrew Winfrey, Louisville
Jennifer Ellen Wixson", Russell Springs
Natasha Lee woods". Corbin
Angela Leigh Young'"', Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Family
and Consumer Sciences
Ahren Lynn George, Tollesboro
Leah Rachelle Lanham'", Louisville
Candace M. Mitchell, Cynthiana
Chastity Danielle Newsome'". Virgie
Mennajai Mairzeah Sabounchi, Mt Sterling
Sarah Io Sullivan, Falmouth
Amy Marie Wiley, Georgetown
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Zeinab Ali Abdorahman
Joann Elizabeth Hollen, Williamsburg
Kabibi Okunema Omadjambe, Kinshasa,
Zaire
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Cindy King Colemire", Brooksville
Jessica Lynn Thompson", Saline, MI
Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Jonathan M Alsup, Bedford
William Wainwright Barber 1Il,Plantation,
FL
Brian Christopher Brooks", Lexington
Benson Walker Campbell IV**,Henderson
Emily Hunt Case, Cynthiana
Stephen Andrew Cassidy, Elizabeth, NJ
Jennifer Leigh Cecil'", Louisville
Stephanie Lynn Cottingham'", Corydon
Julie A. Craven'", Louisville
Leigh Delyte Dalton, Cadiz
Philip H. Dieckhoff W .., Elizabethtown
Joe David Blliott'", Fulton
Daniel Lebroi Flowers ...., Owensboro
Craig Alan Friedman", Prospect
Kai Yuen Fung ...., Hong Kong
Rodney Paul Goad, Louisville
Jason A. Green ...., Owensboro
Karen Luise Hanser", Florence
Erin Elizabeth Harman, Fairmont, WV
Esteban Z Hecht ...., Ecuador
Joseph Patrick Highland, Lexington
Eliot G Honaker, Lexington
Cindy Johnny ...., Malaysia
Pamela Jeanne Kidd, Cleveland, OH
Michael Wayne Logsdon ...., Shepherdsville
Laura Beth Mathis ...., Lexington
Latina Frances Mays, Lexington
Hayden Winslow Milligan II, Prestonsburg
Lara Elizabeth Mire...., Maderia, OH
Barry Eugene Mitchell ...., Lexington
Mohamed Mohamed Othman, Egypt
Marcia Lynn Overstreet", Louisville
Megan Lezer Owens ...., Willowbrook, IL
Randall Courtwright Potts, Dublin, OH
Justin Ryan Rains...., Williamsburg
Lee David Reynolds, Lexington
Michael Brian Rogers...., Danville
Stacey Anne Sininger, Staten Island, NY
Allen Warner Sleeth ..
Robin Michelle Smith , Philpot
Dolores Lynn Smithson, Hopkinsville
Dianna Marie Spina ...., Lexington
Kimberly Joy Strickroot
Clayton Warren Suter", Louisville
Duke Theodore Urch. Frankfort
Carrie Ann Wright, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel and
Textiles
Elizabeth Kim Booth...., Bowling Green
Caroline Margaret Buring", Villa Hills
Ann Marie Cegnar, Lexington
Amy Leigh Clark, Bristol, VA
Catherine Lee Clayton ...., Independence
Julie Anne Crittenden, Dorton
Michelle Dean", Louisville
Julia Anne Dundon, Lexington
Ann E.Durham ...., Danville
Jeannine Tally Durr ...., Carbondale, IL
Lori Ann Eaton ...., Glasgow
Victoria Lynn Eilers, Villa Hills
Elizabeth Suzanne Ellison, Lexington
Tiffany Hope English", Paducah
Renee Lynn Griffin", Edgewood
Brooke Thompson Gustafson, Hopkinsville
Angela Hamblin ...., Lexington
Susan Blake Herbert, Louisville
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Lynn Nicole Hochgesang, Jasper, IN
Charlotte Marie Imwalle". Cincinnati, OH
Sonja Renee' Johnson ...., Lexington
Janey Wen [ue, Louisville
Kacey Ann Long ...., Middletown, OH
Rachel E. Magee", Dry Ridge
Lolita Farley Martine'", Lexington
Sarah Katherine Matthews", Lexington
Courtney Ann Messick", Madisonville
Tamara Suzanne Meyer, Louisville
Kelly Dawn Newton ..
Autumn Joy Nickels , Lexington
Tela Dawn Potter, Shelbyville
Tammy M. Ramsey, Shelbyville
Maria Theresa Raponi, Kettering, OH
Joseph Paul Reever, Lexington
Andrea Leigh Reeves...., Owensboro
Patrie Richardson, Grayson
Shelly [o Richerson, Campbellsville
Emily Catherine Rives, Lexington
Marsha Yuki Priest Roberts", Kennesaw, GA
Mannajai Mairzeah Sabounchi", Mt. Sterling
Rachel Leigh Smith , Lexington
Amy Beth Thornton , Woodburn
Molly Kay Wells...., Lexington
Kathryn Page Wingo", Franklin
Lauri Ann Wood", Frankfort
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing
Mackenzie Diane Abbott, Dublin, OH
Sheila Leah Alexander, Beattyville
Stephanie Danielle Baker, Thornton
Jerry Allen Basham, Louisville
Elizabeth Joanne Becker ...., Radcliff
Genevieve Ann Bidwell, Middletown, OH
Kristie Lynn Blair, Ashland
Merry Sue Boggs", Wilmore
Kathy Davis Brock, Greensburg
Felix Jerome Brown, Lexington
Amanda Nicole Bruning, Louisville
Adona Jane Burress, Breeding
Amy Louise Cannon, Ramsey, IN
Cara Carone, Kettering, OH
Mary Kathleen Castillo, Radcliff
Melanie Alanna Chalk, Versailles
Patricia 1. Day'", Smilax
Dwyna G. Dean ...., Hazard
LeAnn Geralds Detherage, Greensburg
D. Matthew Dolan, Lexington
Andrea Diane Dyson, Radcliff
Emily Dawn King Ellis, Shelbyville
Kymberly Ann Elmore, Clarkson
Sara Beth Farmer, Lexington
Polly Janell Figueroa, Hamilton, OH
Christine Michelle Fleshman'", Richmond
Sherelene Scott Portney'", Corbin
Lisa Ann Fowler, Bardstown
Jason Keith Preeburne, Wilmore
Ashley Meredith Frick, Louisville
Patricia Nicole Tyler Gehring, Nicholasville
Sara Catherine Germann, Edgewood
Shelia Karen Gibson, Campbellsville
Sara N. Gillstrap, Beaver Dam
Galadriel Ann Greene, Lexington
Shannon Nichole Gross Hewitt, Carlisle,
OH
Kimberly Sue Hall, Nicholasville
Shonna G. Hart, Stanford
Jennifer Marie Hastings, Albany
Beth A Hicks, West Chester, OH
Debra Jean Hurley, Radcliff
Michelle Yvonne Jackson, Union
Rebecca K Bowen Ient, Hazard
Janice Lynn Johnson, Shepherdsville
James Milton [ones'", Louisa
SheIla Maggard Keeton'". Pikeville
Melissa Ann Kenkel, Louisville
MeeHeh Kim, South Korea
Leslie Walton Kinney, Elizabethtown
June-Liang [ou Kung"
Ruth Anne Lane, Omaha, NE
Rachel Marie Langley, Wilmore
Mary Ellen Loyall, Winchester
Jessica Ann Marcum, London
Shanna Leigh McCammon, Russellville
Kari Elizabeth McClanahan, Garland, TX
Kimberly Ann McCord
Amy Marie McCoskey, Louisville
Anita J. Mcfraniel'". Bulan
Pamala Dawn McDaniel, Winchester
Lindsey Renee McKee, Frankfort
Kelly A. Medley, Brandenburg
Jenny Lou Miles'", Evansville, IN
Haley Gatton Morris, Philpot
Jeremy Dean Morris, Owensboro
Jennifer Bradshaw Mullins, Lebanon
Nina Grace Murphy-Iohnson'", Bardstown
Nancy Cecil Myrick, Louisville
Martha Sue Harding Newton,
Campbellsville
Chizumuzo Tochukwu Chinonso Okoli,
Nigeria
Doris Whitney Overbey, Lexington
Christopher Mitchell Page'", Lexington
Chunkit Pang, Hong Kong
Daniel Grant Patton'", Casper, WY
Mary Kathryn Pegram, Louisville
Karen [o Lawson Pennington, Louisville
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Janey Pennington Phipps'". Corbin
Leslie [o Platt, Somerset
Brandi Michelle Prentice, Louisville
Keri Elise Purcell, Cynthiana
Rachel Hudson Rastetter, Columbus, OH
Sheri Lynne Ratliff'". Hazard
Janie Carol Richie'", Hazard
Renee Marie Riffell", Wilmore
Melissa Ann Rule, Mayfield
Sheri Lee Rush, Lexington
Scott Alan Seitz'"
Megan Adrienne Sexton, Paris
Katherine Claire Shrader, Cincinnati, OH
Sara Barber Simms, Springfield
Tonya LeAnn Simpson, Bowling Green
Lucille Maxine Smith'", Radcliff
Robin Kay Smith, Hazard
Tonya G. Thomas Stalcup'". Albany
Melissa Lynn Stidham, Xenia, OH
Chandra Lynn Stroth, Ashland
Wesley Joseph Sturgill, Ashland
Sheila Kaye Thomas Sursa'"
Jessica Elaine Swoveland, Sterling Heights,
MI
Amy Rose Terry, Hazel Green
Monica Rena Turner, Hardin
Debra Ann Tyler, Elizabethtown
Kevin Andrew Valent, Belle Vernon, PA
Petrina Gail Van Cuilder'", Georgetown
Michelle Lynn Venegas, Paducah
Amanda Erin Weatherby, Columbus, OH
Kelly Ann Welty, Bellbrook, OH
Jimmy Ronald Wilder, Richmond
Delena Brown Wilson, Parkland, FL
Mary Flagett Hawkins Wine, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Mary Winkler, West Chester, OH
Wendy Gennita Woodall", Fredonia
Gayle Denise Zipay
College of Social Work
Dean: Kay S. Hoffman
Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work
Winifred (Annette) Lambert Abernathy",
Freeburn
Alison Arens Albrinck'". Ft. Thomas
Alicia Golden Allen", Lexington
Andrea Ray Allinder'", Henderson
Kelly Marie Anderson, Lexington
Kelley Jones Ardery, Lexington
Eric S Arms, Lexington
Arvel Lorenzo Banks, Hopkinsville
[enni Lea Baumgardner, Louisville
Amanda Susan Beckett, Lawrenceburg
Deborah Bryant Bennett'", Princeton
Shannon Lorenda Bradley, Owensboro
Crystal Gail Brooks'", Jeffersonville, IN
Karen Casey Buescher'", Park Hills
Shanea Jeanette Bush'", Betsy Layne
Zephrenia Yvette Campbell, Lexington
Kythryn A. Carr", Lexington
Tammy Cavitt, Paducah
Kelly Shelton Chamberlain, Lexington
Erica Latasha Bell Chavis, Pembroke
George Alfredrick Chavis, Hopkinsville
Justin Bishop Cheatham", Chaplin
Tracy Ann Clemans, Union
Erin Tracy Cloyd, Glasgow
Diatra Carrol Collett, Lexington
John M. Collins", Columbia
Alfred Collinsworth'", Lexington
Melissa K Cornett". Cumberland
Ayisha Courtney, Louisville
Deana Marie Cronch'", Lexington
Martha Joyce Crumbie", Lebanon
Matthew Ray Crutcher, Lexington
Diana Jean Davin'", Lexington
Melanie Lynn Davis'", Pikeville
Adela DeLeon, Lubbock, TX
Kimberly Ann Denkins", Carlisle
Amy Marie Dennis, Lexington
Jennifer Renee Dorroh'", Louisville
Cynthia Michelle Dozier, Broomfield, CO
Patricia Suzette Drieci'", Hamlin, WV
Amy Jolene Durbin", Owensboro
Heshimu Kenyatta Evans, Bronx, NY
Mary Elizabeth Ewing", Glasgow
Davy J. Ferguson, Greenup
Katsuyuki Fujiwara'", Kagawa, Japan
Stephanie Jane Gibson, Lexington
Lisa Lynn Gilbert", Paintsville
Alicia Nicole Grady-Merriman, Lexington
Marni Joy Greenberg'", Buffalo Grove, IL
Jaime Erin Griswold, Elizabethtown
Laura Marie Hill'", Danville
Alina Marie Hudson", Nicholasville
Mark Murphy jacobs", Fort Walton Beach,
FL
Katherine Jean Johnson, Georgetown
William Winfred johnson", Lexington
Ann Marie Kirchgessner, Louisville
Steven Craig Koppen". LaGrange
George Greene Lakes, Lexington
Nicole Andrea Lavy'", Lansing, MI
Dorothy Annell Thomas Lee, Nicholasville
Carla Cassada Lemon", Lexington
William Brent Lemon'", Paducah
Alexis Ann Logsdon, Lexington
Dinah Lynn Southern May, Winchester
Christina Shay McAffrey*, Westland, MI
Sarah Glenn Mcbride, Huntsville, AL
Margaret J. McCoskey**, Lexington
Brian Douglas Mclntyre'", Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Mertz", Louisville
Andrea Suzanne Millard, Lexington
Sarah R Mills, Danville
Sarah Katherine Moore, Lexington
Deanna Holeman Mortimer, Corydon
Melina Rose Mounce, Somerset
George Gerald Myers", Evansville, IN
Tosha Renee Neace'", Lexington
Lisa Ann Brown Newman", McDowell
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Scott Anthony Padgett, Louisville
Tracy G. Perkins'", Hazard
Brandy Charmaine Peters", Danville
Aaron N. Peterson'", Grayslake, IL
Yoshhisa Torren Potts'". Louisville
Stephanie Robyn Preece", Lexington
Jennifer Marie Preston, White Plains, NY
Brandi Sunshine Daniels Pride, Pike County
Carrie Denise Pruden'", Owensboro
Gretchen Carol Pruitt, Danville
Robin Lynn Ramey, Lexington
Shahied S. Rashid**, Lexington
Cynthia K. Reed, Lexington
Yevette Leavell Relford'". Danville
Timothy Paul Rowland, Savannah, GA
Ellen Elizabeth Ruprecht'". Villa Hills
Michael Thomas Scott, West Chester, OH
Thomas Scott Shropshire", Winchester
Sara Elizabeth Simms, Danville
Koleen Rowland Slusher", Louisville
Shawn Eugene Smith, Tallahassee, FL
Torrey Martin Smith", Shelbyville
Anna Christine Spalding'", Louisville
Pamela A Sturgeon, Louisville
Angela Feltner Swann", Lexington
Kathy Taylor'", Lexington
Jason Eugene Thomas, Russell Springs
Nathan Richard Thompson, Webbville
Sheila Frances Tipton, Louisville
Rita Jean Turpin'", Lexington
Loneatra Mae Tyler'". Mt. Sterling
Virginia Maria Vicini, Lynch
Shannon Susanne Wallace'", Russell
Ashley Armstrong Warrick, Maysville
Tonya Michelle Welsh, Paris
Jamie Gail wesley". Somerset
Adrienne Leigh Whitt, Hazard
Tina Thacker Whitt, Lexington
Megan Brielle Willhoite'", Georgetown
Jennifer LeeAnn Williams'". Shepherdsville
Rebecca Catherine Wilson", Crestwood
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "Summa Cum Laude."
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum Laude." Students who attain
a grade point average of 3.4 to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A student who has spent only two years (60hours)
at the University may receive anyaf the above honors ifhe or she attains a standing of.2 higher than the three-year (90hours) requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating Summa Cum
Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and students graduating Cum



















































































































































































Rita Jean Turpin ....
Jeffrey Paul Tuttle
Kristopher Scott Van Sickle"
Michael Darin Walker ....
Chris Colleen Wallace"


















Larry Wayne Acton ....
Ahmad Mustafa Al Dati
Christopher Allan Adams"
Marcella Suzann Adams ....
Brian Wayne Adkins
Julia Ann Adkins ....
Amin Reza Akhlaghi








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thomas Joseph Mueller II**
Kris Douglas Mullins'"












































































































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1999. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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Departmental Honors in Accounting

















Departmental Honors in Anthropology
Emily Susann Moss'"
































Departmental Honors in Chemistry
David Harold Rosenbaum II
Aaron Jeremy Skaggs
Lori Anne Watson
Departmental Honors in Classics
Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann
DEPARTMENT HONORS




























Departmental Honors in English
Jessica Lyn Brown'"
Kathryn Holt Thurman"















Cedric Pierre Louis Kauffmann'"
Kelly Anne Kerwin'"
Wade Randall Lambert, Jr.*>!-
Meei Jiun Leu"





























Departmental Honors in Geography
[amey Stuart Essex
Jeffrey Neil Fugate
Departmental Honors in German
Valerie Lucinda Viers
Departmental Honors in History
Benjamin Druien Allen






















































































































































































Departmental HOllars in Physics

















































Departmental Honors in Sociology
John Franklin Burgess, [r."
Daniel Alan Clark II1*
Jeff Anthony Culver**
Eric Thomas Wilkinson""



























Charles Hopkins Crawford III

































Katrina Hofilena Sandoval ....
Jennifer Lynn Schepers
Jason Reece Scroggin




James Vernon Brown n....
Natalie Renee Collins



































The Omicron Delta Kappa Society is the National Leadership Honor Society that recognizes and encourages superior
scholarship, leadership, and exemplary character. Membership in O<'>Kis a mark of highest distinction and honor.
Individuals wearing the black/blue/white triple braid honor cords, draped over their shoulders, are active members in
Omicron Delta Kappa Society.
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CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
In 1990, the Chancellor of the Lexington Campus established the Chancellor's Awards for Outstanding Teaching for tenured and
non-tenured faculty and teaching assistants. Qualities of dedication, imagination, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are
among the traits considered for this award.
1999 RECIPIENTS OF THE CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Outstanding Teaching Award for Tenured Faculty
William Moody, Animal Sciences
J. David Robertson, Chemistry
Outstanding Teaching Award for Non-Tenured Faculty
Sung Hee Kim, Psychology
[eanmarie Rouhier-Willoughby, Russian and Eastern Studies
Outstanding Teaching Award for Teaching Assistant
Sarah A. Blank, Biological Sciences
Valerie Johnson, English
Carl Lutzer, Mathematics
THE UNNERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIA nON GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to be presented annually to
members of the University teaching and research staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In
1967, the award was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington
Campus Sectors. Nominated by student organizations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association's
Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1999 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Rayma K. Beal, Department of Kinesiology & Health
Professor Terri A. Elswick, Nursing Ashland Community College
Professor William W. Freehling, Department of History
Professor Steven G. Isaacs, Department of Agriculture Economics
Professor James J. Krupa, Department of Biological Sciences
Professor Douglas C. Poe, School of Accountancy
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977,research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research productivity and to recognize outstanding research
achievement. The recipients are excused from teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Peter Perry, Department of Mathematics
Professor Daniel A. Potter, Department of Entomology
Professor Steven Weisenburger, Department of English
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B.Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky, established a $2,000award to recognize annually
the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 1999WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Professor James A. Boling, Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies
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ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognition of the collaborative research efforts of their parents, Elizabeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan, UK's seventh president, William E. Kirwan II and
Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize, in 1994, to recognize contribution to original research or scholarship by a University of
Kentucky faculty member. A $5000.00 award is given to this year's recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Professor Robert W. Olson, Department of History
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student
of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or association with or related to the University
of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions are awarded to persons
whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1999
Joy E. Hembree - Citizen
Melanie BellCruz - Graduating Woman
Henry Joseph Curtis - Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.McVey, President of the University of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you
of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened your powers of understanding, the
University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State
is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling ofwork well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the
University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you
to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right
and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service ofGod and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
